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ABSTRACT

High Magnification Digital Image Correlation Techniques for Aged Nuclear Fuel Cladding Testing

by

Robert Scott Hansen
Utah State University, 2021

Major Professor: Dr. Ryan B. Berke
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

A comprehensive understanding of the anisotropic behavior of nuclear fuel cladding is vital for ensuring the safety of light water reactors in nuclear power plants. Safety design often relies on accurate computer modelling of this zirconium alloy cladding, which in turn requires experimental validation of those modelling tools. It is increasingly important to expand those modelling capabilities to include the microstructure. A particularly influential set of microstructural features is the brittle hydride precipitates which naturally form during reactor use. Thus, to allow these safety gains to be made, efforts must be made to better understand the effect these hydrides have on the mechanical behavior of zirconium alloy cladding. As a result, high-temperature full-field strain measurement techniques of directional tests with increased measurement resolution must be developed to enable these efforts.

This dissertation work explored the expansion of capability through several main objectives, which supported the final objective of hydride strain mapping. First, the ability to take high-temperature, high-magnification full-field strain measurements using a custom lens for digital image correlation (DIC) was demonstrated. Second, the pairing of super resolution imaging techniques with DIC for increased measurement resolution was explored. Third, the aperture
setting was optimized to balance the tradeoff between poor depth of field and deblurring from the diffraction limit of light. Fourth, several hoop-direction anisotropic testing methods were investigated to find the optimal ring hoop tension test arrangement. Finally, the developed techniques were used to produce full-field strain measurements of cladding with varying hydride orientations and concentrations in hoop tension tests, allowing validation of evolving cladding models.

(242 pages)
PUBLIC ABSTRACT

High Magnification Digital Image Correlation Techniques for Aged Nuclear Fuel Cladding Testing

Robert Scott Hansen

Nuclear fuel cladding in light water reactors, often made of zirconium alloys, is naturally made more brittle by exposure to the water coolant during normal reactor operation. However, this embrittlement by zirconium hydrides changes the mechanical behavior of the cladding material, affecting how it will deform and what may cause it to fail. Because the cladding already has different properties in different material directions, mechanical testing also needs to be direction specific. In addition, to understand the effects that these microscale hydride features have, measurements of deforming cladding need to be at a microscale. This dissertation describes several high-magnification innovations and advancements in digital image correlation (DIC), a non-contact method for measuring displacement and strain of test specimens during experiments. First, a high-magnification UV lens is demonstrated to be capable of DIC measurements with improved spatial resolution and at high temperatures. Second, previously developed super resolution imaging techniques are applied to DIC measurements of directional ring test specimens, again improving resolution and measurement quality. Third, image capture settings are optimized to balance a tradeoff between poor depth of field and the diffraction of light, both of which cause blurred images and poorer DIC measurements. Fourth, several test arrangements are analyzed with computer modelling to determine the best method for directional tests of the cladding. Finally, the techniques are used to perform high-magnification tension tests for hydried ring cladding specimens.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation

The design and maintenance of nuclear reactors in commercial power plants presents several multi-faceted challenges that draw on such varied fields as material science, mechanical design, structural engineering, chemistry, nuclear physics, heat transfer, and many others. In light water reactors (LWRs), the nuclear fuel cladding or nuclear fuel rods are the intermediary barrier between the radioactive fuel and the primary coolant [1]. Considerations in the design and maintenance of cladding include neutron cross sections, thermal conductivity, mechanical behavior, and chemical properties [2]. As a result, understanding the behavior of cladding is particularly important to the safety and function of nuclear reactors.

In order to provide better understanding of cladding behavior, a large effort has been made in developing tools which can be used to model the multiphysics associated with nuclear fuel cladding, both under operating and accident conditions [3]. These tools are useful for modeling fuel-cladding performance, but they still rely on experimental validation [4]. As additional improvements and continued developments such as multiscale and multiphysics coupling press forward [5], the need for additional in-pile and out-of-pile thermomechanical data from validation experiments grows as well [4,6].

The purpose of this dissertation is to provide experimental data of aged cladding to be used in validation of these models. In order to provide needed experimental validation to better understand thermomechanical behavior, current measurement techniques should be improved to expand the accuracy, precision, and temperature range. This will allow better testing to determine constitutive relationships, plasticity behavior, and deformation to failure of nuclear fuel cladding.
The subsequent subsections provide an overview of the state of cladding behavior, testing and relevant measurement techniques which form the basis of this work.

1.2. Research Background

1.2.1. Hydrogen Embrittlement of Nuclear Fuel Cladding

Light Water Reactors (LWRs) are the most common reactor type in service in today’s nuclear energy fleet [7]. The majority of those LWRs are Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs), which made up about two-thirds of operational nuclear plants across the world in 2019, as seen in Figure 1.1[8]. These reactors heat the water in the primary coolant loop which then transfers the heat through an exchanger to the steam generating loop. The other common type of LWR is the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR), which accounted for 16% of operating plants worldwide in 2019 [8]. BWRs feature a single coolant loop, which allows direct boiling above the reactor to generate the steam. The coolant loops for both types of LWRs operate in a temperature range of roughly 280-330°C, but the PWR operates at 15 MPa and a typical BWR operates at 7MPa [9]. Other less-common reactor types in use include Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors, Graphite-moderated Water-cooled Reactors, Gas Cooled Reactors, and Sodium Fast Neutron Reactors [8].
Figure 1.1: Breakdown of worldwide commercial power reactor types in use in 2019. Data from [8].

Typical LWR fuel comes in the form of UO$_2$ pellets, roughly 1 cm in diameter and 2 cm tall. Several fuel pellets are placed within a single cladding tubing with a slightly larger diameter and a length of roughly 4 m [10]. These fuel pins, consisting of the fuel and cladding, are placed in bundles to form the fuel assembly of the reactor. The material of choice for LWR fuel cladding has been Zirconium alloys, due in part to their low neutron cross section and desirable mechanical properties, along with corrosion and radiation damage resistance at elevated temperatures [9]. However, the crystal structure of zirconium is hexagonal close packed (hcp), and the limited slip systems of hcp crystals give the material anisotropic behavior [11]. This directionality is exaggerated in material processing methods used to fabricate cladding, which create texture as plastic deformation causes grains to reorient in a similar direction [12]. As a result, mechanical behavior such as creep and stress corrosion cracking, as well as fatigue and yield strength, are
anisotropic as well [11,13,14]. This anisotropy has led to careful testing of behavior in the axial and hoop directions, as well as experiments on the effect of biaxial stress and strain states [15,16]. Despite the added complexity of anisotropy, zirconium alloys have been the mainstay for cladding in LWRs for over 60 years [17].

A negative aspect of zirconium alloy cladding is its chemical pickup of undesired elements such as nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen, which can degrade mechanical behavior. Alloying elements have been added to develop Zircaloy-1, -2, and -4 to address corrosion, nitrogen pickup, and hydrogen pickup respectively [18]. However, the formation of zirconium hydrides in particular has caused several challenges, as the added hydrides cause embrittlement of the zirconium alloy and pose the greatest threat to the mechanical integrity of the fuel cladding [19]. This embrittlement can be especially problematic in accident conditions, including loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) and reactivity-initiated accidents (RIA), due to loss of strength and ductility [20].

Hydrides form in the zirconium alloy as hydrogen is released during the oxidation of the cladding with the cooling water. The freed hydrogen can migrate through the protective oxide layer on the water side of the cladding, entering the metal [21]. At small concentrations, the hydrogen remains in solid solution. However, once the concentration exceeds a temperature-dependent solubility limit (roughly 100-150 wt. ppm at LWR operating conditions), hydride precipitation occurs [22]. These hydrides are predominantly in the face-centered cubic (fcc) δ-hydride phase, although at higher concentrations the face-centered tetragonal (fct) γ-hydride phase can form as well [23].

Because of the crystallographic texture of the fabricated cladding, the hydrides form as platelets in one of two orientations: along the axial-circumferential plane, known as circumferential hydrides as seen in Figure 1.2, or along the axial-radial plane, known as radial
hydrides [24]. When there is little to no stress in the cladding, the hydrides tend to form in the circumferential direction [25]. However, because hydrides can migrate due to stress gradients [26], some conditions can cause their reorientation into radial hydrides [27]. These radial hydrides form primarily when the cladding is subject to thermal cooling or thermal cycling while undergoing stress [28,29], and thus they are more likely to form in LOCA conditions [30]. Due to the high mobility of hydrogen in the zirconium matrix, hydrides tend to migrate towards and form in areas of colder temperatures. This often leads to higher hydride concentrations towards the waterside surfaces and even the formation of hydride rims or blisters [31]. Additionally, hydrides can migrate due to stress gradients within the cladding.

Figure 1.2: Sample of circumferential hydrides formed in zirconium alloy cladding.

These hydrides can have a great impact on the mechanical behavior of the cladding. Fatigue behavior [33], creep and plasticity [34], and strength and ductility [35] are all affected by the presence of hydrides. If there are localized concentrations of hydrogen in the form of hydride rims or blisters, the cladding will undergo brittle rather than ductile failure due to the initiation of cracks in these hydride features which then propagate through the cladding [36–38]. Local stresses caused
by hydride concentrations can cause low-temperature fracture in the hydrides even when the hydrides would otherwise have a higher strength than the surrounding matrix [31]. The length, orientation, and concentration of the hydrides all impact mechanical behavior, although that effect can vary at different temperatures [35,39]. The temperature the cladding is subjected to also has a significant effect on the ductile or brittle behavior of the hydrides within the cladding, both for radial and circumferential orientations [31].

The anisotropy of the cladding, combined with the hydride effects, make material modeling of cladding in nuclear reactors an effort that is dependent on directionality, hydride morphology and concentration, temperature, and stress/deformation state. Thus, experimental work to determine mechanical behavior must account for these different factors, even if the effect of only one variable is being investigated.

1.2.2. Motivations and Methods for Mechanical Testing of Fuel Cladding

During normal operation of nuclear reactors, the cladding is exposed to operating temperatures of roughly 300°C, and external pressurization on the order of tens of MPa with internal pressurization on the order of MPa to tens of MPa [40,41]. Cladding in operation may undergo thermomechanical deformation due to thermal expansion, thermal creep, irradiation creep, increase in internal pressurization, and contact with the fuel pellet [42]. Throughout the life of the fuel pin assembly, the burnup pellet can cause swelling and cracking. As this deformation of the pellet exceeds the gap between the pellet and the cladding, it creates a pellet-cladding mechanical interaction (PCMI) which can cause deformation of the cladding in the hoop or circumferential direction [43].

These cladding deformation mechanisms can become much more pronounced under accident conditions. The increase in the fission rate during RIA conditions causes an abrupt
temperature spike in the pellets which swell almost instantaneously, causing PCMI and potential cladding failure [44]. The thermal energy increase can lead to cladding outer surface temperatures of roughly 1200°C [45]. A biaxial stress state is created in the cladding in RIA conditions, with hoop stress as the dominant stress and axial stress roughly 70-80% of the hoop stress [46]. Because cladding at failure may undergo significant axial and hoop stress, and because of the anisotropy of zirconium alloy cladding, evaluation of the mechanical behavior of the cladding must consider stresses in the axial and circumferential directions independently of each other. This work focuses on circumferential, or hoop direction, testing.

Circumferential testing of cladding and similar tubing has been performed with a variety of methods. Expansion Due to Compression (EDC) tests involve placing a pellet or plug inside the cladding, which is then compressed axially so that it expands outward and exerts a force on the inside edge of the cladding [47]. Original versions of the test created a uniaxial hoop stress, but variations have produced a biaxial stress state by constraining the ends of the cladding to prevent contraction, approaching biaxiality of RIA conditions [48]. It has been adapted for various temperatures using different pellet materials, with capabilities up to 900°C [43].

A more traditional test of hoop direction material properties is the burst test. The burst test has been used to determine material behavior ranging from fracture of large-diameter gas line pipes [49,50] to testing for explosion criteria in CO₂ pressure vessels [51]. In all cases, a fluid is used to pressurize a vessel or pipe in order to cause deformation and potentially failure. A static burst test involves pressurization to some level less than failure, which pressure is maintained for some period of time to check for structural integrity [52]. Alternatively, a dynamic burst test involves increasing the pressure until failure occurs to evaluate failure conditions and behavior [53]. The time scale of the pressure increase may vary, depending on whether dynamic response or quasi-
static failure is under investigation. Burst testing of fuel cladding has been done extensively, whether to obtain purely hoop direction properties through an open-end test [54], to observe failure behavior in rapid pressurization [55], and to study creep behavior at elevated temperatures [56,57]. Variations of burst testing have also been developed which utilize an intermediary interface to apply the pressure to the inside of the cladding, such as rubber tubing [58] or a thin-walled driving tube which mimics PCMI under RIA conditions [59,60]. However, one of the shortcomings of burst testing is the uncertainty of where failure will occur, due to the lack of a gauge region.

Early researchers performed a uniaxial tension tests (UTT) in the hoop direction by cutting a thin slice in the hoop direction (machining a ring, then making an axial cut or cuts through the width of the ring) and then flattening out the curvature [61]. However, doing so introduces artificial strains during the flattening which significantly alter the behavior of the material. Instead, Ring Hoop Tension Tests (RHTT) have been used to study hoop properties of cladding and other tubular materials [62]. These tests use two mandrels in the shape of hemicylinders which hook inside a ring specimen, as seen in Figure 1.3; as the mandrels are pulled apart, they press against the inner surface of the ring, which applies a tensile stress in the hoop direction. Original versions of the test used a simple ring cut from cladding without any gauges [63]. Further modifications used a notched specimen which features a gauge region to focus deformation on a specific location [62].
Figure 1.3: Ring Hoop Tension Test (RHTT) setup: two hemicylindrical grips are placed on the inside of the ring, then pulled apart to cause ring tension.

Some researchers place the gauge at the top and bottom of the grips, as shown in arrangement A of Figure 1.4. One of the most common gauge arrangements is to place the gauge region at the gap between the mandrels, as seen in arrangement B, [65] in order to reduce friction between the grips and the ring. However, this arrangement causes some bending moment in the gauge region as the ring deforms to the shape of the grips. To combat this, some researchers have rotated the gauge 45 degrees towards the direction of loading, as seen in arrangement C [32,66]. Alternatively, others have used an insert between the mandrel grips to prevent the inward bending of the ring, shown in arrangement D. [67,68]. These different arrangements seek to find a balance between uniform hoop tension and the effects of friction in order to obtain the desired hoop tensile behavior.

Figure 1.4: Potential test arrangements for RHTT. Direction of loading is shown by arrows, grips are shown in gray, the ring is shown in blue with the gauge section in dark blue.
1.2.3. Digital Image Correlation and High-Temperature Measurements

The material characterization of cladding samples through the previously described test methods relies on quality strain measurements. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a method for producing full-field displacement measurements on a surface being inspected [69]. It involves placing a trackable pattern on the surface, taking images before and after some displacement or deformation, and then processing those images with software that tracks the motion of individual pattern segments. DIC has become a popular strain measurement in part because of three distinct advantages over other methods: (1) it is a non-contact measurement, only requiring a thin layer of paint or other pattern [70], (2) it can be adapted to different length scales depending on the lens and camera used [71], and (3) it can provide full-field strain data for a surface, rather than a single data point averaged over some area [69]. These advantages make it a prime choice for measuring heterogeneous strain in materials characterization, such as the testing of nuclear fuel cladding.

First, any specimens to be investigated using DIC must feature a trackable pattern on the surface. There are several important aspects of an ideal pattern: it must have sufficiently high contrast [72], it must be a random pattern (non-periodic and non-repetitive) in order to provide unique subsets [73], and it must be isotropic and non-directional [74]. Although a naturally occurring pattern on the surface may be available in cases where the specimen has some texture or other inhomogeneous pattern [75], these requirements often necessitate the application of a contrasting black-and-white speckle pattern [73]. It is also important to ensure that speckles are appropriately sized for the scale of the measurement. Speckle size, as well as density of the speckle pattern, must be chosen based on the specific application [76].

Once a pattern is in place, images of the specimen are taken before and after some motion or deformation. This is accomplished by a camera and lens combination which can capture the pattern at the appropriate time and length scale [77]. The motion of the pattern is then tracked.
between the reference and deformed images by a correlation algorithm, which searches for the same regions between the two images [78]. This may be accomplished by either local or global DIC. Local, or subset-based DIC, breaks the image into subsets of multiple pixels, and then searches for the pixel subsets individually [79]. The Global, or finite-element-based DIC approach, tracks the motion of all pixels in the region of interest simultaneously, ensuring that continuity constraints between portions of the image are maintained [80]. Global DIC measures the motion of the complete mesh [81], and while this can allow for more accurate measurements, it also increases computation time significantly [82]. As a result, local DIC is often the preferred approach and can be found in many commercial codes.

Using the reference and deformed images, the correlation algorithm tracks the motion of specific subsets in the image. Subsets sizes are defined by the DIC software user, along with the step size, or offset spacing between the center pixels of subsets [83]. The speckle pattern ensures that each subset has a unique ‘fingerprint’ of grayscale values, which allows the algorithm to begin searching for the same unique subset in the deformed image. If a speckle is too large, it will dominate a subset and make it indistinguishable, and if a speckle is too small then the difference between speckles becomes indistinguishable. A variety of shape functions can be used, which map between the reference and deformed subsets and include the position and displacement parameters which are to be solved for based on the correlation criteria [84]. Algorithms which use the cross-correlation (CC) criteria, such as the sample in Equation 1.1, seek to maximize a correlation coefficient which measures the similarity between two sets of pixels. Those which employ sum of squared differences (SSD), such as those in Equation 1.2, seek to minimize the difference between two subsets, meaning if they are perfectly matched, the difference in pixel values will be zero (see Equation 1.2) [85,86]. These correlation algorithms can be adjusted to account for changes in
lighting by normalizing the distribution of pixels and setting the mean to zero to further improve accuracy and noise robustness [85].

\[
C_{CC}(x, y, u, v, \frac{du}{dx}, \frac{du}{dy}, \frac{dv}{dx}, \frac{dv}{dy}) = \sum_{i,j} [F(x, y) * G(x', y')] \\
C_{SSD}(x, y, u, v, \frac{du}{dx}, \frac{du}{dy}, \frac{dv}{dx}, \frac{dv}{dy}) = \sum_{i,j} [F(x, y) - G(x', y')]^2
\]  

where \( F \) is grayscale values of original image, \( G \) is grayscale values of deformed image, \( x \) and \( y \) are the original position coordinates, \( u \) and \( v \) are displacements between images, \( \frac{du}{dx}, \frac{dv}{dx}, \frac{du}{dy}, \frac{dv}{dy} \) are partial derivatives, and \( x' \) and \( y' \) are displaced position coordinates.

Unlike strain gauges, the non-contact nature of DIC measurements allows for use at higher temperatures, given the camera and lens can capture the speckle pattern clearly. However, to capture clear images in elevated temperature tests, the lens and camera must deal with the emitted light from the heated specimen. As a specimen approaches roughly 600°C, it begins to emit Planck radiation in the form of visible light [87]. The intensity of the light being emitted varies with the emissivity of the surface, meaning lower emissivity surfaces may lessen the effect, but the varying emissivity of the speckle pattern becomes problematic if not dealt with [88]. One solution is to selectively filter the wavelengths of light illuminating the specimen and sensed by the camera. From Planck’s law, it is known that at this threshold of visible emitted light, the emission intensity is higher at longer wavelengths. Therefore, relying on shorter-wavelength blue light sources to illuminate the specimen in conjunction with filters which block out all visible light other than blue can extend the upper temperature limit of DIC [89–93] by preserving the speckle quality and contrast in images.
The temperature range of DIC has been stretched even further by employing UV light [94]. Because UV has shorter wavelengths than visible, light in that spectrum is emitted at minimal levels at even higher temperatures. However, this necessitates the use of both cameras that are sensitive to UV light and lenses that can transmit UV light [95]. It may also be necessary to use UV filters to block all visible light if the camera is sensitive to both UV and visible wavelengths. This combination of UV optics and cameras has allowed measurements to be taken at temperatures up to 1600°C [96] with potential to reach much higher temperatures, limited by the melting temperature of the specimen.

1.2.4. Considerations for High-Magnification and High-Resolution DIC

In applying DIC techniques to strain measurements of a hydrided cladding specimen undergoing some deformation, the need to make small-scale measurements becomes apparent. With cladding hydrides measuring as little as a few microns across [97], full-field strain maps of cladding tests must be similarly small-scale in order to capture the material behavior. As previously mentioned, DIC can be adapted to any length scale as long as the equipment can take clear images of the speckled surface [71]. The ability to take an accurate measurement at a given scale depends on the resolution of the camera, the magnification and working distance of the lens, and how those factors interact to produce the field of view of the image. These all impact the resolution and size of the image, and therefore the quality of DIC small-scale measurements. Although DIC is capable of accurately detecting sub-pixel displacements [98,99], increasing resolution (decreasing the physical area on the surface represented by an image pixel) will allow even smaller-scale measurements to be made.

In the quest for small-scale DIC measurements, it is important to acknowledge that spatial resolution of measurements, or the area represented by a single measurement data point, is not the
same as image resolution. Because the measurement is subset-based, each displacement data point from a subset is averaged over the region covered by that subset. Thus, minimizing subset size improves the spatial resolution of displacement data, ensuring that inaccurate approximations of nonuniform displacement fields are not made [100]. However, this must be balanced against the uncertainty that comes with smaller subset sizes; a smaller collection of pixels equates to a ‘less-unique’ fingerprint for each subset, which can make correlation more challenging [101]. This balance limits the lower range of subset sizes and causes the effective displacement field resolution to be worse than the image pixel resolution.

Compounding this further, strain calculations rely on more than one subset. The strains are calculated as first-order partial derivatives of the displacement field. These partial derivatives are calculated from the Taylor series approximation of the displacement field, which necessarily uses more than one subset [102]. This results in averaging the strain measurement over areas larger than a single subset [103], causing some spatial filtering or smoothing of the strain data [104]. The averaging effect at both the subset displacement level and the strain calculation level requires that even further resolution improvement be achieved to make small-scale DIC strain measurements.

Researchers using DIC methods often improve spatial resolution by increasing the magnification of the lens. Microscale measurements have been made by taking reference and deformed images using an optical microscope [105] or scanning electron microscope (SEM) [106–108]. This has allowed measurements on the nanoscale, able to capture strain across very small structural features. However, this limits in-situ experiments to environments which can be supported by the SEM, thereby often limiting DIC to ex-situ measurements of pre- and post-deformation rather than allowing the live mapping of evolving deformation and strain fields during a test. Some microscopy setups have been specially fitted to allow loading of the specimen while
under the microscope at room temperature [109–111], but high temperature tests with this level of magnification are generally limited to ex-situ measurements [112]. For high-temperature in-situ tests, often a long stand-off distance, or working distance, between the specimen and the optical equipment is required to enable viewing through an environmental chamber window, but this generally limits the magnification of the lenses.

Even in the case where zoom lenses with long working distances allow in-situ measurements, the increase in magnification due to lens or microscope selection also limits the field of view. For a given number of pixels on a camera sensor, increasing resolution by decreasing the physical size represented by a pixel will also cause the field of view to decrease. In cases where good resolution and large fields of view are required together, high-magnification images with small fields of view have been stitched together to create a single image with a large field of view [113]. This has been done with optical microscopes [114,115] as well as SEMs [116,117].

As an alternative to image stitching, the technique of super resolution (SR) imaging shows potential to be paired with DIC for high resolution measurements. SR has been developed in other fields and used as a method of increasing the resolution of an image while maintaining the field of view. As seen in Figure 1.5, the technique involves combining several overlapping images to form a single higher resolution image of the common field of view [118]. SR can be used either in the absence of high magnification optics or in conjunction with them to produce an image with increased resolution.
Figure 1.5: Comparison of super resolution with image stitching.

The technique has its roots in mathematical models used to improve image quality and resolution beyond the diffraction limit of light [119]. There have been several distinct algorithms proposed [118,120–125] and applications have ranged from biochemistry [126] and telemedicine [127] to smartphone technology [128] and astronomy [129]. Because SR imaging is a post-processing method, it can be paired with any image capture method, including the potential use of SR imaging with high-magnification, high-temperature DIC measurements to further improve resolution. To our knowledge, this dissertation includes the first demonstration of combined super-resolution imaging and DIC.

Another important consideration in high magnification DIC measurements is the diffraction limit of light, and the defocusing of an image that can result. This diffraction of light is particularly relevant when environmental factors necessitate longer working distances [130], such as the in-situ measurement cases noted previously. Consideration of this effect is important when
determining the parameters of image capture such as working distance, magnification, aperture, and lighting.

For a beam of light passing through a circular iris or aperture, a two-dimensional diffraction pattern is produced. The central bright disk of this pattern, called the Airy disk, is a key limit to the spatial resolution of imaging small features [131]. The size of this Airy disk is directly proportional to the wavelength of the lighting source and the working distance, and inversely proportional to the diameter of the aperture. Thus, after employing the shortest wavelengths of light allowable by the camera system and shortest working distances allowable by the testing environment, the size of the Airy disk is mainly controlled by the aperture. For most applications, the Airy disk remains negligibly small, but as the diffraction limit is angular in nature [132, 133], it becomes more pronounced at long working distances. To avoid blurring at these longer distances, wider apertures may be used to reduce Airy disk size.

However, wider apertures also have a negative effect on the focus of the image, due to reduced depth of field [134]. Thus, existing guidance in DIC measurements generally suggests using as narrow of an aperture as possible while still maintain sufficient lighting, in order to mitigate blurring caused by poor depth of field [135]. As such, blurring can be caused by both defocusing and Airy disks [136], with defocus improving through narrow apertures and Airy disks improving through wider apertures. Due to the relationship between Airy disk and working distance, the optimization of aperture settings is important to improving the resolution of in-situ high magnification DIC.
1.3. Objectives

The central objectives of the dissertation are listed below:

1. Develop high-magnification, high-temperature capability for full-field strain measurement through digital image correlation (DIC) using a custom lens and demonstrate its efficacy.
2. Improve spatial resolution, accuracy, precision, and confidence of strain measurements using super resolution (SR) processing coupled with DIC.
3. Examine the effect of the diffraction limit of light on high-magnification DIC measurements, particularly with longer working distances.
4. Develop Ring Hoop Tensile Test (RHTT) methods for accurate extraction of mechanical behaviors, including plasticity properties.
5. Use full-field measurements of strain during cladding testing through the elasto-plastic regime to failure to understand the effects of hydride microstructure and temperature on cladding behavior, and to provide validation experiments for fuel cladding modelling code.

1.4. Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized in a multi-paper format, with seven chapters. This first chapter contains the introduction material, while chapters 2, 3, 4, and 6 contain papers that have been published, submitted, or that are in preparation for publication in peer-reviewed scientific journals. Chapter 5 contains a post-internship report with results critical to the dissertation topic, and chapter 7 provides summarizing discussion and conclusions of the work as a whole. It should be noted that references are included at the end of each chapter. A chapter-by-chapter summary is included below:

- Chapter 1 covers the motivation for the work, relevant background research, and overall research objectives.
• Chapter 2 is a full-length paper which was published in *Review of Scientific Instruments* and discusses the use of high-magnification UV optics for high-temperature DIC measurements.

• Chapter 3 is a full-length paper which was published in *Experimental Mechanics*, discussing the pairing of computer-based super resolution imaging with DIC measurements.

• Chapter 4 is another full-length paper which has been submitted for review to *Measurement*, investigating the tradeoffs between depth of field and diffraction-caused blurring for high magnification DIC at longer working distances.

• Chapter 5 is a report based on work done during an internship at Idaho National Laboratory, discussing the preferred arrangement for obtaining anisotropic mechanical properties from a Ring Hoop Tension Test (RHTT).

• Chapter 6 is a full-length paper, in preparation for submission to a peer-reviewed scientific journal. It covers the use of DIC paired with hydride mapping to better understand material behavior of aged cladding.

• Chapter 7 contains the conclusion, discussing the contributions of the research and laying the groundwork for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
A HIGH MAGNIFICATION UV LENS FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE OPTICAL STRAIN MEASUREMENTS

2.1. Prologue
This chapter contains a full-length paper which was published in the peer-reviewed journal *Review of Scientific Instruments* in April 2019, under the title “A High Magnification UV Lens for High Temperature Optical Strain Measurements.” The author list is Robert S. Hansen, Trevor J. Bird, Ren Voie, Katharine Z. Burn, and Ryan B. Berke. The experiments were conducted and data collected at Utah State University, Logan, UT. The entire published paper is given below.

2.2. Abstract
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) measures full-field strains by tracking displacements of a specimen using images taken before and after deformation. At high temperatures, materials emit light in the form of blackbody radiation, which can interfere with DIC images. To screen out that light, DIC has been recently adapted by using ultraviolet (UV) range cameras, lenses, and filters. Before now, UV-DIC had been demonstrated at the centimeter scale using commercially available UV lenses and filters. Commercial high-magnification lenses using visible light have also been used for DIC. However, there is currently no commercially available high-magnification lens that will allow images to be taken (a) in the UV range, (b) at a sub-millimeter scale, and (c) from a relatively long working distance separating a specimen inside a test chamber and a camera outside the chamber. In this work, a custom UV high-magnification lens is demonstrated to perform high-magnification, high-temperature DIC measurements.
To demonstrate the capabilities of this lens, a series of thermo-mechanical tests was run on a stainless-steel ring specimen. Two UV cameras performed simultaneous measurements: one at lower magnification using a commercial UV lens, and one with the custom high-magnification UV lens. At room temperature, the custom lens produces sufficiently bright images to perform DIC, while at high temperature (demonstrated to 900°C) the images retained sufficient contrast while avoiding oversaturation. The lens can detect sub-millimeter rigid motion and tensile strains from long working distances and high magnification. These tests show that the custom lens is suitable for use in high-magnification UV-DIC measurements.

2.3. Introduction

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a non-contact method used to produce full-field displacement and strain measurements of a specimen surface. It is a popular strain measurement in a variety of experimental applications because it: (i) is a non-contact measurement, (ii) is easily adapted to different length scales, and (iii) provides strain distributions across an entire surface rather than a single point. These advantages make DIC an ideal candidate for measuring heterogeneous strain in high-temperature and high-magnification situations. DIC has been demonstrated at a wide variety of length scales, ranging from large scale to microscale and even nanoscale, with the use of scanning electron microscopes. Small-scale measurements are especially useful in materials characterization, when features such as grains or small platelets and precipitates in a specimen are particularly important.

To compute displacements and strains using DIC, images must be taken before and after deformation. There are two main approaches to performing DIC; subset-based local, and finite-element-based global digital image correlation. The local DIC algorithm divides a region of interest into subsets surrounding a single pixel, and tracks the motion of each subset using a
correlation algorithm, resulting in a pointwise displacement field\(^8\). In contrast, global DIC simultaneously tracks the motion of all pixels within the region of interest, resulting in the measurement of motion of a complete mesh\(^9\). This mesh allows for convenient comparison or coupling with finite element analysis\(^{10}\) and ensures that continuity constraints are maintained, leading to more accurate measurements\(^{11}\). In both local and global DIC, the derivatives of the calculated displacement fields are used to compute the strains. In this paper, local DIC is used because of advantages of ease of use and computational efficiency\(^{12}\), and it should be assumed that future uses of the phrase “DIC” refer to the local DIC technique.

For the correlation algorithm to capture the motion, DIC requires a high-contrast speckle pattern on the specimen surface\(^{13}\). The size of the speckles in the applied pattern must ensure that each subset has a unique array of grayscale values and pixel arrangements\(^{14}\). If the speckle is too small for the length scale of a test, the subset will become a collection of similar-valued pixels. If it is too large, there is a greater risk of an entire subset being dominated by a single speckle, rendering different subsets indistinguishable. Thus, the subset size used in the correlation depends on the speckle pattern applied. A smaller subset and smaller spacing between subsets results in more data points compared with a larger subset, but smaller subsets are also more susceptible to noise which affects the uncertainty in the measurement\(^{15}\). Choosing an appropriate subset size has a great impact on the accuracy of the calculated displacements, and the proper subset size will depend on the individual speckle pattern\(^{16}\).

At extreme temperatures, there are additional challenges to perform DIC. Above 600°C, materials emit Planck radiation within the visible spectrum which can saturate the camera sensor\(^{17}\). The emitted light is known to be brighter at longer wavelengths, so taking images primarily with shorter-wavelength blue light sources and filters has been shown to effectively raise the
temperature at which images useful for DIC can be recorded\textsuperscript{18}. By eliminating longer wavelengths of light using an optical bandpass filter, the light emitted from the heated specimen does not oversaturate the image captured by the camera. This has been well-demonstrated using blue lights, filters and optics up to temperatures ranging from 1000\degree C for crack-opening displacement measurements\textsuperscript{19} to 1500\degree C for ceramic composites\textsuperscript{20}, with other notable work in that temperature range made possible with blue light\textsuperscript{21,22}.

Evidence suggests that the temperature range can be extended further with the use of ultraviolet (UV) light sources and filters, utilizing even shorter wavelengths\textsuperscript{23}. At a given temperature, UV light is emitted from the specimen at a lower intensity than light with longer wavelengths, including blue. However, this method requires that all lenses transmit light with shorter wavelengths which are allowed to pass through the filter, and that the camera sensor is sensitive to those shorter wavelengths. Additional light sources that provide incident light at the desired wavelength are also necessary. UV-DIC has been demonstrated at the centimeter scale up to at least 1600\degree C using commercial UV lenses, and can potentially be used even higher on materials with higher melting points\textsuperscript{24}. However, there is currently no commercially available high-magnification lens that will allow images to be taken (i) in the UV range, (ii) at a sub-millimeter scale, and (iii) at a long enough working distance for a specimen to be placed inside a testing chamber while the camera is placed outside the chamber window.

In this work, a custom high-magnification UV lens is presented to perform DIC. The lens is demonstrated using a series of thermo-mechanical experiments on a steel ring specimen. A high-temperature test, a rigid body motion test, and a mechanical deformation test were conducted. For each of the three tests, a two-camera set-up was used to compare the custom high-magnification UV lens with a commercially available UV lens.
2.4. Materials and Methods

2.4.1. Custom High-Magnification UV Lens

To extend UV-DIC measurements to the sub-millimeter range, a custom high-magnification UV lens was designed to resolve a 2.2 mm horizontal field of view at a 254 mm working distance. Furthermore, the design was restricted to using off-the-shelf components to reduce costs and allow in-house assembly. To meet the above criteria, an infinity-corrected, telephoto lens with a nominal 3.2 paraxial magnification was designed as follows.

The custom UV lens assembly was designed to be paired with a JAI CM-140GE-UV camera with C-mount type threading. The camera features a 6.4mm sensor with a sensor pixel size of 4.65 µm. When paired with a UV lens, the camera produces images which contain 1392 x 1040 pixels. Thus, when the horizontal field of view of 2.2 mm, each pixel represents an area roughly 1.60 µm square. The assembly can be paired with a UV band-pass filter from LDP LLC and a pair of external UV light sources with a peak wavelength of 365 nm. This pairing of equipment has been demonstrated in previous experiments to successfully perform UV-DIC.

The lens was designed with the commercial software package OpticStudio, developed by Zemax LLC for designing and characterizing optical assemblies. A ray diagram of the lens is shown in Figure 2.1(a). The entire assembly was built in-house using off-the-shelf components, which were bought primarily from Edmund Optics and ThorLabs Inc., including 13 singlet lenses. The lenses can be separated into three functional groups: a translating focus group, a stationary magnification group, and a stationary master group, seen in the cross section of the assembly, shown in Figure 2.1(b).
The focus group consists of three lenses (LB5247-E, LD4293-UV, and LA5817-E, from ThorLabs) having an effective focal length equivalent to the desired working distance, collecting light as it enters the assembly and collimating it to be used by the magnification group. These lenses are placed in a telescoping lens tube (SM1NR1, ThorLabs). This technique is used in infinity-corrected microscopes and allows fine focal point adjustments to be made after positioning the camera.

The magnification group receives the collimated light from the focus group and extends the focal point to the master group, magnifying the image by a factor of 3.2X. The group of lenses (two of LA5012-E, and one each of LC4888-UV, LB5284-E, LD4931-UV, and LA5370-E from ThorLabs) is placed in a static housing (parts SM1L40 and SM1L10, ThorLabs) resulting in...
a fixed magnification power. An adjustable iris (SM1D25, ThorLabs) is used to change the effective f-number of the system, thereby adjusting the diffraction limit, spot size, and depth of field. The diameter of the selected iris ranges from 5-20 mm.

The purpose of the master group is to receive light from the magnification group to correct aberrations and transmit the image to the camera sensor. The group is designed as a telephoto-lens system, shortening the effective focal length of the assembly, and consists of four lenses (LF5895-E, LC4252-UV, LC5269-E, and LA4306-UV, ThorLabs). This allows closer placement of the camera sensor to the lenses. The master group is placed in another static housing (SM1L40 and modified part SM1L25-MOD of depth 58.01 mm), separate from the magnification group, and features a C-mount adapter (SM1A975, ThorLabs) to connect the overall assembly to the camera. Additional information on parts used and assembly are referenced in the supplementary material section.

In order to reduce chromatic aberrations, the lenses used throughout the assembly alternate between calcium fluoride and fused silica, both of which are known to be good transmitters of UV light, with a transmittance between 0.7 and 0.9 through most of the ultraviolet range. The assembly is fully color-corrected for wavelengths between 270 to 400 nm. Due to the relatively large number of lenses in the assembly, the overall transmissivity is 58% at the 365 nm wavelength, which corresponds to the peak wavelength of the external light sources.

The entire assembly has an overall working distance of 254 mm, allowing the camera and lens to be placed safely outside an environmental chamber while focusing through a window to a test specimen inside. This is critical for use with the intended high-temperature testing. When focused at such a distance, the camera and lens have a field of view of about 2.2 x 1.7 mm. To evaluate the above design, the camera and lens were aimed at a USAF 1951 test target and a series
of Ronchi rulings. The maximum resolution was found to resolve to between 101.6 and 110 line pairs per mm.

### 2.4.2. Thermo-Mechanical Experiments

Three thermo-mechanical experiments were performed: (i) a rigid body motion test to compare DIC measurements made with the custom lens with known displacements, (ii) a thermal test to capture high-temperature images, and (iii) a mechanical deformation test to demonstrate the ability for the custom lens to measure strain.

In each demonstration of the designed lens, the specimen used was a T-316 stainless steel ring, approximately 12.7 mm in diameter, 3 mm in width, and with a wall thickness of 1.2 mm, similar to the dimensions of some LWR zirconium fuel cladding testing samples. The high-magnification lens, focused on a single section of the thickness of the ring, was used to capture images at the same time as a camera with a commercially available, low-magnification lens, which captured images of the entire ring. The low-magnification lens used was a UKA Optics UV5035B 50 mm focal-length lens from Universe Kogaku America. This two-camera setup, used in all three phases of testing, allows for direct comparison of the custom high-magnification lens with its commercially available low-magnification counterpart.

A high-contrast pattern was applied to the top surface of the ring with VHT spray-paint, which is rated for temperatures up to 1090 °C and is commonly used to perform high-temperature DIC\textsuperscript{30}. The black speckles were applied with an airbrush by making a fine mist of slightly thinned paint above the surface, letting the mist droplets settle onto the white surface. This resulted in a very small, high-contrast, black-speckle pattern on a white background appropriate for both the
larger and the smaller field of view. The speckle size varied, but the smallest speckles were roughly 10-20 µm across as shown in Figure 2.2.

![Figure 2.2: Sample Speckle Pattern, taken with high-magnification lens (left) and low-magnification lens (right). The high-magnification image has been brightened for legibility by multiplying pixel values by a uniform factor of 2 using MATLAB.](image)

2.4.2.1. Rigid Body Motion Test

The specimen was mounted to a micrometer-driven stage made by Thor Labs Inc. The stage applied rigid translations in 0.0254 mm intervals in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The stage and camera assembly were rigidly fixed to an optical table, to minimize any relative displacement between the specimen and the cameras, aside from the applied displacements. The cameras were positioned to be perpendicular to the stage so the translations applied to the specimen would result in predominantly in-plane motion. The custom lens was placed 254 mm away from the specimen and the 50 mm lens was placed 330 mm away. The rigid body motion experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.3.
Reference images of the specimen surface were collected with the high-magnification lens and camera prior to any motion. Displacements were then applied in both the positive and negative horizontal directions at 8 regular increments, resulting in displacements ranging from -0.203 to 0.203mm, relative to the position of the reference image. Images were taken after each translation. Motion was small to ensure that the region of interest for the custom lens remained in the field of view in all images. The process was then repeated for the vertical direction with the same camera. The low-magnification lens and camera then replaced the other lens and camera at the position perpendicular to the specimen, and the same method was followed to capture the horizontal and then vertical translations.

2.4.2.2. Thermal Test

For the thermal test, the specimen was tested in a temperature-controlled load frame chamber, the Gleeble 1500D, shown in Figure 2.4(a). The system consists of a load frame and resistive heater inside an environmental test chamber, which can support air, vacuum, or inert gas
environments. The chamber features a borosilicate glass window, allowing images to be taken for DIC. Specimens are heated by passing an electrical current through the water-cooled grips to an electrically conductive specimen, reaching the desired temperature via joule heating. Temperatures of at least 1600 °C have been achieved with the Gleeble to demonstrate DIC^24, and the machine is rated for use to 3000 °C. For these thermal and mechanical tests, the ring specimen was placed in custom grips located within the environmental chamber, shown in detail through the chamber window in Figure 2.4(b).

The custom lens had the aperture opened as wide as possible to allow enough light in the image, so the adjustable iris diameter was 20 mm. The UKA 50 mm lens had the aperture opened to give an effective f-number of 16. The front of the custom lens was placed 254 mm away from the specimen and the front of the 50 mm lens was placed 330 mm away from the specimen. Each of the cameras and the UV light source were mounted using aluminum T-slot frames and were arranged so that the cameras were perpendicular to the specimen surface. The optical system, mounted on top of the chamber window, is shown in Figure 2.4(c).

The specimen was supported by a pair of hooked grips, made from T-303 stainless-steel rods with a diameter of 10 mm, shown in Figure 2.4(d). One end of the grip is threaded (labeled A in the figure) to accommodate a backing nut which is pulled to apply tension. The hook features a flat surface (labeled B) on which the specimen rests. At the right end of the grip is a semicircle-shaped hook (labeled C), which goes on the inside of the ring. Each grip is fastened into the Gleeble and the ring is placed over the two semicircles. Once loading begins, the inside face of the ring comes into contact with the curved face of the semicircle hook (C), and the bottom face of the ring remains in contact with the flat face of the grip (B). The radius of curvature of the semicircle hook is slightly smaller than the inner radius of the ring, meaning that initially the two surfaces will
contact only at one line on the circumference of the ring. The ring is then pre-loaded to 1.5 kN, which causes the ring to become non-circular as some deformation occurs and the ring begins to appear oblong. This is necessary for the specimen to fit the shape of the hook, increasing the contact area through which electrical current is applied for heating and preventing electrical arcing.

Before the thermal test, K-type thermocouples were welded to the outside of the ring specimen, centered between both the top and bottom surfaces, to provide temperature feedback to the thermal control system of the Gleeble. The specimen was oriented so the top flat surface of the ring was parallel to the camera. Reference images were taken after pre-loading but prior to heating. A thermal load was then gradually applied, raising the temperature to 900 °C by increments of 50 °C every two minutes. At each increment, each of the cameras took an image. The grips were moved as the specimen was heated to allow for movement due to thermal expansion without losing electrical contact, while keeping the load at or below 1.5 kN to avoid excessive permanent deformation. It should be noted that as temperatures increased, the ring slowly continued to deform and elongate as the load necessary for electrical contact was maintained. Upon completion of the test, the temperature was decreased to room temperature, the load was released, and the specimen was removed.
Figure 2.4: (a) Gleeble 1500 D control tower, load frame and testing chamber, and mounted cameras and light source; (b) Ring specimen with K-type thermocouples loaded into custom hooked grips in the Gleeble 1500D standard specimen grips; (c) Mounted optics, with UKA
2.4.2.3. Mechanical Deformation Test

The specimen was loaded in the same grips and with the same method as described in the thermal test. The camera arrangements and orientations were also similar, although the aperture was reduced from a diameter of 20 mm to 10 mm to improve depth of field, and a second UV light source was used to compensate for the reduced light transmission through the smaller aperture.

The specimen was deformed in displacement control while monitoring the resulting load reported by the load frame. A preload of 0.9 kN was applied before any images were taken. This preload allowed the ring to become seated on the grips, ensuring contact between the grips and the ring to prevent slipping or translation during further loading. A reference image of the specimen was taken at the initial preloaded position using both the camera with the high-magnification lens, and the camera with the commercial lens. The displacement gauge was then zeroed, and the grips were moved apart under displacement control at increments of 0.02-0.05 mm (smallest increment of displacement between grips) until a maximum displacement of 0.34 mm. Subsequent images were captured with both cameras at each interval as the specimen was deformed. After reaching 0.34 mm grip displacement and capturing both images, the specimen was unloaded. Final images were taken of the unloaded specimen.

For comparison purposes, a finite element analysis was used to model the non-uniform deformation experienced by the ring specimen. The model was performed using FEMAP, a commercial finite element package from Siemens Corporation. Models of the ring and a simplified...
grip (a semicircle pin of the same radius as the semicircle grip used in the experiments) were produced, using quarter symmetry to simplify the analysis. The ring and grip were both meshed using solid hex elements. Contact between the ring and grip was modeled using FEMAP’s built-in contact algorithms, and the load conditions were set to simulate those present in one of the images. NX Nastran advanced nonlinear static analysis was used and strains in the direction of loading were displayed on the contour of the deformed specimen. These strain contours serve as a coarse validation of strain distributions measured through DIC.

2.4.2.4. Image processing

DIC was performed on the images from the rigid body motion and mechanical deformation tests to determine the full-field displacements. The reference and displaced images were imported in VIC-2D, a commercial DIC software package by Correlated Solutions, LLC and then correlated. Several different subsets and step sizes were explored, ranging from subsets of 25 pixels to 57 pixels for the custom lens and 7 to 25 pixels for the commercial lens. Of the sizes explored, the combinations which produced the best spatial resolution and fewest dropped subsets are summarized in Table 2.1. The VIC-2D software was also used to compute the full-field strains from the resulting displacements, using Lagrangian strain formulations.

Table 2.1: Subset and Step Sizes used in VIC-2D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens</th>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Subset Size</th>
<th>Step Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Custom Lens</td>
<td>Rigid Body Motion</td>
<td>31 pixels</td>
<td>12 pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mechanical Deformation</td>
<td>31 pixels</td>
<td>12 pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Lens</td>
<td>Rigid Body Motion</td>
<td>11 pixels</td>
<td>5 pixels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5. Results

2.5.1. Rigid Body Motion Test Results

The vertical and horizontal displacement results were compared with the known applied displacements. Figure 2.5(a) shows the horizontal applied displacements and averages of the measured displacements of the subsets in each high-magnification picture and each low-magnification picture. A similar plot for vertical displacements is shown in Figure 2.5(b).

![Figure 2.5: Horizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Applied Displacement for High- and Low-Magnification Images](image)

Both plots include a light blue line at a 45-degree angle, representing perfect agreement between applied and measured displacements. Uncertainty bands represent twice the standard
deviation of the measured displacements across all subsets of the image. The noise floor, defined here as the variation between static images due to random noise, is represented by the uncertainty bands at zero displacement, with values of 0.48 µm for high magnification and 3.20 µm for low magnification. The green bounding lines above and below the blue line are the measurement resolution uncertainty of the translation stage, indicating half a tick mark on the physical scale. The low-magnification images gave data comparable to the high-magnification images – for both, the reported displacements are very close to the applied displacements represented by the blue line, and are within the green resolution uncertainty bounding lines.

A contour for the vertical displacement of the low-magnification image is shown in Figure 6(a), while a contour of the high-magnification image at the same displacement is given in Figure 2.6(b). It can be noted from the colored scale bars that both cover similar displacements. This suggests that the commercial lens and custom lens were both able to detect small displacements with similar success.

Figure 2.6: Vertical Displacement Contour for (a) Low-Magnification Image, subset of 11 pixels, and (b) High-Magnification Image, subset of 31 pixels
2.5.2. Thermal Test Results

Images were successfully captured at 50 °C increments using 3 cases: a) the commercial 50mm lens without a UV bandpass filter, b) the commercial lens in conjunction with the filter, and c) the custom lens which includes a built-in filter. Figure 2.7 shows the results for 50 °C, 500 °C, 800 °C and 900 °C, respectively, for each of these cases. Note that the custom lens is focused on the region of the ring marked by the red box in both of the commercial lens images at 50°C. For clarity in this paper, the high-magnification images in Figure 2.7(c) have been artificially brightened by multiplying each pixel value by a uniform factor of 2.5 using MATLAB. However, the actual images used for processing in the DIC software were not brightened. As temperatures increase, significant glowing can be seen in the unfiltered, low-magnification images while only slight, uniform changes appear in both of the other sets of images (b and c).

![Figure 2.7: Low-Magnification without a UV bandpass filter (a), with a bandpass filter (b), and High-Magnification (c) images at 50 °C to 900 °C. Red box shows placement of high-magnification image.](image)
2.5.3. Mechanical Deformation Test Results

The images of deformed states were produced by both lenses and imported into the DIC software as described previously. Contours showing full-field normal strain in the direction of loading at a representative load about midway through the test are shown in Figure 2.8. Part (a) is the commercial lens contour; part (b) is the portion of the DIC contour in (a), artificially zoomed to be the size of the custom lens image; and part (c) is the custom lens contour. The noise floor for this strain measurement, interpreted as two standard deviations of the strain variation between repeated static images (similar to the noise floor described earlier with the rigid body motion), was 0.00078 for high magnification and 0.00153 for low magnification.

![Figure 2.8: Lagrangian full-field strain at 0.17mm grip displacement (1.2 kN load) for (a) commercial lens (subset 11, step size 3), (b) zoomed in perspective of commercial image in (a), and (c) custom lens (subset 51, step size 12). A white dotted line shows the location where data in Figure 2.9 is sampled from both images.](image)

Both the high-magnification and low-magnification contours showed the greatest positive strain values at the inside edge of the ring, and the greatest negative strain values at the outer edge of the ring. This be seen in Figure 2.9, where the strain in the direction of loading is shown as a
function of distance from the inside edge of the ring along a horizontal midline. The midline is placed at the same vertical location on the ring for both the high-magnification and low-magnification images. Note that because VIC-2D contours plot their data at the centers of subsets, each contour in Figure 8 appears to be missing about a half-subset’s worth of data along the perimeter of the region of interest. Thus, the data in Figure 2.9 does not appear to span all the way to the inner edge of the ring, though the high magnification data is able to span closer to the edge than the low magnification data. However, they differ in the magnitude of those strains, as shown in Figure 2.10. The High-magnification images produced by the custom lens led to consistently higher measured strains at the inside edge compared to the measurements resulting from the low-magnification images produced by the commercial lens.

Figure 2.9: Strain eyy through midline of ring as a function of wall thickness position, at grip displacement 0.17 mm
Figure 2.10: Maximum positive strain in direction of loading for high-magnification and low-magnification DIC contours. Dashed line indicates grip displacement corresponding with data presented in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9.

The FEMAP model of the ring under the same load condition as Figure 2.8 (1.2 kN load, or 0.17 mm grip displacement) is shown in Figure 2.11 in its deformed state, with the contour showing strain in the direction of loading. Both the high-magnification and low-magnification perspectives are shown.
2.6. Discussion

The three tests demonstrate three key advantages of the custom lens over commercial UV lenses. First, the rigid body motion test demonstrated the ability to accurately measure a small, known, uniform displacement. Next, the thermal test demonstrated the ability for the custom lens (which includes a built-in UV band-pass filter) to record DIC images at high temperatures, while the unfiltered commercial lens produced saturated images at the same high temperatures. Finally, the deformation test demonstrated the ability to detect heterogeneous strains. Although both lenses agreed generally on the placement of high and low strain, they differ slightly in the degree of symmetry about the midline of the ring, and they differed significantly in terms of magnitude.

Figure 2.11: Finite element analysis loading-direction strain (eyy) contours, shown in (a) high magnification and (b) low magnification perspectives at a load of 1.2 kN (equivalent to 0.17 mm grip displacement). Quarter symmetry has been used to simplify the model.
The rigid body motion test demonstrates the ability of the custom lens to produce accurate DIC results. Figure 2.5 shows that both lenses closely approach perfect agreement between measured and applied displacements. Inspection of the displacement contours shows that the high-magnification lens produces a smoother contour, that is, the displacement value of a subset is more likely to match its neighbors, when compared with the low-magnification contour. The success of the custom lens is at least partly due to the size and number of subsets that can be correlated. The custom lens allows for an increased number of pixels per mm, which allows for more numerous and larger subsets. Conversely, the commercial lens allows many fewer pixels per mm, which limits both the number of subsets through the ring thickness and their size, leading to potential difficulties in correlation.

The high-temperature test demonstrated the ability of the custom lens to transmit UV light and therefore to avoid oversaturation of the image at temperatures that caused oversaturation in the commercial lens images. Comparing the images in Figure 2.7 shows the difference that the custom lens assembly makes compared to a commercially available lens without a UV filter. At 50°C, the reference images show the speckled surface just above room temperature, where both camera setups produced usable images. At 500°C, the figure shows the specimens at an elevated temperature, but still before glowing occurs. Compared to 50°C, the high-magnification image at 500°C is slightly lighter and the low-magnification image shows some lightening as well. At 800°C, a very faint glow is apparent at the bottom surface of the ring in the low-magnification image. This is where the specimen is beginning to heat up as it approaches a temperature where the visible light will emit with greater intensity. Finally at 900°C, the unfiltered images show very significant saturation in the low-magnification image. The speckle contrast that was previously visible in the image is lost in the glow.
The upper limit of temperatures tested (900°C) was limited by the operating temperatures of the test sample, not the capabilities of the lens. In principle, the lens should be able to record suitable DIC images at much higher temperatures given materials with higher melting points. In fact, UV-DIC has already been demonstrated to at least 1600°C using commercial UV lenses\textsuperscript{24}, which the custom lens should be equally capable of reaching when paired with sufficiently bright light sources.

The mechanical deformation test showed that the custom lens can be implemented successfully into an experimental setup to detect heterogeneous strain via DIC. The working distance of 254 mm allows tests to be conducted on specimens inside environmental chambers, while the camera sits safely outside of a viewing window.

The mechanical deformation test also demonstrated the usefulness of the custom lens in capturing strain concentrations or features on a smaller scale. The low-magnification strain contour in Figure 2.8 shows that at the inside edge of the ring, there may be a small region of higher positive strain. This is an expected result from the loading of the ring, which would cause a bending moment on the ring, as it acts like a curved beam being straightened. However, this result from the low-magnification is difficult to differentiate from noise in the measurement, and this contour alone may be inconclusive. The high-magnification contour confirms the strain distribution hinted at by the low-magnification measurement and shows a much more detailed strain distribution. Figure 2.8(b) and (c) clearly shows the difference between the low- and high-magnification perspectives of the same area. The high-magnification contour is able to represent the strain field in greater detail, because of the physical size represented by each subset and the increase in number of subsets being used.
The high-magnification strain field also gives a higher value for the maximum strain in the direction of loading in the ring, as seen in Figure 2.10. At each applied displacement where an image was taken, the custom lens produced a peak strain measurement roughly twice that of the measurement produced by the commercial lens. This is expected for two reasons: (i) the higher magnification allows subsets to be used closer to the edge of the ring, and (ii) the higher magnification means each subset covers a smaller area. Because the highest strains occur at the edges of the ring, subsets closer to the edge will better capture the higher strains. In addition, the smaller area of an individual subset results in better spatial resolution. A subset strain value will be ‘averaged’ across the entire subset, so a larger subset is not able to capture the extreme strain values as well as a smaller subset is able to capture them. These two phenomenon of capturing strains closer to the edge of the ring, and of reducing the spatial averaging of the subset, are clearly shown in Figure 2.9. The high-magnification clearly gets closer to both the inside and outside edges of the ring, and it is able to capture higher strains because of the smaller subset size. This demonstrates the advantage of the high-magnification lens holds in experiments where large spatial strain gradients are expected.

The finite element analysis confirms the strain distribution presented by both the high-magnification and low-magnification DIC results. Simplifying assumptions were made which may contribute to the inaccuracy of the strain magnitudes. However, the location of high positive and negative strains do match the results given by both the low- and high-magnification lens. This provides some confirmation that type of deformation is similar to straightening out a curved beam, resulting in tensile strain on the inside edge and compressive strain on the outside edge. Curved beam theory equations\textsuperscript{31} predict a strain in the direction of loading of 0.0098 under the load conditions matching the 0.17mm grip displacement and at the first distance from the edge which
was captured by both high- and low-magnification in Figure 9. This agrees well with the high-magnification measurement at the same location. These combined analyses demonstrate that the custom lens can effectively measure the mechanically induced deformations experienced by the specimen.

One drawback of the custom lens is that it transmits relatively little light. With 13 singlet lenses in the assembly, the transmissivity is low and the resulting images appear less bright. This can be countered in an experiment by opening the aperture, but that can result in a less focused image due to decreased depth of field. Brightness can also be improved by increasing exposure time, but this can also lead to potential blurring of the image if the object is moving\(^3\). This can be especially difficult in vacuum chambers if the vibration of a vacuum pump imposes relative motion between the camera and a test specimen. Thus, it is important to ensure that sufficient light reaches the specimen when the lens is used, especially in a dark environment such as a testing chamber.

It can be seen in the images taken with the custom lens that a slight ‘ghost ring’ image appears, centered on the middle of the image, as shown against a white paper background in Figure 2.12. Moving the image in and out of focus demonstrated that this aberration is more pronounced when the image is not in focus and is less visible as the focus of the image is improved. The results of the rigid body motion tests show that this does not necessarily interfere with the ability of DIC to measure the deformation. The results of these tests clearly demonstrate that images produced by a camera fitted with the custom lens can accurately measure the displacement of a specimen. When comparing the contour plots with the ghost ring placement in Figure 2.6: Vertical Displacement Contour for (a) Low-Magnification Image, subset of 11 pixels, and (b) High-Magnification Image, subset of 31 pixels, there is no association between the areas where the ring appears and the dropping of subsets in the image due to a poor correlation from the DIC software.
Figure 2.12: (top) Image of a white paper background, obtained using the custom UV lens; (bottom) the same image, with dark lines emphasizing the boundary of the ghost ring.

One of the most impressive capabilities offered by the custom lens is the improvement in the field of view despite a relatively long working distance. This can benefit many potential applications where small features are studied. When a low-magnification lens is used outside the chamber, the entire ring specimen is captured by a field of view 38.7 mm across, yet the majority of the image is not filled by the specimen. The difficulty that arises with this field of view comes from the thickness of the ring being viewed. From a comparable working distance, the field of
view for the camera with the custom lens was 2.2 mm across, allowing the camera to focus on a smaller portion of the ring where higher strain values are present. The result of the custom lens is more displacement data over a smaller region, with each displacement measurement being more reliable when compared with the commercial lens.

Another advantage of the UV lens is that the diffraction limit of light is wavelength-dependent, and thus UV microscopy is known to achieve better resolutions compared to optical microscopy using light with longer wavelengths. Based on a wavelength of 365 nm and a working distance of 254 mm, the Airy disc radius is estimated to be 15.34 µm using software from Zemax. By contrast, blue light has a wavelength closer to 450 nm, and thus its Airy disc is significantly larger. As the new lens has been shown to resolve Ronchi rulings down to 110 line pairs per mm, this means that the new lens can resolve down to the diffraction limit of UV light at its working distance.

More broadly, this lens has potential application in a wide range of fields other than solid mechanics. UV imaging has been used in the analysis of electrical components through detection of corona discharge\textsuperscript{33}, in-vitro drug release testing\textsuperscript{34}, and visualization of latent fingerprints in forensic sciences\textsuperscript{35}. In addition, the shorter wavelength of UV light allows the detections of small surface features otherwise invisible, such as scratches\textsuperscript{36}. The long working distance and high magnification capabilities of this custom lens could easily lend it to use in these or other UV imaging applications, in addition to UV-DIC.

2.7. Conclusions

In summary, a custom UV lens was designed and demonstrated for high-magnification, high-temperature optical strain measurements. The custom lens was shown to meet three criteria: (i) It transmitted light in the UV range while blocking the high-intensity longer wavelengths
through the use of a filter, while a traditional lens and camera without the filter did not; (ii) it was able to produce a field of view that was 2.32 mm across, a significant improvement over commercial UV lenses; and, (iii) it was demonstrated in an experimental setup with a working distance of 254 mm, allowing it to be placed outside an environmental chamber window and to be protected from hazardous conditions.

The custom lens is capable of being used in future work where measurements of strain on a small region of interest, on the order of 2 mm, are desired at high temperatures. This has potential application for material characterization of nuclear materials at accident conditions\textsuperscript{37,38}, studying microcrack fatigue or stress corrosion cracking\textsuperscript{39}, or other phenomena on a microscale at high temperatures. It can be beneficially implemented in these conditions to produce accurate, full-field strain and displacement measurements on a small scale.

2.8. Supplementary Material
See supplementary material for complete drawings and bill of materials for the custom lens.
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CHAPTER 3

SUPER RESOLUTION DIGITAL IMAGE CORRELATION (SR-DIC):
AN ALTERNATIVE TO IMAGE STITCHING AT HIGH MAGNIFICATIONS

3.1. Prologue

This chapter contains a full-text paper which was published in the peer-reviewed journal *Experimental Mechanics* in May 2021, under the title “Super Resolution Digital Image Correlation (SR-DIC): An Alternative to Image Stitching at High Magnification.” The author list is Robert S. Hansen, Daniel W. Waldram, Thinh Q. Thai, and Ryan B. Berke. The experiments were conducted and data collected at Utah State University in Logan, UT. The paper in its entirety is given below.

3.2. Abstract

**Background:** High-resolution Digital Image Correlation (DIC) measurements have previously been produced by stitching of neighboring images, which often requires short working distances. Separately, the image processing community has developed super resolution (SR) imaging techniques, which improve resolution by combining multiple overlapping images. **Objective:** This work investigates the novel pairing of super resolution with digital image correlation, as an alternative method to produce high-resolution full-field strain measurements. **Methods:** First, an image reconstruction test is performed, comparing the ability of three previously published SR algorithms to replicate a high-resolution image. Second, an applied translation is compared against DIC measurement using both low- and super-resolution images. Third, a ring sample is mechanically deformed and DIC strain measurements from low- and super-resolution images are compared. **Results:** SR measurements show improvements compared to low-resolution images, although they do not perfectly replicate the high-resolution image. SR-DIC
demonstrates reduced error and improved confidence in measuring rigid body translation when compared to low resolution alternatives, and it also shows improvement in spatial resolution for strain measurements of ring deformation. **Conclusions:** Super resolution imaging can be effectively paired with Digital Image Correlation, offering improved spatial resolution, reduced error, and increased measurement confidence.

### 3.3. Introduction

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a non-contacting technique used to examine localized strain across a material’s surface [1]. By comparing images of a sample before, during, and after load application, DIC can calculate surface deformation and strain at any point which is visible to cameras. This method allows for measurements to be taken at a variety of length scales without a loss of quality in the measurement for different physical scales [2].

Although many physical length scales can be used, the resolution of the images used to compute deformation remains a limiting factor for DIC measurements. DIC can detect sub-pixel magnitudes of displacement [3], but the measurements are computed using subsets of pixels, thus averaging each ‘pointwise’ displacement measurement over the area of each subset. In addition, strains are computed from multiple subset displacements, averaging the strain measurement over an even larger area [4] and causing undesirable spatial ‘smoothing’ of measurements [5]. Due to the number of pixels necessary for a single strain data point, the physical size of the subsets used has a direct impact on the spatial smoothing of the measurement. To maximize the benefits of the full-field measurements from DIC compared to single averaged measurements from strain gauges, higher resolution images allow for smaller physical subset sizes which produce each “pointwise” measurement. This is especially true when it is necessary to perform DIC over small regions of interest.
To address the need for improved spatial resolution, some researchers have improved image resolution by removing a sample from an experiment’s controlled environment to take DIC images under an optical microscope before and after deformation [6]. Similarly, even higher-resolution DIC images have been captured with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) [7], [8]. Such microscopy techniques enable measurements at the nanometer length scale, improving the spatial resolution. However, this added resolution in a single image often comes with a reduced field of view. To overcome the issue of small fields of view, images with adjacent fields of view can be stitched together to create one single image. At the optical scale, researchers have stitched together multiple images from optical microscopes in order to compare DIC results with grain microstructure [9], [10]. Stitching has also been demonstrated at the SEM scale, [11], [12], allowing even higher resolutions. The result is higher spatial resolution, with DIC subset covering smaller physical areas, while capturing large fields of view.

However, such high-resolution, large field-of-view methods face two key limitations. First, microscopy-based experiments must either be (a) conducted under operating conditions that are survivable by the imaging equipment or (b) performed ex-situ, removing the sample from the experiment’s environment. At room temperature, specialized SEM setups have been developed that allow in-situ images [13]–[15], whereas high-temperature applications have traditionally utilized ex-situ measurements [16]. The second limitation stems from the working distance. Previous experiments have been performed using microscopes that have very short working distances, making stitching ill-suited for environmental chambers and long-range optics. High-magnification imaging with low-resolution cameras in specially-fitted has facilitated in-situ DIC of small fields of view at elevated temperatures, but requires a specially fitted optical microscope heating stage [17]. Similarly, long-range optics have allowed for high-resolution DIC
measurements in environmental chambers, but without accommodation for large fields of view [18]. However, the challenge remains that high-magnification in-situ measurements with full fields of view are limited by working distance of the optics.

As an alternate approach, Super Resolution (SR) imaging techniques may produce images of sufficiently high resolution while maintaining larger fields of view and long working distances. Super resolution is a post-processing technique to combine multiple overlapping low resolution (LR) images to produce a high resolution (HR) image in a region common to all images [19]. Image stitching and SR are compared schematically in Figure 1. While both processes are shown to yield similarly increased resolution, image stitching is often done ex situ (or occasionally under an environmental microscope), whereas SR could theoretically improve the process by allowing the LR images to be taken in situ and at longer working distances (although the HR images still require post-processing).
Figure 3.1: The stitching method and SR method are both used to obtain an HR image for a given area of interest.

This super resolution post processing of images has been a growing field over the last several decades. The basic principles were initially studied as early as 1974 as a mathematical method to improve images beyond resolutions otherwise limited by the diffraction limit of light, and reduce effects of blurring in images [20]. In 1984, Tsai and Huang first applied some of these principles for creating higher-resolution images from multiple frames [21]. Early applications ranged from improving resolution of emission spectra images in biochemistry [22] to overcoming the quality-reducing effect of atmospheric turbulence in telescopes [23]. As potential applications for super resolution imaging surfaced, computing ability also improved, leading to several advances in SR taking place in recent years. Emerging applications in other fields include retinal imaging [24], other telepathology [25], and improved smartphone cameras [26]. In the case of smartphones, SR techniques have allowed camera resolution to approach that of traditional cameras such as DSLRs by overcoming current sensor, pixel, aperture, and other hardware limitations. Some variations of super-resolution processes use the techniques to improve a single low-resolution or blurry image [27], compared to traditional applications which use multiple images with overlapping fields of view to improve accuracy [28]. Among the newest advances in super-resolution are the utilization of machine learning, comparing known low- and high-resolution image pairs to train super-resolution algorithms [29], demonstrating the expanding set of potential applications.

While principles of super resolution have been solving a variety of problems for years, SR has yet to be applied in the field of experimental mechanics. This paper demonstrates the potential application of super resolution imaging to improve high-magnification DIC measurements using
open-access SR software. The three techniques featured in this software and examined in this research are Robust Super Resolution [30], the Papoulis Gerchberg method [19], [31], and Structure Adaptive Normalized Convolution [32], the merits of which are discussed in the theory section below. The algorithms are evaluated for their effectiveness to perform DIC: first qualitatively, by reconstructing a sample image and comparing the quality of each visually; then quantitatively, by rigid body displacement and deformation measurements. The quantitative SR tests are then compared with unprocessed LR results to demonstrate the improvements in high-magnification DIC due to the SR resolution.

3.4. Theory

There are two common processes which are essential to all super resolution (SR) algorithms: 1) identifying position of each low resolution (LR) image with respect to one common high resolution (HR) reference grid and 2) projecting LR pixels onto the grid [19]. Figure 2a shows schematically a set of 4 LR pixels on a small section of the HR grid. The LR pixels are numbered 1-4, while the HR pixels are lettered A-D. Because each LR image has some displacement Δx and Δy with respect to the HR grid, the SR algorithm must determine which LR pixels will influence a given HR pixel. In Figure 2a, an HR pixel is shown to be influenced by up to four LR pixels from just a single image. For example, HR pixel A is entirely contained within LR pixel 1; HR pixel B lies partially within LR pixels 1-2; while HR pixel D lies partially within all four LR pixels 1-4. Because there are often several LR images input into a SR algorithm, many LR pixels are used to create a single HR pixel. Figure 2b shows schematically the same 4 HR pixels projected onto a second LR grid with pixels numbered 5-8. For example, pixel A is entirely contained within pixels 1 and 5 and would thus weight both pixels evenly; while pixel B has larger proportions within pixels 2 and 5 than within pixels 1 and 6, and would thus weight pixels 2 and 5 more heavily.
The specific processes of these two steps, as well as a description of the algorithms used to accomplish these steps, are described below.

![Figure 3.2: a) LR pixels (1, 2, 3, 4) have a displacement of Δx and Δy with respect to the HR grid pixels (A, B, C, D), which allows registration on the common HR grid, and b) Pixels from an LR image (1, 2, 3, 4), overlapping with pixels from another LR image (5, 6, 7, 8) are both used to inform the same HR pixels (A, B, C, D).](image)

### 3.4.1 Step 1: Position registration between LR and HR

The first challenge in super-resolution computing is placing multiple LR images onto a common grid. To take advantage of information from multiple images, the images must necessarily be unique from each other. This is often due to some small translational displacement between the camera position in the capture of the image [33], but it can also be caused by lens distortion or
other deformations caused by the camera and lens system [34]. To reconcile all images, these camera displacements between a chosen first image and subsequent images must be estimated with sub-pixel accuracy. Those relative displacements then allow the position of each image to be registered on the common grid or framework for the SR image.

There are several algorithms to accomplish this step of position registration. Early efforts used a transformation to the frequency domain, where translations in the horizontal and vertical direction can be estimated by frequency phase shifts [21], [35]. Such methods assume global motion occurs for the entire field of view, which is a potential disadvantage for images whose subjects undergo non-uniform deformation [36]. Several additional techniques have been implemented to improve their performance of such methods. These include extracting rotation information from the phase shifts [35], as well as avoiding aliasing by using low-frequency parts of the image [37]. A more recent algorithm, proposed by Vandewalle et al [38] uses this Fourier transform on the image to identify translation on subsequent images when compared with an initial image. This algorithm combines the robustness against aliasing from frequency filtering with the ability to capture rotations as well as linear displacements from the phase shifts and amplitudes.

Other methods remain in the image spatial domain, rather than the frequency domain [39]. One of the foundational spatial domain algorithms was developed by Keren [40]. It utilizes Taylor expansions to estimate planar motion between images, based on the parameters of rotation and vertical and horizontal shifts. The algorithm then seeks to minimize the error of the approximation, solving a set of linear equations to find the shift and rotation parameters. This is an iterative method, adding the parameter solutions to the system of linear equations and resolving until it converges sufficiently. In order to cut down on computation time, the algorithm uses a ‘Gaussian pyramid’ scheme, which focuses first on a coarse down-sampled image, and then a progressively
finer down-sampled image until the full image is used. Other spatial domain methods have been developed which can account for other motion models such as segmented and temporal motion [41]. Algorithms have also been developed which estimate the rotation first, then correct the rotation before estimating spatial shifts [42].

Both the spatial and frequency-based registration algorithms return rotation and shift parameters. These shifts, with sub-pixel accuracy, allow all LR images to be placed on a common reference grid. Once these shifts have been estimated, the pixel information from the LR images can then be used to construct the SR image [38]. Of the methods discussed, Keren’s is used through the rest of this paper.

3.4.2. Step 2: Combining multiple LR images into a single SR image

After positioning all LR images on common coordinates, the overlapping information from the LR pixel sets must be processed and combined into a single SR pixel set. Several algorithms have been developed to accomplish this reconstruction. They have some common features, yet they also vary in complexity. A comparison of the features of four algorithms is included in Table 3.1. They are fairly representative of SR capabilities and provide a framework with which to analyze the application of SR imaging for DIC measurements.

Table 3.1: Comparison of SR reconstruction algorithm features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reconstruction Type</th>
<th>Iterated Back Projection (IBP)</th>
<th>Robust Super Resolution (RSR)</th>
<th>Papoulis-Gerchberg (PG)</th>
<th>Structure Adaptive Normalized Convolution (SANC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial pixel guess, down-sample to LR and iterate</td>
<td>Initial pixel guess, down-sample to LR and iterate</td>
<td>Populate known pixels and fill in gaps with interpolation</td>
<td>Predicts original signal by deconvolving pixels and preserves shape influence of pixels on neighbors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One of the earliest SR techniques to create a high-resolution grid from projected low-resolution pixels is Iterated Back Projection (IBP). The goal of IBP is to construct a SR image that, when deconstructed into LR images, best reproduces the original LR set [43]. The SR image is obtained iteratively from an initial guess featuring a grid of SR pixels with the same resolution and placement as the desired SR outcome. After each iteration, the SR image is deconstructed by averaging groups of SR pixels together based on (1) the size of SR pixels with respect to a LR pixel, (2) the diffraction pattern of a single point, transmitted to the image plane on the sensor (the point spread function)[44], and (3) the distance between each SR pixel and the LR pixel being influenced. A simple example, without consideration of the point spread function, is demonstrated in Figure 2b: HR pixel A lies entirely within LR pixel 1 and thus is weighted entirely in the average; whereas HR pixel D is only ¼ within LR pixel 1 and is thus weighted by ¼. Once deconstruction of a HR estimate is complete, the original and deconstructed LR images are compared to update the HR result as informed by considerations (1)-(3). This process is iterated until the simulated LR images converge with the original LR images within an acceptable error.

One of the shortcomings of the IBP method is oversensitivity to noise. In the algorithm, when the normalized average of the LR pixels is taken, there is no significant mechanism to address issues of noise. To respond to this, the Robust Super-Resolution (RSR) algorithm uses a median estimator, rather than an average [30]. This makes the algorithm more robust against noise outliers. The result is an algorithm that builds on IBP by addressing the significant drawback of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise Treatment</th>
<th>No significant treatment</th>
<th>Medians and outlier identification</th>
<th>Fourier Transform, Low-pass filtering</th>
<th>Outlier identification, 2nd pass to adapt convolution parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


high sensitivity to motion blur or high noise. Because RSR is itself a direct improvement upon IBP, only RSR is considered through the rest of this paper.

Similar to IBP and RSR, the Papoulis-Gerchberg (PG) algorithm works through iteration [19]. For its initial guess, any SR pixel which lies entirely within one LR pixel is given the same value as the LR pixel. Any SR pixels which span multiple LR pixels are initially set equal to zero [31]. After known values are assigned, extrapolation between known pixel values is performed using signal processing techniques developed by Papoulis and Gerchberg [45]. This extrapolation is an iterative process of alternate projections and begins by transforming the image signal from the spatial to the frequency domain. The spectral signal goes through a low-pass filter, and the signal is then transformed back to the spatial domain. This new, extrapolated signal is then added to the original known signal, and the transformation and filtering is iterated. Each iteration reduces the mean square error of the extrapolation, and eventually the iterations will converge. The result is a noise-reduced SR image.

Finally, Structure Adaptive Normalized Convolution (SANC) is a response to the need to pick up underlying directional textures in the image, such as lines and curves. SANC works by assuming that LR images are blurred by a Gaussian convolution [32], meaning that a pixel is assumed to be influenced by pixels which lie close to it. Many SR algorithms (including IBP) assume Gaussian blur, which they refer to as a point spread function [4]. SANC is unique, however, because it considers image structure when assuming a Gaussian blur and it accounts for signal certainty. Image structure is considered for every pixel in the use of a gradient structure tensor. The gradient structure tensor determines if a pixel lies along a line in the image. Normalized averaging similar to IBP is performed, but it is improved by using information from the gradient
structure tensor and accounting for signal certainty in a similar way to RSR. SANC uses both methods to limit the effect of noise and accurately predict shape structure when performing SR.

3.5. Methods

To assess the usefulness of SR computing in improving spatial resolution in DIC, three of the algorithms are used in several separate tests: RSR, PG, and SANC. In the first test, a qualitative comparison is performed in which an image is downsampled and then reconstructed using the SR algorithms, to demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm. The second test evaluates the pairing of SR and DIC in comparing applied and DIC-measured rigid body translation of a patterned specimen. The third test consists of a mechanical test which produces a non-uniform strain field, to compare LR and HR images and their effectiveness in DIC strain measurements.

3.5.1. SR Algorithm Initial Comparison

An initial test determined the accuracy with which each SR algorithm could recreate an existing HR image. A test image, shown in Figure 3.3, was chosen which contains 3 important features: a) familiar shapes, b) straight edges, and c) areas of repetitive texture. This highlights the ability of each SR algorithm to reproduce those features. These abilities help to inform the practicability of using these algorithms for DIC-based strain measurements.
Using super resolution imaging software developed and made publicly available by Vandewalle et al [38], the HR test image is deconstructed into nine overlapping LR images. First, nine copies of the HR image are created, shifting all but the first by random x and y displacements, ranging from -4 to 4 HR pixels in 0.125 HR sub-pixel increments. Next, each of the 9 HR images are converted to LR images, downsampling by averaging each 2x2 group of HR pixels into a single larger LR pixel. In pixels which shift beyond the edge of the initial image, pixels outside the edge of the shifted region of interest retain their original values. Since each LR pixel summarizes data from 4 HR pixels, the overall size of the LR image is reduced to a quarter of the HR image. The 9 LR images are then run through each of the chosen SR algorithms, using the software from Vandewalle, with an interpolation factor of 2, meaning that each dimension of the image is increased by a factor of 2. Thus, each LR pixel covers the same physical area as a 2x2 set of SR pixels. The result of the test is one SR image for each algorithm which could be compared to the HR image of the same resolution and field of view. This process is depicted in Figure 4. Visual inspection rather than numerical interpretation is used for comparison, as is widely done in comparing SR algorithms [46].
3.5.2. Rigid Body Translation Test

As a first introduction of SR imaging in DIC measurements, SR images were used as input images to measure a known translation. First, a micrometer-driven translation stage was positioned vertically as shown in Figure 5, holding a small T-316 stainless steel ring sample, with outer diameter of 12.7 mm and wall thickness of 1.2 mm. A speckle pattern was applied to the ring with black paint on a white background. A Basler 15 MP camera was attached to a second vertically positioned translation stage, allowing controlled offsets of the image to produce overlapping LR fields of view. These stages were separated to allow a 290 mm working distance between the end of a 25mm lens and the ring sample, representative of distance requirements for viewing through an environmental chamber. The specimen was illuminated by Cole-Parmer fiber optic lights. The camera’s field of view, including the speckled ring, is shown in the right of the figure.
Figure 3.5: Rigid Body Translation test setup. Translation stage with the camera and lens (left) was moved in both vertical and horizontal directions to capture 9 images, while speckled ring translation stage (right) was translated in the vertical direction to produce rigid body motion. Camera field of view, focused on the ring, is shown at the right.

A series of images were then taken of the specimen as summarized in Table 2. After focusing the lens on the ring sample, 9 reference images were taken at differing camera positions, followed by 9 noise images. The camera position varied from ±0.0254 mm in both the vertical and horizontal directions and was centered about zero. The ring sample was then translated 0.127 mm in the vertical direction, and 9 images were taken in the same manner. This process was repeated up to a final ring sample translation of 0.762 mm. Prior to super resolution post-processing, each LR image was cropped to the same size (1500 x 1644 pixels) to still capture the ring along with applied translation, while reducing computation time. The result was a set of images for each algorithm which included a single image at every translation of the ring.

Table 3.2: Image capture scheme for Rigid Body Translation test, showing LR images taken and SR images processed at each displacement.
For each set of 9 LR images, the same SR software used in the initial comparison test was used to produce 3 SR images. For all 3 SR images, the step 1 image registration was again performed using the Keren registration algorithm. Step 2 was then performed using the Robust Super Resolution (RSR), Papoulis-Gerchberg (PG), and Structure-Adapted Normalized Convolution (SANC) algorithms, respectively, with an interpolation value of 2. The SR images produced by each of the RSR, PG, and SANC algorithms were then imported into VIC-2D [47], a commercial DIC algorithm which is widely used in the experimental mechanics community. Correlation was performed using a subset size of 49 pixels and a step size of 5 pixels to obtain full field displacements. For comparison, a set of images consisting of one LR image from each displacement was also imported into VIC-2D. A subset size of 25 pixels and step size of 3 pixels was used for the LR measurement, such that a comparable physical area in mm would be represented by each LR and SR subset. The displacements were then plotted against the known applied displacements to assess how closely each of the SR methods can reproduce a known translation, and to compare SR-DIC results to traditional LR-DIC measurements.
As a comparison tool, two additional images sets were produced: One LR image set made by averaging the nine LR images to combat noise (referred to as LR Average), and one HR image set which expands the single LR Average image by a factor of 2 through cubic interpolation (referred to as HR Interpolation). To produce the LR Average image set, the LR images were first shifted by the x and y offsets found with the Step 1 Keren algorithm in order to register on a common grid, then averaged together. Expanding each LR Average image by a factor of 2 through bicubic interpolation, then, provides a benchmark to compare the RSR, PG, and SANC algorithms against. Both the LR Average and HR Interpolation image sets were prepared and imported into VIC-2D for DIC measurement.

After preparing displacement data, further analysis on the accuracy of the measurement was performed, investigating the effect of subset size on the spatial standard deviation of the displacement measurement, as subset size has a significant impact on the correlation accuracy [48]. For each algorithm, the analysis was first performed at the subset sizes described in the methods section (49 for SR, 25 for LR). Smaller subset sizes were investigated, moving down in increments of 4 pixels for SR (45, 41…) and of 2 pixels for LR (23, 21…) to maintain similar physical subset sizes. This reduction in subset size continued until the images no longer correlated, thus exploring the lower limit of subset size for each algorithm. Similarly, subset sizes larger than the sizes of 49 and 25 were investigated in increments of 8 pixels for SR (57, 65…) and 4 pixels for LR (29, 33…) up to a size of 97 or 49 pixels. For every subset size, the same step size was maintained (5 for SR, 3 for LR) to preserve a similar number of total subsets.

3.5.3. Mechanical Deformation Test

To study the full implementation or SR imaging into DIC strain measurements, SR techniques were then used in a mechanical deformation test. The same ring specimen from the
rigid body translation test was placed in a Gleeble 1500D load frame with an environmental chamber. The same camera and lens as before were aimed at the specimen through the chamber viewing window from a working distance of 330 mm. In addition, a Qioptic Optem Fusion zoom lens was used with a second Basler 15 MP camera and focused on a portion of the ring. The variable magnification of the zoom lens was adjusted to produce a field of view roughly 15 times smaller than the LR lens in order to provide a more accurate ‘high resolution’ image with which to compare the super resolution images. Custom grips were designed to apply a tensile load on the inner surface of the ring, as shown in Figure 3.6.

![Image](image.png)

*Figure 3.6: Mechanical test setup, showing (a) optical setup, including camera, lens, and light source, pointed through the chamber window at (b) the ring sample on the grips within the Gleeble 1500D load frame.*

The grips were slowly moved apart until a small increase of force was registered by the load cell, indicating that both grips had come into contact with the inside face of the ring. From
this zero-displacement location, a set of 9 images was then captured in succession, to be combined later to produce a single SR reference image. Several seconds passed between each of the 9 images to allow for small random offsets of the field of view caused by vibration of the load frame. Another set of 9 images was then captured to provide a noise measurement. The grips were then moved apart under displacement control in increments of 0.1 mm, causing a non-uniform strain distribution in the ring. At each displacement increment, another set of 9 images was captured. This process of grip displacement followed by image capture continued until a final net grip displacement of 1.4 mm was achieved.

Upon completion of the mechanical deformation, each set of 9 LR images was combined using the three SR algorithms. Then, the sets of SR images were imported in VIC-2D and correlated with a subset size of 49 and step size of 5. Similarly, one of the 9 LR images at each displacement was imported and correlated with a subset size of 25 and a step size of 3, allowing similar physical areas to be represented by each subset. The zoom lens images were also imported and correlated with a subset size of 151 and step size of 5. Strain maps were generated and compared for each of the SR methods and for the LR image set. A subset size-match confidence analysis was performed for the mechanical deformation test, following the same process used for the rigid body translation test.

3.6. Results

The comparison of the three chosen SR algorithms to LR imaging techniques is supported by the results of the three tests: The SR algorithm initial comparison, the rigid body translation test, and the mechanical deformation test. These results are summarized below.
3.6.1. SR Algorithm Initial Comparison

Figure 3.7 shows the results of the deconstruction and reconstruction of an image, meant to highlight similarities and differences between the SR algorithms. The original HR image depicting a “one-way” traffic sign in front of a background of trees and sky is shown in part (a); an enlarged section is shown in part (b). The same section of the LR image is shown in part (c), and the three SR versions of the section in parts (d), (e), and (f). A comparison of the HR and LR images shows that the words on the sign are blurred but still readable in the LR image. The straight edges of the sign have also become jagged due to pixel averaging, along with some loss of definition in the leaves in the background.

Figure 3.7: The HR and LR images are shown along with the results from all three SR algorithms.
The results of the SR image reconstruction are given in Figure 3.7(d), (e), and (f). The RSR algorithm slightly improves upon the LR image quality in regions of texture, but it also makes some features worse. For example, the leaves recapture some of their sharper colors, but the straight edges of the sign are visibly noisy and grainy. In the PG image, the shape of the letters are clearer than in the RSR and comparable to the LR, with sharper corners. However, the lines still have a more jagged appearance, with the diagonal lines appearing instead as long ‘steps’. The opposite is true in the SANC image, where several features are more smoothed over. This improves the quality of some features, such as the straight edges losing some of the jagged ‘steps’. However, it also worsens other features, as the corners of letters are less sharp than in PG. Overall, the SR images are generally clearer than the LR image, but they fall short of perfectly replicating the HR image.

The visual similarity between the original HR image and the reconstructed SR images can be compared using a metric developed by Wang et al called structural similarity [49]. The structural similarity (SSIM) index is a quantification of the perceived similarity between two images of the same resolution, scaled between 0 (no similarity) and 1 (perfectly similar). Using a publicly available MATLAB implementation of the SSIM algorithm [49], the grayscale versions of the images were compared against each other. The indices for the super resolution images, compared against the original HR image, were 0.5678 for RSR, 0.6047 for PG, and 0.7663 for SANC. These results show the best score for SANC, with lower scores for PG and RSR.

3.6.2. Rigid Body Translation Test

Figure 8(a-d) shows the average vertical translation measured across all subsets of the ring sample for each LR and SR method as a function of the applied translation. Uncertainty bands of
three standard deviations of the displacement of all subsets at each translation are also plotted. Thus, at the zero displacement, this 3σ uncertainty band represents the noise floor of the measurement, demonstrating the temporal variation when no displacement is applied. At the subsequent displacements, the uncertainty bands represent three times the spatial standard deviation. For many of the data points, the standard deviations are so small that the uncertainty bands overlap with the data markers for the mean displacements. Each plot also features a solid black line indicating the true applied translation of the sample, accompanied by dashed gray lines above and below, indicating the uncertainty of applied translation due to the resolution of the translation stage, defined as half a tick mark (tick marks are every 0.001 in or 0.0254mm). The LR measurements were computed using the center image of each 9-image set, while the SANC, RSR, and PG measurements were computed using the constructed SR images. In all cases, the applied translation is within the applied translation uncertainty associated with the stage resolution, indicating that all 4 measurement methods show sufficient agreement with applied translation. Of note is the fact that the PG images at translation increments of 0.127 mm, 0.254 mm, and 0.381 mm failed to correlate in VIC-2D, and so no measurement data is seen for those measurements.
Figure 3.8: Plots showing average measured translation vs. applied translation, with applied resolution uncertainty bands in blue and perfect agreement in brown, for a) LR images, b) RSR images, c) PG images, and d) SANC images. Uncertainty bands on markers represent three standard deviations of the spatial variation in measured translation across all subsets. The solid black line shows perfect agreement between applied and measured translation, and bounding gray lines show uncertainty of applied translation due to stage resolution.

In Figure 3.9, the mean measurement error from all subsets (defined as the applied translation subtracted from the measured translation) of the data displayed in Figure 3.8 is plotted at each translation increment. The uncertainty bands again indicate three standard deviations of the measurement variation. As in Figure 3.8, the solid black line marks zero error, or perfect agreement between applied and measured translation, and the dashed gray bounding lines show uncertainty of the applied translation due to the resolution of tick mark increments on the translation stage. Compared to Figure 8, in which the uncertainty bands were too small to easily see, Figure 9 allows a clearer side-by-side comparison of the error in each SR method. Again, note that due to select images failing to correlate, there is no PG data for the translation increments of 0.127 mm, 0.254 mm, and 0.381 mm. Also included in this figure are the LR Average and HR Interpolation benchmarks described in the methods. The LR Average set is expected to show a reduction in noise from combining all 9 images while maintaining the original resolution, and the HR Interpolation set expands the LR Average by a factor of two to match the size of the SR images without using the SR algorithms.
Figure 3.9: The error (measured - applied ring translation) averaged across subsets for DIC results based on LR, LR Average, HR Interpolation, RSR, PG, and SANC images, given at each applied ring translation. Note that markers have been slightly offset for readability, and are grouped around the corresponding applied translation. Uncertainty bands show three standard deviations of spatial variation, and gray bounding lines represent resolution uncertainty of the translation stage.

Figure 3.10 shows further comparison between the SR and LR measurements for the largest applied translation (0.762 mm) in terms of how the spatial standard deviation is affected by subset size. The mean translation measurement for each subset size is shown in the first subplot, along with uncertainty bands (the same 3σ quantities shown in the uncertainty bands of Figure 3.9). The subset size of the LR images is shown (in pixels) on the horizontal axis above the plot, while the subset size of SR images is shown (in pixels) on the horizontal axis below the plot. The second subplot shows the size of the uncertainty bands from the first plot, again as a function of subset size. The common physical subset size is shown on the very bottom horizontal axis. As expected,
the uncertainty band size decreases as subset size increases. It should be noted that this trend holds for all methods, although this decrease is small enough in some cases (such as the LR data) that the spatial noise appears to remain constant on the given y-axis scale of the figure.
Figure 3.10: Upper subplot: final measured translation plotted with respect to physical subset size, in mm; uncertainty bands indicate the spatial variation across all subsets, represented as three standard deviations. The solid black line shows the applied translation, bounded by dashed gray lines representing uncertainty of applied translation due to stage resolution. Note that SR
data are slightly offset for readability (only sizes indicated by tick marks were used). Lower subplot shows the size of the uncertainty bands from the upper subplot.

3.6.3. Mechanical Deformation Test

The contours of displacements in the direction of loading for the LR, RSR, SANC and zoom lens DIC results are shown in Figure 3.11. Each contour is taken at the same deformation increment and each is plotted on the same scale for the same field of view. The images produced with the PG algorithm failed to correlate, therefore there are no PG contours in Figure 3.11. Also included in the figure are representative subsets of the speckle pattern on the specimen surface. All are taken from the same location on the surface, and the LR, RSR, and SANC cover the same physical area. The zoom lens subset covers a smaller area, located in the upper left corner of the other subsets.
Figure 3.11: DIC contours for displacements in the direction of loading for LR, RSR, SANC, and Zoom lens. Corresponding subsets of the speckle pattern for each method are shown in the bottom row. For visualization of speckles here, the contrast was improved through Matlab’s histogram equalization. The original contrast between light and dark speckles from the images used in DIC is also reported, defined as the median 90 percent of pixel gray levels [50].

3.7. Discussion

Based on the results of the three tests just shown, several observations can be made on the strengths and weaknesses of the SR algorithms investigated. In addition, benefits and
disadvantages of using SR imaging instead of traditional LR techniques are also demonstrated. These characteristics shown by the SR initial comparison, rigid body translation, and mechanical deformation tests are discussed below.

3.7.1. SR Initial Comparison Test

The initial comparison effectively shows some of the qualitative differences between the SR algorithm results. Comparing the images in Figure 3.7(b)-(f), all 3 SR algorithms show slight improvements over the LR, but the image quality of each SR image is poor compared to the HR.

In the case of RSR, some features show slight improvement over the LR image, such as recapturing some of the brighter colors on the lighted portions of the leaves. But many of the features become more pixelated than even the LR image, causing a loss of definition. This is evident in the screw at the top of the sign; the circular boundary between screw and sign is more distorted in the RSR image than in the LR image. Although some aspects are visually clearer, the algorithm still adds graininess that is not present in the LR.

In the case of PG, the outline of the blue gaps of sky between leaves is slightly more defined in the PG image. Additionally, the lettering has slightly heavier weight than the LR, making it more comparable to the HR. However, ‘trailing steps’ can be seen leading away to the left from the black-white diagonal border of the sign. This can also be seen in the LR image, but not in the HR image. Rather than smoothing out this boundary to approach the target HR image, the PG amplifies the trailing steps and emphasizes the artificial feature.

In the case of SANC, the appearance seems to fit most closely to the HR image. The lines and boundaries are smooth, and objects are easier to recognize than in either the RSR or the PG
images. However, this strength of the SANC image is also its greatest shortcoming. Some details found in the HR image are lost to the smoothing effect, such as the blurring of letter corners.

This comparison test demonstrates that the most recent innovation of the three SR algorithms (SANC) performs best in visually obvious elements of reconstruction, but also highlights some of the potential downfalls in the new application to DIC. Because the SANC algorithm accounts for shape features, it follows that the features in the SANC-reproduced image more closely resemble those found in the HR image. The algorithm distorts the shape of the convolution kernel to match image geometries based on gradient fields. Thus, the SANC image best replicates the features and objects in an HR image in a qualitative ‘eye’ test. But this smoothing of feature boundaries could lead to decreased performance in reconstructing speckle patterns. This could be especially true when individual speckles are relatively small compared to the features that the SANC algorithm is built to search for. And while RSR and PG produce more pixelated shapes, they may still work for speckled patterns used in DIC.

3.7.2. Rigid Body Translation Test

In the rigid body translation test, images from all three of the SR algorithms measure an applied translation as well as or better than LR images. In Figure 3.8, the average of all subsets in each image that successfully correlated was within the resolution uncertainty of the translation stage. However, some of the images produced by the PG algorithm failed to correlate, meaning that data was not extractable at all translation increments. Upon inspection of those images which failed to correlate, a checkerboard pattern of black pixels was interspersed in the image. This was also evidenced in the PG images from the mechanical deformation test as seen in Figure 3.12. Three different types of this defect were found: A checkerboard of mostly black pixels, as seen on
the far left of the figure, a series of black pixel vertical stripes, or a checkerboard of mostly non-altered pixels. This conversion of pixels to black did not appear in the LR original, shown in the right of the figure, or in the other SR images, as seen in the subsets of Figure 3.11. This checkerboard pattern also did not appear in the PG images from the initial comparison test with the one-way sign. It may be caused by the PG algorithm, a bug in its implementation in this software [38], or a combination of both, but it can obviously affect the DIC results or make correlation impossible.

Figure 3.12: PG speckle pattern images from the mechanical deformation test, showing the three types of defects found, from left to right: mostly black pixel checkerboard, vertical stripes of black pixels, and mostly non-altered pixel checkerboard. At the right, the original LR image of the speckle pattern.

Figure 3.9 affords a clearer look at both the accuracy and shortcomings of the different methods, by focusing on the error between the measurement and applied translation. All six image
sets produced averages that lie close to the line of perfect agreement and within the bounding lines marking the uncertainty of applied translation due to stage increment resolution. At each translation increment, the ring translation was the same for all methods, and all images are centered on the same point. Thus, the unknown error in applied translation due to stage resolution uncertainty is the same for each of the three SR methods and the LR method. Therefore, the spread of bias errors shown in the figure between the six methods at each increment reflects on the precision of the methods. Although all six show some variability in these bias errors from increment to increment, they all show acceptable precision well within the stage resolution uncertainty.

Because of this unknown error in the applied measurement, it is difficult to assess the three SR algorithms based solely on the average displacements in Figure 3.9. To provide further clarity, the uncertainty bands can highlight the consistency within each image. Because there is no strain or deformation in this rigid body translation test, the applied motion is nominally uniform and ideal measurement would yield zero variation. At zero translation, the uncertainty bands show the noise floor. As expected, the LR image gives the largest spatial variation, followed by the LR Average and HR Interpolation benchmarks. The three SR algorithms show slight improvement over the benchmarks in their noise floors, with RSR showing the greatest difference.

A significant contribution to this measurement error is the temporal variation from image to image. In particular, the LR image sets are the most prone to temporal variation, or noise. This is because all other methods benefit from combining information from multiple images. To better understand the temporal variation of these inherently noisier LR images, a series of untranslated LR images was correlated, and a specific subset (seen in the left of Figure 3.13) was followed through time. The fluctuation of the measured translation of that subset is shown at the right of
Figure 3.13. This temporal variation helps to quantify the error of the LR measurement associated with the random noise, which is mitigated through averaging in producing the images with the other methods.

![Graph showing temporal variation](image)

**Figure 3.13:** Spatial variation of an image with zero translation, at left, and the temporal noise of a specific subset across a series of untranslated images, at right.

At nearly every subsequent translation increment in Figure 3.9, the LR also has the largest bands, demonstrating the greatest spatial variation amongst the subsets. The reduction in spatial variation each method offers over LR is given in Table 3.3. Generally, the size of the uncertainty bands remains uniform from increment to increment for the LR Average and HR Interpolation benchmarks and SR images. However, the RSR varies greatly from increment to increment, showing the best and worst improvement over LR at different increments, as seen in the table. Because the data from the PG image dropped at several increments due to the loss of pixels as shown in Figure 3.12, it also has consistency issues. The SANC and benchmarks demonstrate consistency and seems to show the greatest reliability in the accuracy of the measurement, with the SANC generally having uncertainty bands of a size equal to or smaller than the benchmarks.
Table 3.3: Summary of improvement over LR offered by each method. Values are calculated from the sizes of uncertainty bands reported in Figure 3.9. Note that the average value for PG includes data only from those increments which correlated successfully.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applied Translation (mm)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.127</th>
<th>0.254</th>
<th>0.381</th>
<th>0.508</th>
<th>0.635</th>
<th>0.762</th>
<th>Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent Improvement over LR (1-σ&lt;sub&gt;method&lt;/sub&gt;/σ&lt;sub&gt;L.R&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>LR Avg</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HR Int</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSR</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PG</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SANC</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The differences in spatial variation are further investigated as a function of subset size in Figure 3.10. These data are taken from the measurements at the final ring translation increment of 0.782 mm, showing uncertainty band size plotted against the common physical subset size for the LR, benchmark, and SR images. At each comparable physical subset size, the SR algorithms all have smaller spatial variation, giving greater confidence in the measurement. Across all subset sizes, the LR Average benchmark showed a reduction in the band size by a factor of about 3, which aligns with the expectation that averaging N images can reduce noise by a factor of \( \sqrt{N} \) [51]. Interestingly, the HR Interpolation benchmark data showed nearly identical band size as the LR Average at the same physical subset size, despite having 4 times more pixels per subset. This suggests that the added resolution through single image interpolation provides ‘empty magnification’ without adding useful information to the LR Average image. In contrast, the SR uncertainty bands are smaller than those of the benchmark data at the same subset sizes. This difference becomes more pronounced as subset size increases, with PG and RSR showing
improvement by a factor of roughly 2 at the largest several subset sizes. This reduction of spatial variation seems to be due to more than just the averaging effect on image noise. As one of the main contributors to spatial variation errors is pattern-induced bias error [52], this may indicate that SR algorithms can improve the quality of the pattern captured.

Also interesting to note in Figure 3.10 is the lower limit to subset size; data is left off the plot once the image no longer correlates. The RSR algorithm has a subset size lower limit of 21 pixels, which is the same as the LR has. However, this 21-pixel RSR subset covers a quarter of the area that the 21-pixel LR subset does, allowing much finer strain resolution. Although the LR Average offers a reduction in noise over the original LR images, the lower limit is only slightly improved from 21 to 19. When considering the actual physical subset size, the lower limit of the HR Interpolation is better than the PG and SANC algorithms but worse than the RSR. This superior range of subset size, combined with superior spatial variation error, clearly demonstrates the advantages the RSR algorithm holds over the other methods.

3.7.3. Mechanical Deformation Test

The mechanical deformation of the ring in this test demonstrated the capabilities of the LR and SR methods to measure heterogeneous strain fields. The results show similar displacement contours between the LR and SR images, as seen in Figure 3.11. In each case, the ring exhibits a greater displacement gradient on the inside edge of the ring compared with the outer edge. This is consistent with higher strains at the inner edge as the curved ring is stretched and straightened, which is the expected behavior in this loading case. This distribution seems to match up well between the LR and SR. There are slight differences between the contours, however, as both the RSR and SANC appear to show slightly greater displacements on the top of the inner edge of the
ring than the LR. The ‘higher resolution’ zoom lens image shows slightly higher displacements than the SR at the same location on the inner edge. However, the fact that the SR contours are slightly closer to the more accurate Zoom contour should not overshadow the reality that all methods produced very similar results.

The subsets shown in the bottom of Figure 3.11 do give some insight into the differences between the various methods. The LR subset shows a typically pixelated speckle pattern. The RSR subset also looks pixelated, although there is a difference in the gray levels the borders of speckles. This seems to indicate a more gradual transition from the dark interior of the speckle to the lighter background. A similar effect is seen in the SANC subset, except that these transition zones are much smoother, leaving speckles that are more ‘bloblike’ than blocky. Neither of the SR methods approached the clarity of speckle offered by the Zoom lens with roughly 15 times the resolution of the LR images, as seen in the Zoom subset.

### 3.7.4. Pairing of Zoom Lens with Super Resolution

The use of the zoom lens in the mechanical deformation test served as a standard of comparison for the SR algorithms, demonstrating that SR is equally capable in deformation measurements, if not offering slight improvement. It follows that pairing the two methods of higher resolution, a zoom lens and SR techniques, could produce further improvement. That possibility was evaluated by combining multiple zoom lens images at each grip displacement increment using the RSR and SANC algorithms, and then using Vic-2D to produce DIC strain contours. The RSR contour failed to correlate, but the SANC contour is shown in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: DIC displacement field in the direction of loading at final grip displacement increment for the combination of the zoom lens and SR. The SANC algorithm with an interpolation factor of 1.5 was used. A representative subset is overlaid on the portion of the speckle pattern shown below the contour. As with Figure 3.11, the contrast was improved through Matlab’s histogram equalization for visualization of speckles. Actual contrast of correlated images is the same as original Zoom images.

The contour shows good agreement with the LR zoom lens results of Figure 3.11, with similar distributions of displacements at comparable locations. However, it should be noted that the same speckle pattern is on the ring for the original LR images and these SR zoom images,
meaning that the speckle size and length scale of the pattern is ill-suited for such an increase in resolution, as can be seen in the subset of Figure 3.14. Because the zoom lens’ field of view is roughly 15 times smaller than the lower magnification lens, and because an interpolation factor of 1.5 was used for the SR zoom images, the pixel size of speckles in Figure 3.14 is approximately 23 times larger than in the LR contours of Figure 3.11. As such, the results of the SR zoom images are limited by the speckle pattern. This is expected to be the reason that the RSR zoom images failed to correlate in the DIC software. However, this does highlight that SR can be paired with lenses of varying magnification, as long as the length scale of the speckle pattern is appropriate for the image resolution.

3.7.5. Summary of Algorithm Performance

Through the three tests, differences in performance between traditional LR images and the 3 distinct SR alternatives became apparent. The initial comparison with the one-way sign showed clear improvement from the LR images for SANC, and to a lesser degree the PG and RSR also showed some improvement. However, none perfectly replicated the original HR image. Rigid body translation began to show problems with pairing PG with a DIC speckle pattern, dropping some of the translations. The minimal error in both RSR and SANC measurements showed good accuracy, although the uncertainty bands of SANC showed better consistency than was offered by the RSR algorithm. Conversely, RSR showed the smallest physical subset size, offering the best spatial resolution of the displacement measurement and the lowest spatial variation error. In the mechanical deformation, the issues with PG and DIC became very clear, causing all images to fail to correlate. In pairing SR with the zoom lens, the SANC image set was the only one of the three which was able to successfully correlate to the final deformation.
Table 3.4: Summary of advantages and disadvantages of LR, RSR, PG, and SANC measurements across the three tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Comparison (One-Way Sign)</th>
<th>Baseline/Low Resolution (LR)</th>
<th>Robust Super Resolution (RSR)</th>
<th>Papoulis-Gerchberg (PG)</th>
<th>Structure Adaptive Normalized Convolution (SANC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pixelated and blurry</td>
<td>Slightly sharper, but more pixelated lines and region transitions</td>
<td>Visually better than LR and RSR, but still has ‘steps’ in transition regions</td>
<td>Appears the smoothest; it offers the best reproduction of original HR image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigid Body Translation</td>
<td>Worst precision and confidence, but fairly consistent across images.</td>
<td>Less consistent in its precision. Lowest spatial variation error and best spatial resolution (allowed smallest subset size of any).</td>
<td>Good precision, confidence, and spatial resolution when it correlates. However, significant problems with failing to correlate several images.</td>
<td>Good precision, consistent across all images. Performed better than LR and benchmarks but worse than RSR, PG in spatial variation error and spatial resolution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Deformation</td>
<td>Similar displacement fields and lowest confidence.</td>
<td>Displacement fields matched zoom lens well, slightly better than LR</td>
<td>Failed to correlate.</td>
<td>Displacement fields matched ‘high resolution’ zoom lens contours. Performed very similarly to RSR.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.8. Conclusion

In summary, the application of super resolution (SR) algorithms was investigated as a method of increasing the resolution of DIC strain measurements for samples at long working distances. Comparisons between Robust Super Resolution (RSR), Papoulis Gerchberg (PG), and Structure Adaptive Normalized Convolution (SANC) were evaluated through three tests: visual inspection, rigid body translation, and mechanical deformation experiments. The first test demonstrated that all three algorithms produce images which have some improvement visually over the LR images they are constructed from, with SANC performing best. The second test showed significant improvement offered by all three algorithms in measurement accuracy, precision, and spatial variation error, with RSR performing the best and PG failing to correlate in some cases. The final test again showed improvement in spatial resolution when using SR methods, and RSR and SANC performed equally well. With all three tests considered, SANC seems the algorithm best suited for SR-DIC among those investigated in this work, although RSR performs nearly as well and computes much more quickly.

When increasing resolution through SR methods, SR-DIC measurements show improvement over the original LR images, although they do not show the same improvement that would be expected from increasing to the same resolution through improved optics. There is some increase in computational time when taking these measurements, and the time required to capture multiple images makes it better suited for quasi-static in-situ experiments. Tests which most benefit from the use of SR techniques are those in which long working distances and small sample size prevent DIC from providing high resolution strain information across an entire region of interest.
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CHAPTER 4
DIGITAL IMAGE CORRELATION AT LONG WORKING DISTANCES:
THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFRACTION LIMITS

4.1. Prologue

This chapter includes a full-text paper which is in review at the journal *Measurement*, under the title “Digital Image Correlation at Long Working Distances: The Influence of Diffraction Limits.”. The author list consists of Robert S. Hansen, Katharine Z. Burn, Cynthia M. Rigby, Emma K. Ashby, Ethan K. Nickerson, and Ryan B. Berke. The experiments were conducted and the data collected at Utah State University, Logan, UT. The full paper is given below.

4.2. Abstract

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is an optical measurement technique that can easily be adapted for high magnification applications. These high magnifications involve competing phenomena which must be balanced to produce the highest quality measurements. When out-of-plane displacements cause the specimen under investigation to move out of the depth of field, worsened focus negatively affects the measurement. As a result, it is often recommended to reduce aperture size to improve the depth of field. However, smaller aperture sizes can also cause worsened focus as the diffraction limit of light causes larger Airy disks, particularly at longer working distances. This work investigates the competing effects of both depth of field and Airy disk size in three test cases: higher magnification and shorter working distance, lower magnification and shorter working distance, and lower magnification and longer working distance. Different aperture sizes are found to change which effect dominates, and a recommendation for selecting the aperture setting to minimize measurement error from both phenomena is made.
4.3. Introduction

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a non-contact, optical measurement technique to measure full field displacements and strains. The technique works by applying a high contrast pattern to the surface of a deforming object and recording images with a high-resolution camera before and after deformation. An algorithm then correlates the images to compute full-field displacements, the derivatives of which can then be used to compute strain [1]. Compared to strain gauges, DIC is favorable because (i) it is non-contacting aside from a thin layer of paint, and thus does not greatly influence deformation [2]; (ii) it records full-field data in all directions, as opposed to normal strain at one direction and at one point [3]; and (iii) it can be performed at any time scale (determined by cameras) or length scale (determined by lenses). DIC has been demonstrated at lengths ranging from sub-micrometer [4], [5] to tens of meters [6], speeds ranging from quasi-static to high speed impact [7], and temperatures of up to 3000°C [8].

To study fundamental material phenomena, it is often desirable to map high magnification DIC strains against the unique microstructures of test specimens. Such approaches have been widely demonstrated via scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) by Daly et al. [4], [9], Hoefnagels et al. [10], [11], and others [12]–[14]. However, generating a speckle pattern is especially challenging [15], and high temperature SEM have historically been limited to about 800°C [16], although recent advancements have allowed in-SEM measurements up to 1150°C [17]. Similar microstructural strain mapping has been demonstrated optically by Carroll et al. [18] and Pataky et al. [19], but required very short working distances in order to achieve high magnifications, from
which high resolution images were then constructed via image stitching. In both optical studies, specimens had to be moved to a microscope to perform high magnification imaging, which limited the techniques to *ex situ* measurements of permanent deformation such as plastic yielding and creep deformation, respectively. More recently, Hansen et al. have demonstrated that high magnification measurements can be recorded at longer working distances using super-resolution imaging (SR-DIC) which constructs high resolution images from multiple overlapping images [20]. By enabling longer working distances, SR-DIC potentially enables a wider range of in situ measurements at longer working distances.

In harsh environments, a specimen may need to be loaded into an environmental chamber while the camera views the specimen from outside the chamber through a window. This imposes a long working distance between the camera and the specimen, which limits magnification. High magnifications can still be achieved using specialized zoom lenses [21], but the image resolution may be limited by the diffraction limit of the light [22]. Diffraction limits are angular in nature, so image blurring increases in proportion to the working distance [23]. The radius of blurring is defined as the Airy disk [24]. The Airy disk is additionally proportional to the wavelength of light, and inversely proportional to the diameter of the aperture of the lens [25].

When performing DIC using a lens with an adjustable aperture, it is common practice to adopt as small an aperture as possible while maintaining sufficient lighting [26]. Small apertures produce better depth of field, allowing the image to remain in focus over a limited range of out-of-plane motion [27]. However, small apertures also produce larger Airy disks, which defocus the image at long working distances [28], [29]. Thus, when combining DIC at high magnifications and long working distances, there is an inherent trade-off between the depth of field and the diffraction limit of the light, both of which impact the focus of the image. This trade-off has been well-
explored in the field of photography [30], [31], but its effect has yet to be demonstrated on DIC at long working distances.

The purpose of this research is to quantify the effects of decreased aperture on both depth of field and Airy disk diameter when images are taken at high magnification and long working distance. Static DIC measurements are taken using two lenses with different working distances: roughly 8 inches and 8 feet. The amount of noise present in the measurements is quantified for various aperture sizes, which assists in determining the optimal range of aperture sizes for performing long range DIC measurements. The recommendations produced in this paper will improve high magnification DIC at long working distances, thus enabling in situ measurement of deformation in harsh environments.

4.4. Methods

Long range DIC was explored over a series of three rigid-body motion experiments, as summarized in Table 4.1. The experiments were performed using the test setups in Figure 4.1(a) for Tests A and B and Figure 4.1(b) for Test C. In each test, the specimen was mounted vertically on top of two 2-axis micrometer-driven translation stages to apply either in-plane or out-of-plane rigid-body displacements, as seen in Figure 4.1(c). Each stage translates over a maximum range of ±0.5 in increments of 0.001 in, representing the smallest tick mark of translation, allowing a combined motion of ±1.0 in. All three tests were performed using a JAI CM-140-GE-UV digital camera which has a resolution of 1392 x 1040 pixels. Tests A and B were performed at a working distance of 7.5 in (190 mm) and 5.5 in (140 mm), respectively, between the lens and the test specimen using a Qioptic Optem FUSION Zoom Lens. Test C was extended to a working distance of 100 in (2.54 m) using a K2 Distamax Long Range microscope. All the tests used a ring
specimen, shown in Figure 4.1(d), machined from stainless steel tubing with an outer diameter of 12.68 mm and a wall thickness of 1.23 mm. The specimen was illuminated with a LDR2-90BL2 blue ring light from CCS, Inc., which has a peak wavelength of 470 nm. Test A produced a field of view on the order of 0.12 x 0.09 in (3.05 x 2.29 mm), capturing the wall thickness of the specimen. Tests B and C produced a larger field of view, on the order of 0.8 x 0.6 in (20.3 x 15.2 mm) and 0.95 x 0.71 in (24.1 x 18.1 mm) respectively, capturing the full ring. Accordingly, Test A had a magnification of 2.7x, while Tests B and C had only a magnification of 0.32x and 0.27x. Test A achieved a higher magnification than Test B by using a 3x extension tube in the Optem lens, while Test B utilized a 1x tube. To achieve the magnification necessary at the longer working distance, in Test C the Distamax was paired with one 2x extension ring purchased from the manufacturer.

Table 4.1: Summary of the three rigid-body motion experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Working Distance</th>
<th>Lens</th>
<th>Magnification</th>
<th>Field of View</th>
<th>In-plane Applied Motion</th>
<th>Portion Imaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test A</td>
<td>190 mm (7.5 in)</td>
<td>Optem Zoom</td>
<td>2.6x</td>
<td>2.5 x 1.9 mm (0.10 x 0.07 in)</td>
<td>0.076 mm (0.003 in)</td>
<td>Wall Thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test B</td>
<td>140 mm (5.5 in)</td>
<td>Optem Zoom</td>
<td>0.33x</td>
<td>19.7 x 14.7 mm (0.78 x 0.58 in)</td>
<td>0.76 mm (0.03 in)</td>
<td>Full Ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test C</td>
<td>2.54 m (100 in)</td>
<td>Distamax</td>
<td>0.26x</td>
<td>25.1 x 18.8 mm (0.99 x 0.74 in)</td>
<td>0.76 mm (0.03 in)</td>
<td>Full Ring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.1: Test setups for (a) the Optem Zoom Lens used in Tests A and B (190 mm and 140 mm working distance, respectively); and (b) the Distamax Zoom Lens used in Test C (2540 mm working distance). In (c), the specimen, precision translation stages, and blue light source are shown, with the yellow arrows showing the direction of in-plane (measured) displacement, and green arrows showing the direction of out-of-plane displacement (changing working distance).

In (d), the speckled ring specimen used is shown.
The experiments were performed using the small ring specimen with the same speckle pattern for all three tests. The speckle pattern was fine enough for the higher magnification in Test A, and coarse enough for the lower magnification in Tests B and C. To produce the pattern, the specimen was sprayed with a uniform coat of white VHT Flameproof spray paint to create a background for the DIC speckle patterns. The fine speckle was then created immediately afterwards by depositing graphite powder particles on the still-wet white paint. To avoid overly large speckles, powder clumps were broken up and particles were filtered to be under 25 microns in size using compressed air to force the powder through a particle-filtering wire cloth (200 x 600 mesh size, McMaster-Carr), in a procedure similar to that used by Jonnalagadda et al. [32]. Some initial images were then collected using the setup for each of the three tests to assess the typical speckle size measured in pixels, as seen in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Sample speckle images and DIC subsets obtained at the start of tests A, B, and C, respectively. Note that Tests B and C show the same region of interest as recorded by two different lenses. For better visualization of speckles, the contrast of the subsets in the figure was improved through Matlab’s histogram equalization. The original contrast can be found in Table 4.2.

Each lens was initially set to its largest aperture size, as summarized in Table 4.2, and then brought into focus to obtain the speckle images in Figure 4.2 to be used as reference images. The specimen was then translated in-plane (in the x direction indicated by the yellow arrow in Figure 4.1(c)) in known increments of 0.0005 inches in Test A and 0.005 inches in Tests B and C, with a new “deformed” image being captured at each increment. This was continued for a total of 6 increments, bringing the final displacement to 0.003 inches in Test A and 0.030 inches in Tests B and C. Once the in-plane x-displacement and image capture were complete, the specimen was then returned to its initial in-plane position and translated forward out of plane (in the z direction indicated by the green arrow in Figure 4.1(c)) by a percentage of the initial working distance. A new reference image was collected, followed by a new in-plane translation the same distances as before, and the subsequent “deformed” images were also collected. The procedure is repeated, moving in-plane then out-of-plane, until the out-of-plane displacements have covered the entire depth of field for that test. Because the depth of field is different for each of the lens arrangements, the increments of out-of-plane (z direction) displacements varied from test to test. Test A featured out-of-plane displacement increments of ±0.1% of the working distance up to ±0.6%, Test B had increments of ±0.4% up to ±3.6%, and Test C moved in increments of ±0.2% up to ±1.0%. Upon completion of both in-plane and out-of-plane displacement at the largest aperture, the procedure was then further repeated for the progressively smaller aperture sizes listed in Table 4.1. This
resulted in a total of 52 image pairs of reference and final deformed images in Test A (4 apertures x 13 working distances), 76 image pairs in Test B (4 x 19), and 44 pairs in Test C (4 x 11). Critically, aside from reducing the aperture, the lens is otherwise untouched to retain its initial focus through all of the image pairs for each test.

Table 4.2: Summary of aperture sizes and resulting Airy disk diameters explored in each of the three tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Subset size:</th>
<th>Aperture diameter, a (mm)</th>
<th>Exposure time (μs)</th>
<th>Speckle contrast, Δ (counts)</th>
<th>Airy disk size, d (μm)</th>
<th>Airy disk size, d (pix)</th>
<th>Aspect ratio, d/subset (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test A</td>
<td>29 pixels</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>9601</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>12958</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>22677</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>61966</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test B</td>
<td>15 pixels</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>5478</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6008</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7068</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>7539</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test C</td>
<td>19 pixels</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>6715</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>127.4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>7068</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>152.9</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>11545</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>191.1</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>26801</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>254.8</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changes in aperture not only affect the depth of field and the size of the Airy disk, but smaller apertures also produce darker images by reducing how much light reaches the camera sensor. Thus, to eliminate variable brightness as a potential source of measurement error, each
time the aperture is reduced there is an accompanying change of lighting to offset the light lost due to aperture. Light is increased in two ways: first by increasing the intensity of the light sources themselves, and then by increasing the exposure time on the camera sensor as listed in Table 2. The amount by which the lighting is increased is determined by (1) plotting a histogram of how frequently each greyscale value (0-255 for an 8-bit camera) occurs in each speckle image; (2) computing Delta, defined as the span of greyscale values which include the central 90% of all pixels in the region of interest [33]; and (3) adjusting the exposure time until each Delta agrees with its counterpart image in Figure 4.2 as closely as possible. A sample calculation of Delta for the largest and smallest apertures in Test A is illustrated in Figure 4.3. For all apertures across the three tests, Delta is greater than the recommended minimum value of 50 counts [34]. These values are also given in Table 4.2.

![Figure 4.3: Sample calculation of Delta for Test A, showing the largest and smallest apertures.](image)

Once all 172 reference-final image pairs were obtained, the image pairs were post-processed in Vic-2D, a commercial DIC algorithm which is widely used in the experimental mechanics community [35]. The correlation was performed using a subset size of 29 pixels for
Test A, 15 pixels for Test B, and 19 pixels for Test C, and a step size of 4 pixels for all three tests. As seen in the representative subsets in Figure 4.2, the subsets used in each test capture roughly 3 speckles per subset. The subset sizes were chosen to be as small as possible while still allowing images from the smallest aperture (and largest depth of field) to correlate in Vic-2D. Thus, while subset size varies between tests, it remains consistent across aperture sizes within each test.

The size of the Airy disk for each aperture in each test was then calculated using Equation 4.1 [36]:

\[ d = \frac{2.44 \times \lambda \times R}{a} \]  

(Eq.4.1)

where \( d \) is the diameter of the Airy disk (in m), \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the light source \((470 \times 10^{-9} \, \text{m})\), \( R \) is the distance between the aperture and the specimen, and \( a \) is the aperture diameter.

This calculated Airy disk diameter was also converted into units of pixels, and then the aspect ratio of the Airy disk diameter to the size of the subset was calculated \((d/\text{subset size})\). The values of Airy disk diameter in both mm and pixels, as well as the aspect ratio of Airy disk to subset width, are all given in Table 4.2.

4.5. Results

The DIC-measured in-plane displacement generally showed good agreement with the applied displacement, although there is spatial variation between subsets, as demonstrated in Figure 4.4. The figure shows the maximum applied displacement of 0.0762 mm at the neutral working distance in Test A, with a measured mean translation of 0.0702 mm and a standard deviation of 0.108 μm. These values are well within the resolution of the translation stage, for which the smallest tick mark is 0.0254 mm. This spatial variation is an indication of the noise of
the measurement, as the actual displacement field of a specimen undergoing rigid body translation would nominally be spatially uniform.

![DIC contour showing the maximum U displacement (translation in-plane or in the x direction) for the neutral working distance of Test A using the largest aperture size.](image)

Figure 4.4: DIC contour showing the maximum U displacement (translation in-plane or in the x direction) for the neutral working distance of Test A using the largest aperture size.

The DIC measured in-plane displacements of Test A are plotted as a function of the out-of-plane displacements in the upper portion of Figure 4.5. For ease of comparison between all three tests, the out-of-plane displacements are reported as a percentage of the working distance. The plot includes a horizontal solid line, representing the applied displacement of 0.0762 mm. To capture the spatial variation of the displacement due to measurement noise, each measurement is plotted as a mean and three standard deviations. Each of the four aperture diameters used in Test A are plotted in different colors and markers, showing the effect of the aperture size on the noise of the measurement. It should be noted that the smallest tick mark on the translation stage is 0.0254 mm, which means that the uncertainty of the applied translation due to stage resolution is ± 0.0127
mm. This stage resolution confidence interval is represented in the plot by the dashed lines above and below the solid horizontal line.

The bottom portion of Figure 4.5 shows the size of the uncertainty bands from the upper portion of the figure, still as a function of the out-of-plane displacements. The uncertainty bands are given in units of mm, and the markers showing uncertainty band size are connected by a solid line for each aperture. It should be noted that, for the larger aperture diameters, the size of the uncertainty bands is greater at the furthest out-of-plane displacements (the far left and right of the plot) than at the center of the plot where the image is in the best focus.
Figure 4.5: Optem High-Magnification (Test A) measured in-plane translation reported in mm (above), and the size of the uncertainty bands, representing 3 standard deviations of spatial variation and reported in mm (below), as a function of out-of-plane motion, reported as a percentage of the working distance.

The displacements measured in Test B are plotted in the upper portion Figure 4.6. The plots are very similar to those from Test A, but the uncertainty bands are more consistently large across
all out-of-plane displacements, as can be seen in the lower portion of the figure. Note that the vertical axes of the first plot in Figure 4.6 are at the same scale as in Figure 4.5, although the magnitude of the measurement is 10 times larger so the y-axis is centered on a different value (0.762 mm as opposed to 0.0762 mm). The bottom portions of Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, however, have the same y-axis values.
Figure 4.6: Optem Low-Magnification (Test B) measured in-plane translation reported in mm (above), and the size of the uncertainty bands, representing 3 standard deviations of spatial variation and reported in mm (below), as a function of out-of-plane motion, reported as a percentage of the working distance.

The displacements measured and accompanying uncertainty band sizes in Test C are plotted in Figure 4.7. The plots have features similar to those from Tests A and B. The magnitude of applied displacement is the same as Test B (as seen in the y-axis of the upper portion of the figures). The uncertainty bands are more comparable to those seen in Test A than Test B. However, the uncertainty band sizes are roughly 2-3 times larger than in either Test A or Test B and they exceed the uncertainty of the applied displacement at the furthest out-of-plane displacements for some aperture sizes.
Figure 4.7: Distamax (Test C) measured in-plane translation reported in mm (above), and the size of the uncertainty bands, representing 3 standard deviations of spatial variation and reported in mm (below), as a function of out-of-plane motion, reported as a percentage of the working distance.
4.6. Discussion

For the largest aperture sizes in each of the three tests, the spatial variation of the displacement increased as the specimen was moved further away from the center of the depth of field. This is manifested in the growing size of uncertainty bands as the out-of-plane displacement increases in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7, and causes the ‘U’ shape for the red line in the bottom of each figure. This behavior is consistent with poor depth of field due to the large apertures. For larger apertures, moving closer to or further away from the camera after achieving ideal focus would be expected to cause blurring and consequently focus would decrease. This is clearly the case for these larger apertures, as the worsening focus increases the noise of the measurement at the far left and right of the plots. This is demonstrated visually in the top row of Figure 4.8, which presents an excerpt of the same speckle from test A through the different combinations of aperture sizes and working distances. The figure also includes a white square which indicates the subset size. This top row shows the speckle blurring as the specimen is brought forward towards the camera, demonstrating the poor depth of field at this largest aperture.
Figure 4.8: Comparison of the same speckled region from Test A through changes in aperture and working distance. The columns show different out-of-plane displacements, demonstrating the depth of field, and the rows show different aperture sizes, demonstrating the effect of Airy disk size. The subset size is shown by the white box.

4.6.1. Effect of Working Distance

For smaller apertures, the depth of field is expected to improve at larger out of plane displacements, leaving less image blurring and less measurement noise than what is experienced with larger apertures. This can also be seen clearly in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7, as uncertainty band size at the greatest out-of-plane displacements becomes smaller as the aperture diameter decreases. Looking at the bottom portion of the figures, this improved depth of field results in the
‘U’ shape of the larger apertures being flattened, as the smaller apertures resemble more of a horizontal line. This can also be confirmed by looking at the right column of Figure 4.8; as the aperture size decreases, the blurring at this furthest out-of-plane displacement also visibly decreases. This trend holds for the three larger apertures, but in the smallest one the blurring increases as poor depth of field dominates.

Adjusting aperture size changes not only the depth of field, but also the Airy disk size. As smaller apertures are used, the uncertainty in Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.7 becomes less sensitive to the depth of field, but is uniformly larger across all the working distances. This behavior is consistent with noise caused by increasingly larger Airy disks. Thus, although smaller apertures tend to improve measurement error at the extremes of the depth of field, they can also worsen measurement error even at the neutral working distance which offers the best focus. This can be seen in the left column of Figure 4.8, which shows the speckle pattern at this optimal focus where depth of field has little to no effect. As the aperture size decreases in this left column, the blurring increases, especially for the smallest aperture. Clearly, care must be taken to not reduce the aperture size so much that blurring occurs.

Although the three tests show similarities in these trends of depth of field and Airy disk, the magnitude of these impacts varies between the tests. To better compare the three different tests, the data from the bottom portions of Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.7 is plotted on common axes in Figure 4.9. It quickly becomes apparent that Test B is the most forgiving in regards to the effect of both depth of field and Airy disk on the uncertainty band size. This is not surprising, as the depth of field is greater with shorter working distances [37] and with lower magnification factors [38]. Test B has a much lower magnification than Test A at a similar working distance, and a much shorter working distance than Test C at a similar magnification, resulting in the best depth of field
of all three tests. This is easily seen in the less-pronounced ‘U’ shapes in Figure 4.6, and the contrast to the deeper ‘U’ shapes of Tests A and C is more obvious in Figure 4.9.

![Graph showing size of uncertainty bands across all three tests reported in Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.7; Test A data is shown with solid lines, one for each aperture, Test B with darker dashed lines, and Test C with lighter dotted lines. All uncertainty band sizes are reported in units of pixels, and the out-of-plane displacements are reported as a percentage of the working distance.]

Test B is similarly insulated from the effects of Airy disk, as the short working distance compared to Test C leads to smaller Airy disks, and the lower magnification compared to Test A means that those Airy disks make up a smaller portion of the subset, as seen in Table 4.2. Thus,
Airy disks are not nearly as impactful to the correlation and to the noise of the resulting measurement for Test B as for Tests A and C. The limited impact of Airy disks on Test B explains why the smallest aperture only minimally raises the uncertainty band size at all working distances in Figure 4.6. Because Test B is less sensitive to error from depth of field or Airy disks, the other error sources dominate. This is apparent in the random fluctuations in uncertainty band size at different working distances in Figure 4.6, making Test B appear nosier than Tests A and C. However, the side-by-side plots in Figure 4.9 show that this random variation between working distances is comparable for all three tests.

The side-by-side comparison of all three tests in Figure 4.9 highlights other important differences between the tests. Test A had roughly 10 times the magnification of the other tests, and Test C had roughly 10 times the working distance of the others, meaning that Test A and C included factors that made each of them more prone to both depth of field and Airy disk issues. However, as far as uncertainty band size in pixels, Test A showed the greatest increase (the worst noise) when using the smallest aperture allowed. This seems to show that higher magnifications (like Test A) are more sensitive to the effects of both depth of field and Airy disk than longer working distances (like Test C), and both are more sensitive than the low magnification and short working distances in Test B.

4.6.2. Effect of Airy Disk Size

These tests have demonstrated that in addition to the effect of aperture size on depth of field, its effect on Airy disk size should also be considered, particularly when looking at high magnifications and/or long working distances. Because the long range DIC tests spans two working distances (Tests A & B vs Test C) and two length scales (Test A vs Tests B & C), it is
beneficial to observe the data in a way that directly compares the Airy disk size between the three tests. In part (a) of Figure 4.10, the data from Figure 4.9 is plotted as a function of the Airy disk size, calculated from Equation 4.1, and normalized for the different test parameters by reporting it as an aspect ratio of Airy disk diameter to subset width as shown in Table 4.2.

![Figure 4.10: Comparison of the effect of Airy disk size on the three tests. In a) the size of uncertainty bands in pixels as a function of the aspect ratio of Airy disk diameter to subset width.](image-url)
Each test is color coded, with lighter colors being closer to the neutral working distance of best focus and darker colors showing data from further out-of-plane displacement. In b) the results at the neutral working distances from part a) are plotted, with additional data from smaller and larger subsets. The black line shows the second-order polynomial curve fit.

Figure 4.10(a) again shows the similarities between Tests A and C. Due to the angular nature of the diffraction of light, the Airy disks at the longer working distance (Test C) were calculated to be roughly an order of magnitude larger than those at the shorter distances (Tests A & B). However, because the magnification in Tests B & C was much smaller than in Test A, the proportion of the images filled by each Airy Disk in Test C was more comparable to the proportions in Test A than Test B, as can be seen in the figure.

The lines representing the different working distances for Tests A and C highlight a key feature in the tradeoff between depth of field and Airy disk. For the smallest Airy disk aspect ratios, the uncertainty band size drops significantly as the out-of-plane displacement is reduced, showing the sensitivity associated with poor depth of field. As the aperture size decreases (and consequently the Airy disk grows larger, moving towards the right of Figure 4.10), the spread between the lines showing different working distances predictably shrinks as the further out-of-plane displacement produces lower uncertainty. However, this decrease in measurement noise is not unbounded, as virtually all of the lines from Tests A and C eventually begin to rise, showing increasing noise with larger Airy disk size. This demonstrates that at a certain point, the gains in depth of field made by smaller apertures are overcome by the losses in focus resulting from growing Airy disks.

To demonstrate the effect that Airy disk size has on uncertainty band size independent of depth of field effects, the 12 data points (3 tests x 4 apertures) from the neutral working distance
are indicated by circles in Figure 4.10(a). These show a definite trend of increasing uncertainty as the airy disk diameter increases. To demonstrate that this holds for other subset sizes, the image sets were correlated again in Vic-2D, but with varying subset sizes. One set of 12 data points was generated using the smallest subset size that would correlate at each aperture, and another set of 12 with larger subset sizes than the original. These subset sizes are given in Table 4.3. A second order polynomial was fitted to these 36 data points, shown by the black line in the figure. The equation of the fitted polynomial is also shown in Figure 4.10(b), where σ is the size of the uncertainty bands in pixels (three standard deviations) written in terms of the circular area of the Airy disk, A_{Airy}, and the square area of the subset, A_{subset}. Please note that the plot x-axis is in units of the dimension aspect ratio (diameter/width), while the equation is given in units of area ratio (area/area).

Table 4.3: Summary of subset sizes used in Figure 4.10(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aperture size (mm)</th>
<th>Test A</th>
<th>Test B</th>
<th>Test C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subset Size (px)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smaller</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larger</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the exact numbers of this equation are not necessarily applicable to all possible high magnification and long working distance DIC setups, the equation still demonstrates the physical relationship. Even if an Airy disk were to be so small as to approach zero on the horizontal axis and there was no loss of focus due to out-of-plane motion, there would still be some spatial variation due to other sources of noise. This is represented by the y-intercept of the equation, in this case 0.129 pixels. However, as the area obscured by the Airy disk grows, the uncertainty of the measurement grows as well. Somewhat surprisingly, the aspect ratio at which this contribution
becomes significant is quite large. By looking at the convergence of the downward curves in Figure 4.10(a), it can be seen the Airy disk begins causing uncertainty band size to increase again. This is where the depth of field effects (seen in those individual lines of part (a)) begin to meet the Airy disk effects (seen in the curve fit of part (b)), which corresponds to an aspect ratio of roughly 60-70%. Even though the Airy disk diameter at that point is roughly two-thirds of the span of the subset, this seems to be the ‘sweet spot’ at which the Airy disk and depth of field effects are best balanced. Thus, aperture can be reduced up until this point, improving depth of field without significantly compromising focus due to the Airy disk. Alternatively, one can increase the subset size used in the DIC calculation, but this comes at the expense of spatial resolution.

4.6.3. Additional Considerations

As previously noted in the methods section, the aperture on the lens not only affects Airy disks and depth of field, but it also affects lighting. There are five main ways to control lighting, each with its own tradeoffs. When performing DIC, it is generally advised (1) to use as bright a light source as is safely available, and to select (2) the exposure time on the camera and (3) the aperture on the lens based on the needs of the experiment [39]. For example, high speed tests require short exposure times to avoid motion blur [40], [41] while large out-of-plane displacements demand small apertures to improve depth of field [37]. Lighting can also be increased (4) by increasing the gain on the camera amplifier, but this results in a noisy measurement and should generally be avoided at all costs [42]. Lastly, lighting can be artificially controlled (5) through post-processing of images [43] but this also carries a risk of corrupting the measurement. Because the tests in this paper were all quasi-static and thus carried no risk of motion blur, we chose to offset changes in lighting due to aperture by changing exposure time. As seen in the delta contrast values of Table 4.2, varying the exposure time successfully led to consistent lighting and contrast.
conditions. For Tests A and C, those contrast values stayed within one count of each other across
the different apertures for their respective tests. Test B stayed within an acceptable ten count range;
the consistency across apertures in this test was limited by the size of exposure time increments
for the camera (note in Table 4.2 that the range of exposure times is much smaller for Test B than
for Tests A and C).

It is worth noting that diffraction limits also depend on the wavelength of light, as seen in
Equation 4.1. Blue lights were used throughout these tests, but in principle one could reduce the
Airy disks by switching to ultraviolet (UV), which has a shorter wavelength [44]. There are
currently no known commercially available lenses which can perform at (i) high magnification,
(ii) long working distances, and (iii) transmit in UV. There exists a custom-built UV lens that can
be used at a working distance of 10 inches, comparable to tests A and B [21], but there isn’t a UV
high-magnification lens that can be used at the 8 foot working distance featured in Test C.

Ultimately, long range DIC enables users to study more challenging environments in situ
without sacrificing the camera. However, such measurements often involve environmental
chambers which place a window between the camera and specimen, so additional consideration
should be given to thick-glass distortions in these cases [45], [46]. For example, the Hot Fuel
Examination Facility at Idaho National Laboratory is uniquely positioned to take in-situ
measurements of irradiated materials within the environmental chamber, with the specimen visible
through thick leaded glass windows [47]. The principles of high magnifications and long working
distances discussed in this work can greatly benefit DIC measurements in hot cells such as these,
as long as thick glass distortions are considered.
4.7. Conclusion

In DIC, it is often recommended to perform tests using lenses with as small of an aperture as possible while maintaining sufficient lighting in order to maximize depth of field. However, when performing DIC at long ranges and high magnifications, the aperture of the lens introduces competing phenomena. Larger apertures admit more light and are less sensitive to the diffraction limit of light but have poor depth of field. Conversely, smaller apertures admit less light (thus producing significantly darker images) and have better depth of field but are more sensitive to diffraction limits. The intensity of light can be controlled by other means which include using brighter light sources or increasing exposure time on the camera sensor. The remaining considerations -- diffraction limits and depth of field -- must be weighed when selecting an aperture in the experimental design. In seeking to improve focus of the image by reducing aperture, care must be taken to not cause large Airy disks, which also lead to blurring of the image. It is recommended that aperture size not be reduced such that the Airy disk diameter exceeds two-thirds of the width of the DIC subset.
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CHAPTER 5
OPTIMIZING THE ARRANGEMENT OF A RING HOOP TENSION TEST
FOR NUCLEAR FUEL CLADDING

5.1. Prologue

This work is a concluding report for a summer internship at Idaho National Laboratory. As such, it is not in the format of a full-length paper for submission to a journal, although it has been formatted similarly for readability. Although it is not a full-length paper, the findings presented here are a crucial part of the dissertation, determining the arrangement needed for accurate ring hoop tension testing in subsequent work. The work was performed during the internship as part of the NEUP fellowship program, in collaboration with David Kamerman and Nedim Cinbiz.

5.2. Motivation and Goals

The Ring Hoop Tension Test (RHTT) is a commonly-used testing method for determining hoop direction behavior and material properties. It consists of a ring-shaped specimen cut from a tubular sample, often with a narrowed gauge region, which is placed on two hemicylindrical mandrels. The mandrels are pulled apart, causing tension in the hoop direction of the ring [1]. However, the placement of the gauge region has a great impact on the stress state experienced during the test, and several arrangements and modifications have been proposed. To better understand which of these optimizes performance for obtaining hoop direction properties in the plastic deformation regime, four arrangements have been chosen from literature for finite element modelling. The arrangements were then compared based on their performance according to five different criteria: (1) stress uniaxiality in the hoop direction, (2) strain uniformity throughout the gauge region, (3) concentration of deformation in gauge region, (4) friction sensitivity, and (5)
stress-strain curve extraction. It is anticipated that these results will help inform testing of accident-tolerant fuel cladding or other nuclear fuel cladding, particularly in determining plastic deformation behavior in the hoop direction.

5.3. Description of Test Setups

Four test arrangements from the literature with different orientations of the gauge region and/or grip types were investigated, shown in Figure 5.1. Arrangement A is in the ‘top’ orientation, where the gauge region is placed on the top of the hemispherical grip. Arrangement B uses the same hemispherical grips, but with the ring rotated 90 degrees so that the gauge region is centered around the gap between the two grips, as in [2]. Arrangement C has the ring rotated 45 degrees [3,4], so it is centered between the locations in A and B. It also uses only one gauge region, rather than the two gauge regions which are used in every other arrangement. Arrangement D uses a dog bone shaped insert to prevent the ring from contracting inwards, and the gauge region is located at the end of the dog bone (where the gap between the two grips would be, at the same location as Arrangement B) [5,6]. The finite element models used in each arrangement took advantage of eighth-symmetry (symmetry across x-y, y-z, and x-z planes), except arrangement C which used half-symmetry (symmetry across the x-y plane, assuming z is out-of-plane in Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1: Diagram of test arrangements, showing grip type and gauge orientation. Gauge region is shown in dark blue, and direction of loading is shown with the yellow arrows.

The rings were modeled with an outer diameter of 9.5 mm, a wall thickness of 0.57 mm, and a sectioning width of 5 mm. Two different ring specimen models were tested with arrangement A, in order to compare the effects of different gauge sizes. The first, test 1, has a gauge region with length-to-width ratio of 1:1 (2 mm:2 mm). Test 2 is the same ‘top’ orientation, but with the gauge region having a length-to-width ratio of 4:1 (4 mm:1 mm). A comparison of these gauge sizes is shown in Figure 5.2. For each gauge size, a fillet of 1 mm was used in the transition from the gauge width to the full width of the ring. These gauge dimensions from test 2 were used in tests 3, 4, and 5, in the arrangements B, C, and D, respectively. The tests are summarized in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Gauge L/W Ratio</th>
<th>Grips Used</th>
<th>Gauge Angle from Loading Direction</th>
<th>Gauges per Ring</th>
<th>Test Arrangement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 1</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>Hemispherical</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 2</td>
<td>4:1</td>
<td>Hemispherical</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 3</td>
<td>4:1</td>
<td>Hemispherical</td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 4</td>
<td>4:1</td>
<td>Hemispherical</td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.2: Comparison of both gauge sizes. Left, the gauge with 1:1 length-to-width ratio used in test 1. Right, the gauge with 4:1 length-to-width ratio used in tests 2-5.
The finite element modelling was done with Abaqus Standard, which uses implicit analysis. The ring model was meshed with linear 8-node reduced integration (C3D8R) elements, seen in Figure 5.1, with roughly 10 elements/mm through the wall thickness. Finer meshing was used along the curved edge (~8 elements/mm) and along the edge of the gauge region (~4 elements/mm), as well as through the width of the gauge region (~10 elements/mm). In order to accommodate plastic deformation and contact, nonlinear analysis was also used. Material behavior, including isotropic strain hardening, was based on Zircaloy-4 [7].

The hemicylinder grips were modeled as 3D analytical rigid surfaces, deformation was applied to the ring through grip displacement. Surface-to-surface contact modeling was used with finite sliding and a contact stabilization factor of 0.001. In each of the tests, the results presented assume a friction coefficient of 0.05, closely modelling the expected friction state for a lubricated test insert surface (either from using graphite powder, Teflon tape, or some other method). The sensitivity of this assumption is explored via a friction analysis in which the friction coefficient is varied between this friction coefficient, a conservative expected unlubricated coefficient value of 0.3, and an idealized frictionless case.

5.4. Criterion 1: Uniaxiality of Stress State in the Gauge

5.4.1. Methods

The purpose of this criterion is to ensure that the stress in the gauge region is experienced chiefly in the hoop direction. This ensures that the material properties extracted from the test are truly representative of the behavior experienced in the correct direction. This criterion, like all the
following criteria, was evaluated at several plastic deformations ranging from 1% to 20%. The equivalent plastic strain listed is roughly the maximum strain experienced anywhere in the model, not the average strain in the gauge region. The first metric, $\alpha$, is a comparison between the hoop direction stress, $\sigma_0$, and the stresses in the other direction ($\sigma_r$ and $\sigma_z$). It is calculated at each integration point in the gauge region, as the larger of $\sigma_r$ and $\sigma_z$ divided by $\sigma_0$, as seen in Equation 5.1 below. Thus, if stress is perfectly uniaxial, the ratio would be 0%, and therefore a lower value of metric $\alpha$ is preferable.

$$\alpha = \frac{\max(|\sigma_r|,|\sigma_z|)}{|\sigma_0|} \quad (5.1)$$

The metric $\beta$ is a comparison of the hoop stress $\sigma_0$ to the maximum principal stress $\sigma_1$, as a secondary measurement of stress uniaxiality. Again, it is calculated at each integration point in the gauge region, as shown in Equation 5.2. This should be given less importance than $\alpha$ in comparing between arrangements. However, it does offer an idea of how well RHTTs in general are able to create a uniaxial stress state, as it is a quantitative indication that the hoop stress is oriented well compared to the major principal stress.

$$\beta = \frac{\sigma_0}{\sigma_1} \quad (5.2)$$

5.4.2. Results

The values of $\alpha$ in the gauge region is plotted in Figure 5.3 below for each of the test setups. The solid lines indicate the mean value of $\alpha$ across all elements in the gauge region. The dotted lines are upper and lower bounds, defined as the mean plus or minus the standard deviation, again for all gauge elements of the specific test.
There are some clear trends in the means from Figure 5.3. Notice that the curves for test 1, test 2, and test 4 are all nearly parallel, with 2 and 4 being nearly the same and 1 being worse by about 1.5%. The curves for tests 3 and 5 also show similarities in their shape, beginning at a worse $\alpha$ and improving as the plastic strain increases. Test 1 shows a worse $\alpha$ than test 5 by 0.5-1.5% for all plastic deformations. Based on these direct comparisons, test 1 and test 3 are the least desirable. Comparing tests 2, 4, and 5, shows that test 5 has worse stress alignment at low plastic strains, but between 5 and 10% PEEQ it dips below and outperforms the others through the rest of the plastic strain range evaluated.
Additional information can be gained from the upper and lower bounds, which indicate how uniform the stress state is within the gauge region. It can be seen that test 3 had the widest range of bounds, confirming that this is most likely a poor choice for maintaining uniaxiality. The bounds for tests 2 and 4 are again very similar to one another, except that the standard deviation drops with test 4 as the plastic strain increases, causing the bounds to shrink. Test 5 has a significantly larger standard deviation at low plastic strain, but at larger strains it improves, approaching the level of tests 2 and 4. The variability in the gauge for test 1 is similar to tests 2 and 4.

One can also see the maximum value of $\alpha$ experienced in the gauge region plotted in Figure 5.4, again as a function of plastic strain. The very high values for test 3 are unsurprising after seeing the spread between the upper and lower bounds in Figure 5.3. At the initial onset of plastic strain, tests 2 and 4 are again the lowest, followed by test 1, test 5, and then test 3. Tests 2 and 4 remain the lowest through nearly the entire range of plastic deformation, with 4 generally being the lower of the two.
Figure 5.4: Maximum value of $\alpha$ in the gauge region, plotted as a function of maximum equivalent plastic strain found in the gauge region.

The results of the analysis of the $\beta$ metric are plotted in Figure 5.5. In this metric, a higher value is preferable, as it means a closer agreement between the maximum principal stress and the stress in the hoop direction. Through the entire deformation range, tests 2 and 4 have the highest $\beta$ values. Values for tests 1, 3, and 5 are effectively the same beyond 10% plastic strain, and at the initial strain it can be seen that test 3 performs the worst, followed by test 5 and then test 1. However, it should be noted that all have values above 99% for the entirety of the tests, indicating that in general, RHTTs ensure that hoop stress is the main contributor to the principal stress state.
5.4.3. Discussion

Tests 2 and 4 performed very well in all the measures reported above, and tests 1, 2, and 4 are very similar in several characteristics. Because 1 and 2 both use grip/gauge arrangement A, their similarity is not surprising. However, with different gauge dimensions also come differences in performance. Of the two, test 2 performs better than test 1 in every case. This suggests that the length-to-width gauge ratio of 4:1 is more ideal, confirming the recommendation of Zircaloy gauge dimensions in previous studies [8]. Test 4 is also very similar to 1 and 2 because it also prevents the gauge from being located near the corner of the grips or in the gap between the grips, which limits the bending moment being placed on the gauge. The fact that tests 2 and 4 are so similar may indicate that the exact location of the gauge region may not have much of an impact, provided it is still entirely on the face of the insert. If this is the case, then an inadvertent eccentricity of the
load due to misalignment of the specimen on the fixtures will likely not have as significant of an impact on the validity of the results as other arrangements, yielding greater confidence in the results obtained.

Tests 3 and 5 also showed some similarities in performance. This can likely be explained again by the location of the gauge region perpendicular to the direction of loading (centered around the horizontal or 0-180 degree axis, assuming the load is oriented along the 90-270 degree axis). In this location, the ring will experience a combined bending moment and a tensile load at the beginning of the test. This is due to the closing of the gap between the ring and the grips (the dog bone insert in the case of test 5, and the edge of the semicircular grips in test 3). This bending results in a non-uniaxial stress state. It is interesting to note that the introduction of the dog bone insert is meant to directly address this bending moment [9], and while it offers improvement over test 3, bending moment is still present. In order to fit the ring over the grips, there must be some clearance between the ring and the dog bone insert, and this gap still leads to a bending moment in the gauge region.

Overall, tests 2 and 4 performed best in demonstrating uniaxiality. Although test 5 provides a performs slightly better at high plasticity, it is less consistent within the gauge region and throughout the range of plastic deformations. It is expected that in a setting where plastic material behavior is being extracted from the test, the consistency of the uniaxiality offered by tests 2 and 4 is highly valuable. This is especially true if the expected plastic deformation of the test is smaller, such as the 5 and 10% plastic strain range where tests 2 and 4 perform better. Test 4 showed slightly better results than test 2, although the difference between the two in nearly negligible and should be a consideration only as a last resort if the other criteria fail to differentiate between the two tests.
5.5. Criterion 2: Uniformity of Plastic Strain in the Gauge Region

5.5.1. Methods

This criterion was used to determine how uniform the deformation in the gauge region was for each of the tests. The equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) of all elements in the gauge region was found for each test through the same plastic deformation range of 1% to 20%. The ratio \( \gamma \) of average to maximum PEEQ experienced in the gauge region was calculated, as shown in Equation 5.3.

\[
\gamma = \frac{\varepsilon_{PEEQ\,Avg}}{\varepsilon_{PEEQ\,Max}}
\]

(5.3)

If the average and maximum values are very different, the gauge region lacks strain uniformity and there is either a large gradient through the gauge or there is a region of strain concentration. A visual inspection of the plastic strain contours was used to determine if and where these concentrations occur. This qualitative analysis of strain distribution can help identify issues with uniformity in the radial, hoop, and axial directions.

5.5.2. Results

This \( \gamma \) ratio of average to maximum plastic strain in the gauge region as a function of the maximum plastic strain is shown in Figure 5.6. The ratio is the average divided by the maximum, and a higher value indicates a greater degree of uniformity in the gauge region. It can be seen that the ratio remains fairly constant throughout the plastic deformation range for tests 2 and 4, and to a slightly lesser degree for test 1. Test 4 remains the highest and therefore has the best strain uniformity, followed closely by test 2, and then the next highest is test 1.
Figure 5.6: The γ ratio of average plastic strain compared to maximum plastic strain experienced in the gauge region is plotted as a function of the maximum plastic strain. A higher ratio value indicates better uniformity.

As with criterion 1, there are clear similarities between tests 3 and 5. Both start with a poor ratio at the onset of plastic deformation, which improves as the strain magnitudes increase. However, both tests 3 and 5 fail to surpass the uniformity of tests 2 and 4, although test 5 reaches the same level of uniformity as test 1 by the end of the test.

Select contours of the different tests are shown in the series of figures below. Figure 5.7 shows the progression from the deformation corresponding to a peak equivalent plastic strain of roughly 1% to 20%. The geometry is shown utilizing symmetry across the y-z plane, and the x-y plane. One can see the strain distribution change from two peak regions in the gauge at the beginning to one single region at the center of the inside edge of the gauge.
Figure 5.7: Test 1 strain contours, plotted for the gauge and fillet regions.
Figure 5.8 similarly shows the progression through the range of plastic strain from 1% to 20%. The strain remains concentrated between the gauge center and the fillet region throughout the deformation, meaning that in the actual ring there will be two separate peaks per gauge. However, this peak does move closer to the gauge center, and the uniformity improves as compared with the previous arrangement, in test 1.
Figure 5.8: Test 2 strain contours, plotted for the gauge and fillet regions.
The strain distributions for test 3 are shown in Figure 5.9. It can be seen that at 1%, the strain is very much concentrated on the inside face of the ring, at the center line of the gauge region. As the deformation progresses, the peak strain region moves from the center of the gauge outwards, in the direction of the fillet. This peak strain region remains highest along the inside edge, although it also becomes deeper in the radial direction as deformation increases. It can also be noted that some locations on the inside edge of the ring experiences some reduction in area.
Figure 5.9: Test 3 strain contours, plotted for the gauge and fillet regions.
Test 4 strain distributions are shown in Figure 5.10. Note that because half symmetry was used in this analysis, a greater portion of the ring is shown than for the other eight-symmetry analyses. As in the previous tests, the peak strain regions are found at the inside face; however, there is a greater level of uniformity from 5% strain onward.
Figure 5.10: Test 4 strain contours, plotted for the gauge and fillet regions.

The plastic strain contours from the dog bone arrangement, test 5, are shown in Figure 5.11. In the early deformations, the peak strain region is on the inside face, in between the gauge center and the fillet region. But from 15% to 20%, the peak becomes located at the center of the gauge region.
Figure 5.11: Test 5 strain contours, plotted for the gauge and fillet regions.
5.5.3. Discussion

The quantitative results seen in Figure 5.6 are reflected in the strain contours shown in Figure 5.7 through Figure 5.11. The large discrepancies between average and maximum strain apparent in the \( \gamma \) values of Figure 5.6 in the beginning deformation stages of tests 3 and 5 are explained by the small spatial regions where plastic deformation first happens. Observing the 1% set from test 3 shown in Figure 5.9, the initial plastic strain region is located at the center of the gauge region, where the gap between the two grips is located, and on the inside face. In the case of test 5 in Figure 5.11, this concentrated region is located between the gauge center and the fillet region, again at the inside face of the ring. This behavior, as well as the similar orientation of the gauge relative to the direction of loading, may indicate that the same mechanism is at work.

This is most likely due to the combined bending and tension effect at these locations. The bending moment caused as the curved ring is straightened out against the smaller grip would cause tension at the inside face, and compression at the outside face. The unintentional bending load being applied combines with the desired tension load to cause a localization of plastic strain, rather than allowing a more uniform distribution. As the deformation progresses in the test 3 arrangement, the peak strain concentration moves away from the center of the gauge and towards the fillet region. This most likely occurs as the gap between the two grips grows, meaning the corner of the grip moves along the inside of the ring towards this fillet region, translating the location of the bending and therefore the highest plastic strain. In test 5, the dog bone insert is intended to mitigate this bending concentration by preventing the drawing inward of the gauge region. This appears to move the concentration location closer to the fillet regions at the beginning of plastic deformation, rather than prevent the strain localization. As the test progresses, however, this concentration becomes less noticeable, and it approaches more preferable uniformity.
Test 1 contours show a continuous strain concentration at the point located on the inside face and the center of the gauge region throughout the deformation (see Figure 5.7). This is not ideal, although the fact that the gauge region is shorter than the rest means that the concentration makes up a large portion of the gauge region and ensures the maximum strain is relatively close to the average (see Figure 5.6).

Tests 2 and 4 have improved uniformity throughout the deformation range, compared to tests 1, 3, and 5. Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.10 show that for much of the gauge region, strain does not vary significantly. These two arrangements still have strain concentration regions, but the difference between the concentrations and the rest of the gauge is not as severe as in the other arrangements. In tests 2 and 4, this region of concentration is located between the gauge center and the fillet regions, and in both tests the concentration begins to expand towards the gauge center. In test 4, this widening reaches the center of the gauge region at 20% plastic strain, showing the greatest expansion of the high-strain region in the circumferential direction of any of the test arrangements. The only other test arrangement that approaches a similar size of peak strain region is test 5.

The combination of these qualitative and quantitative evaluations would seem to indicate that test 4 offers the best strain uniformity criterion, followed by test 2 and then test 5. However, it is worth noting that uniformity of strain in specific directions may also be an important consideration in some cases. The finite element models used in this analysis are based on a ring that is made solely of zircaloy. But if the RHTT was to be used for a sample made from an accident tolerant fuel cladding tube with a lining on the inside or a treatment/coating on the outside, a strain gradient in the radial direction (through the wall thickness) could be a more serious problem. While a RHTT may be used to test and treat this cladding as a composite, the presence of strain non-
uniformity in the radial direction seen in some of these arrangements would seriously compromise the validity of test results. This may also be true in the case of hydrided cladding, where there is often a gradient of hydrogen concentration in the radial direction as well. Although there could conceivably be property variation in any material direction of a ring specimen, it is expected that such variation in the radial direction is likely to have the most severe consequences.

Taking into consideration those potential repercussions, some of the arrangements separate from the others. Radial variation is fairly small at all strains for test 1, as seen by the gauge center and bottom views of Figure 5.7. Test 2 (Figure 5.8) shows a similar degree of radial uniformity. Test 3 (Figure 5.9) shows very poor uniformity, although the gradients become improved as the degree of plastic deformation increases. Test 4 (Figure 5.10) shows radial gradients like those found in test 2, with only small variations from the inside face to the outside face. Test 5 (Figure 5.11) initially shows poor radial uniformity, although it does improve as the test progresses, almost reaching the degree exhibited by test 2 and 4. Thus, test 4 seems to be the recommended arrangement for optimal strain uniformity, followed by test 2.

5.6. Criterion 3: Highest Stresses and Strains Located in Gauge

5.6.1. Methods

The purpose of this criterion is to confirm that there are no concentrations of stress or strain occurring outside the gauge region. This ensures that the deformation of the ring will be experienced solely by the gauge region. The maximum, minimum, and average values of both equivalent plastic strains (PEEQ) and major principal stresses ($\sigma_1$) were found for each region (the gauge region, the curved region, and the full-width region). This was done for each test through the same range of plastic deformations as the previous criteria.
It should be noted that due to geometry differences, the definition of curved region is different between test 1 and tests 2-5, as seen in Figure 5.12. Test 1 has a wider gauge region, and thus the curved region is wider as well, and the curve extends to the top of the ring as pictured. However, the rest of the tests have the smaller gauge region to fit the 4:1 length-to-width ratio, meaning that the curved region is smaller. This means that the ratios of averages presented with the criterion may not be directly comparable between test 1 and the other tests. It should also be noted that for test 4, symmetry on either side of the gauge cannot be assumed, and so both curved regions were used in the calculation.

![Figure 5.12: Curved region definitions for test 1 and the subsequent tests](image)

To compare average deformation outside and inside the gauge region, the average equivalent plastic strain in all the curved region elements was divided by the plastic strain in the gauge region to give a comparative ratio $\delta_{\text{curved}}$ as seen in Equation 5.4a. This was repeated with full-width region elements and gauge region elements, producing $\delta_{\text{full}}$, seen in Equation 5.4b.
Higher δ ratios mean that significant deformation is occurring outside the gauge region. This directly impacts the ability to determine elongation in the gauge region based on the grip or crosshead displacement; if too much plastic strain is occurring outside the gauge region, then the grip displacement will lead to overcalculation of the actual gauge strain.

The other main consideration in processing these region-specific plastic strains is the maximum strain experienced in the gauge region. As an experiment nears failure, it is important that the peak strain in the gauge region is significantly higher than the strain anywhere else in the ring sample. Otherwise, failure outside the gauge region becomes a possibility. To monitor this, the ratio ζ of the maximum strain outside the gauge region (either in the curved region, or in the full-width region) to the maximum strain found within the gauge region was calculated, as seen in Equation 5.5. A low ζ value is ideal.

\[
ζ = \frac{\max(\varepsilon_{\text{PEEQ Max,curved}}, \varepsilon_{\text{PEEQ Max,full}})}{\varepsilon_{\text{PEEQ Max,gauge}}} \quad (5.5)
\]

### 5.6.2. Results

The δ ratios, a measure of the average strains in the gauge region and outside the gauge region, are plotted in Figure 5.13. One can see that δ\text{curved}, shown with the solid lines, is much higher than ratio δ\text{full}, shown with the dashed lines. This behavior is expected because of the smaller width of the curved region and the stress concentrations that the fillet produces. Test 3 shows the lowest values for both δ\text{curved} and δ\text{full}, but the order of the other tests is not the same for the two
regions. One can also see that test 5 has the highest (worst) ratio in the curved region for most of the deformation range, but that test 1 has the highest ratio for the full-width region. In the full-width region, tests 3, 4, and 5 have a ratio nearly zero, but all five tests are at or below a ratio of 1%. Also in the curved region, all the tests except test 4 follow the same curve shape or trend, increasing in ratio value initially and then slowly tapering off for the rest of the deformation range.

Figure 5.13: Plot of the ratio of average plastic strain in the curved region (solid line) or full-width region (dotted line) to the average plastic strain in the gauge region as a function of the degree of the plastic deformation in the gauge.

The plot of $\zeta$, which compares the maximum out-of-gauge strain to the maximum in-gauge strain, is shown in Figure 5.14. Again, it is evident that test 3 resulted in the lowest (best) ratio. Test 1 has the highest (worst) ratio for most of the deformation range, and the other three tests are similar from 5% plastic strain through the rest of the deformation. The ratio for test 1 and test 4 is
initially above 100%, meaning that the strain somewhere outside of the gauge region is higher than any strain inside the gauge region. At greater plastic strains, however, the performance of test 4 approaches that of tests 2 and 5.

![Graph](image-url)

**Figure 5.14:** Plot of the ratio of maximum strain outside the gauge region to maximum strain in the gauge region, as a function of the maximum plastic strain in the gauge region.

### 5.6.3 Discussion

The results of the $\delta$ ratios, comparing average strains inside and outside the gauge region, seem to counteract the benefits of the previous criterion by saying tests 4 and 5 are among the worst and test 3 performs the best. However, it is important to note that in the curved region (solid lines in Figure 5.13), all test arrangements yield $\delta_{\text{curved}}$ values below 13%. This is an indicator that all tests have average gauge strains roughly 7-8 times higher than curved region strains. In tests 2-
5, the curved region is much shorter than the gauge region, meaning the resultant elongation will be even less impactful. The average plastic strain in the full-width region is much smaller, so the average strain in the gauge region is at least 100 times larger than the strain in the full-width region. However, the full-width region is about the same length as the gauge region in most of the tests, and longer in the case of test 1 and test 4. Thus, although there is some strain present outside the gauge region, the grip or crosshead displacement can be used to satisfactorily estimate the gauge elongation. However, the accuracy of such a measurement can be improved with the formulation of correction factors to account for slight elongation in the other regions.

It is worth noting that, although counterintuitive, high $\zeta$ ratios may be a sign of a good test, as they can be product of good strain uniformity throughout the gauge region. The curved region is essentially a buffer between the high-strain gauge region and the low-strain full-width region. An ideal test would include a uniform relatively high strain throughout the gauge region, a uniform low or zero strain in the full-width region, and thus a significant gradient through the curved region. By this reasoning, the ideal test should have a low but nonzero $\delta_{\text{curved}}$ value, paired with a potentially higher $\zeta$ value. However, a $\delta_{\text{full}}$ value much higher than zero could be a sign of problems with the test.

Following this logic, Figure 5.13 shows that although tests 4 and 5 have some of the highest $\delta_{\text{curved}}$ values, they have $\delta_{\text{full}}$ values that are essentially zero. This finding addresses concerns about inaccuracy of elongation calculations from the grip displacement, suggesting that higher $\delta_{\text{curved}}$ and $\zeta$ values are likely due to high strains at the border between the gauge and curve regions followed by a steep strain gradient in the circumferential direction. This is confirmed by looking at the strain contours in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. When all three metrics of criterion 3 are considered, tests 4 and 5 appear to offer the best performance.
Additionally, more can be inferred about the ultimate failure and necking behavior by observing the trends in Figure 5.14. This $\zeta$ ratio helps to determine if the failure and necking will occur outside the gauge region; if the ratio is near or above 100% at a deformation state where failure is expected, then it is very possible that failure will occur outside the gauge region. At the earliest stages of plastic deformation (less than 5% PEEQ), tests 1 and 4 may be susceptible to non-gauge failure. However, if failure is ductile and doesn’t occur until at least 5% plastic strain, then it is unlikely that any of the tests will experience failure outside the gauge region.

5.7. Criterion 4: Friction Effects

5.7.1. Methods

The previous criteria were all evaluated with a coefficient of friction of $\mu=0.05$ to represent a low-friction state resulting from a lubricated grip surface. However, the ring arrangements are likely to behave very differently with different friction states, and so this criterion investigates the sensitivity of the models to changing coefficients of friction. The same tests were modeled with a coefficient value of $\mu=0.3$ to simulate a possible unlubricated surface condition of metal-to-metal contact, and then again with a value of $\mu=0$ to simulate the frictionless case. The overall behavior was compared by qualitatively observing strain distribution in the ring.

5.7.2. Results

The test 1 plastic strain contours in and near the gauge region for each of the three friction cases are shown in Figure 5.15. At both the onset of plastic deformation and at the final deformation of 20% plastic strain, the behavior of the lubricated case is similar to the frictionless case. In the full-friction, unlubricated case, the strain concentrates solely at the transition between
the gauge and fillet region. This trend continues throughout the deformation and ends with the same strain magnitude in that transition region as in the center of the gauge region.

![Figure 5.15](image)

Figure 5.15: Test 1 plastic strain contours at a peak strain of 1% (top row) and of 20% (bottom row), for a) frictionless, b) lubricated, and c) unlubricated cases.

Figure 5.16 shows the test 2 strain contours for the three friction cases at the end of deformation (peak plastic strain of 20%). At plastic onset, all three cases showed strain concentration at the same location. However, the unlubricated case shows that the concentration
did not move, the lubricated case shows some movement, and the frictionless case shows the concentration moving fully to the center of the gauge.

![Figure 5.16: Test 2 plastic strain contours, peak strain of 20%, for a) frictionless, b) lubricated, and c) unlubricated cases.](image)

The contours in Figure 5.17 show that for test 3, there is little difference between the frictionless and the lubricated cases, with almost identical distributions. The unlubricated case in part c) shows that at 20% peak plastic strain, the high strain region is distributed further along the inside face but does not penetrate as deeply in the radial direction. The strain does not stretch as far towards the curved region in the unlubricated case. This means that at the end of the gauge region, the unlubricated case has lower strains and therefore less strain uniformity within the gauge region.
Contour comparisons in Figure 5.18 show that different friction states have a clear effect on the symmetry of the gauge in test 4. At peak plastic strain of 1%, the frictionless and lubricated cases both show similar distributions with strain distributed across the gauge. In contrast, the unlubricated case shows that only one side of the gauge experiences any significant plastic strain. At peak strain of 20%, the unlubricated case approaches symmetry, but the peak strains are not located at the center of the gauge, and uniformity has worsened in comparison with the lubricated case. The frictionless case shows a greater degree of asymmetry about the gauge center than the lubricated case does, with a slightly smaller high-strain region compared to the lubricated case.
The contours in Figure 5.19 show the effects of friction on the test 5 at the final stage of deformation. Both the frictionless and the lubricated cases feature a maximum strain located at the gauge center, and both follow a similar distribution shape. The primary difference is that the high-strain region stretches further in the circumferential direction for the lubricated case, compared to the frictionless case. For the unlubricated case, the peak strain region is located in between the gauge center and the fillet region and is smaller than for the lubricated case.

5.7.3. Discussion

For all 5 tests, the higher or unlubricated friction state results in negative strain behavior. In many of the tests, higher friction means that the peak strain region is not located at the center of the gauge region, even at greater deformations. This can be problematic because as the strain to uniform elongation is reached and necking begins, a peak strain not located at the center of the gauge means that there will be two regions with high strain, and potentially necking at two different
locations. This is the case with tests 2, 4, and 5. For test 1, the higher friction keeps a high strain location at the transition region between the gauge and the fillet, on the inside face, which may have the same double-necking effect. The exception to this trend is test 3, where the friction causes the peak strain location to reach the center of the gauge (see Figure 5.17). However, in test 3 the uniformity is still negatively impacted by higher friction, as less of the gauge region experiences a similar magnitude of strain, with lower strains shown at the fillet end of the gauge region. These results indicate that for all tests, higher friction results in worse strain conditions.

The effects of decreasing the friction from a lubricated ($\mu=0.05$) condition to a frictionless ($\mu=0$) condition seems to have minimal effect in most cases. The differences in strain distribution between the two conditions are nearly indistinguishable for test 1 and test 3. In test 2 (Figure 5.16), reducing friction to zero caused strain to be better centered in the gauge region, but it also caused a smaller portion of the gauge to have the same range of strain. Thus, for test 2, the consequence of zero friction is a tradeoff between peak strain location and strain uniformity.

Although somewhat counterintuitive, the performance worsens with a decrease in friction for some tests. For example, in test 4 (Figure 5.18), the uniform high strain region shrinks and moves away from the center of the gauge. Test 5 (Figure 5.19) also shows the high strain regions shrinking. Thus, for test configurations 4 and 5, the ideal case for strain distribution is with lubrication rather than zero friction.

Unsurprisingly, all the tests are somewhat susceptible to worsened strain distribution quality due to higher friction in the non-lubricated case. However, tests 1 and 3 are likely the least affected by higher friction. Test 2 is likely to improve slightly by even more substantial lubrication. Tests 4 and 5 are likely near their greatest performance potential in the lubricated condition.
It should be noted that if an experiment is conducted to uniform elongation, the location of the high strain region becomes less important, and the uniformity of the strain distribution is likely the most important factor. This would make tests 2, 4, and 5 better-suited for use even at a friction coefficient higher than $\mu=0.05$. It is also possible that if the deformation is intended to go past uniform elongation to ultimate failure, the strain distribution could be improved by narrowing the gauge slightly at its center. This narrowing is often done to encourage necking in a certain location, and in this case it could also improve the strain uniformity throughout the gauge region. If the lubrication is not possible, then tapering should be strongly considered for tests 2, 4 and 5.

5.8. Criterion 5: Extraction of Stress-Strain from Load-Displacement Data

5.8.1. Methods

The purpose of this criteria is to ensure that the stress-strain relationship can be determined from the information that would be available in an actual experiment. This can be broken into 2 subtasks: determining the stress and determining the strain. The only available data source for determining stress is the load detected by the test frame. The strain calculation, however, can potentially be determined using crosshead displacement in the test frame, with a physical strain gauge fixed to the specimen, or through a non-contact imaging method such as digital image correlation (DIC). Finding a way to obtain reliable data for both stress and strain through only the test frame outputs (crosshead load and displacement) would be ideal, but there are multiple strain measurement methods that could be used. As such, the primary focus here will be finding stress in the gauge region resulting from the grip force load, the only method for determining the stress from experimental data where the plastic constitutive stress-strain relations are being determined.
For the purposes of accurately modelling an experimental setup, the “experimental” crosshead load and displacement were defined as the reaction force and displacement in the direction of loading on the grips reported in the Abaqus model. These are the forces and displacements that the actual grips would experience, and presumably the forces reported by the load cell. The displacement is more likely to be overestimated than underestimated by using crosshead displacement because of compliance in the load train. However, it can be assumed that the compliance of the gauge region in the specimen, with its small cross-section, is the dominating factor in the compliance of the system.

As previously stated, the goal of this criteria is to determine the “experimental” stress calculated from the load cell and compare it with the “standard” of the actual stress expected over the range of plastic deformation based on the material input data. This material input is defined by a series of yield stresses and their corresponding plastic strains [7], and is therefore independent of the actual analysis. Thus, an ideal test configuration would return experimentally derived stresses which match up with these material inputs at corresponding strains.

Implementation of two correction factors was found to better transform the crosshead data into an accurate stress-strain curve which matches material inputs. These corrections will be outlined below with some explanation of their purpose; however, the accuracy of these steps will be shown in the results section, and the reasons for their use will be further reviewed in the discussion section. As a proof of concept, the information presented is all obtained from the finite element analysis (except the material inputs, on which the analysis was based), but the procedure is designed to work with experimentally obtained data. This is done so that in an actual ring hoop tensile test, the plastic stress-strain behavior could be obtained without any additional finite element modelling.
The first two values that need to be determined are the grip force and grip displacement. In an actual experiment, these are test frame outputs; in this analysis, they are the resultant force and displacement in the direction of loading of the grip analytical rigid surface. An estimated value for strain in the gauge region, $\varepsilon_{est}$, is calculated using the well-known Equation 5.6, where $\delta_{grip}$ is the displacement of the grip and $l_0$ is the original length of the gauge. It should be noted that for test 4, the original gauge length is the full length of 4 mm, while for the others since symmetry is employed across the gauge, the original gauge is taken as half of the length (2 mm for tests 2, 3, and 5, and 1 mm for test 1).

$$\varepsilon_{est} = \ln\left(\frac{\delta_{grip}+l_0}{l_0}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)

In order to find an accurate estimate of the stress in the gauge region, a series of correction factors were applied to the reported force. The first correction factor is intended to adjust for the force needed to bring the ring specimen and grips into good contact with each other. First, the grip load is plotted against the strain estimate, and a line is fitted to the straight elastic portion of the curve. This line is then offset by 0.2% strain to the left, and the intersection between the offset and the load-strain curve is measured, as seen in Figure 5.20. The determination of this gap closure force is procedurally similar to the method for finding the yield stress from a stress-strain curve, and a more detailed justification of this method can be found in the discussion section. This force to gap closure offset value is then subtracted from the force data obtained from the test frame, correcting the force to better reflect the load causing deformation in the gauge region.
Figure 5.20: Diagram of the procedure for finding the required load to close the gap between the ring and grips.

The other correction applied to the force calculation is a friction factor. Friction between the grips and the inside edge of the ring must be accounted for, as the resultant force will act in a direction opposite the force exerted on the ring in the hoop direction. This means that the force experienced in the ring will be less than the force exerted by the grip and will vary in the hoop direction as a function of the angle around the grip. This angular variation is described by the belt or capstan equation, given in Equation 5.7, which shows the ratio of tensile load at an angle ($N_\theta$) to the load exerted at the grip gap ($N_0$) as a function of the angle ($\theta$) and the friction coefficient ($\mu$).

$$\frac{N_\theta}{N_0} = e^{-\mu \theta} \quad (5.7)$$
This ratio can be multiplied by the force from the crosshead to find the load experienced at any position on the ring. Using this relationship, the friction correction factor \( f \), or the average ratio over the gauge region (from positions \( \theta_1 \) to \( \theta_2 \)), can be found using Equation 5.8. This friction factor is calculated based on geometry of the test arrangement and the coefficient of friction, meaning that it is found by the same method for both the finite element model and for an experimental setup.

\[
f = \int_{\theta_1}^{\theta_2} e^{-\mu \theta} d\theta
\]  
\hspace{1cm} (5.8)

The resulting adjusted force can then be used to calculate the apparent engineering hoop stress of the gauge region, using the force divided by the gauge cross-section. In the case of test 4, the force must also be divided by two, because half-symmetry was used and thus two sides of the ring are present in the model, meaning the gauge region is experiencing only half of the force exerted on the ring. This is true in the finite element simulations of test 4 as well as in experimental cases. For tests 1, 2, 3, and 5, when the procedure is being used for experimental results rather than computational results, the full cross-sectional area of both gauge regions should be used with the full force reported by the crosshead (for example, 2 x 1.0 mm x 0.57 mm).

The apparent true stress can be found from the apparent engineering stress by using Equation 5.9, where the ratio of initial area to instantaneous area can be rewritten in terms of elasticity. This holds for plastic deformation, where the volume is constant (Poisson ratio is 0.5). In an experimental setup, this strain would be determined either through a strain gauge or a non-contact method like DIC. In the finite element analysis, this ‘measured strain’ was calculated as the average equivalent plastic strain from the gauge region elements (described in criterion 2).
summed with the elastic strain (found by dividing the engineering stress by the modulus of elasticity).

\[ \sigma_{true} = \sigma_{eng} \left( \frac{A_0}{A} \right) = \sigma_{eng}(1 + \varepsilon) \]  

(5.9)

This true stress, based on force adjusted with the correction factors, can then be plotted against the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) to produce the final plastic strain vs yield stress plot and compared with the input parameters.

### 5.8.2. Results

The friction correction factor and gap closure load correction, applied to each of the 5 test arrangements, is shown below in Figure 5.21. Tests 2 and 4 most closely replicated the input plasticity parameters which were used in the model, demonstrating good agreement.

![Figure 5.21: Plot of yield stress-plastic strain curves for all test arrangements, with friction correction factor and gap closure loads, compared against the target input parameters.](image)
5.8.3. Discussion

The importance of using the strain estimate rather than the strain reported in the gauge region can be seen by looking at the shape of the curve in Figure 5.20; rather than the linear elastic region beginning at zero load and zero strain, the stress-strain curve shows a ‘ramp-up’ region which is curved, eventually transitioning into the elastic region. This is an artifact of the test method, and clearly doesn’t represent actual material behavior. Subsequent application of the gap closure load correction, along with the friction correction factor, brings the simulated stress-strain extraction curves closest to the original ‘target’ input parameters, shown in Figure 5.21.

Of all the tests, test 2 and test 4 performed the best according to this criterion, as they are the tests directly above and below the input parameter curve. Test 4 begins closer to the input, following very closely through the yield point, and eventually diverging slightly above. Test 2, however, starts slightly further below, and approaches closer to the input as plastic deformation increases. Test 3 is even further below, and appears to be next best, followed by test 5 which is significantly below. Test 1 is much higher, making it the worst-performing arrangement in its ability to replicate the actual stress-strain behavior.

It is worth noting that test 5, which uses the dogbone insert meant to prevent the bending moment which causes the beginning ‘ramp-up’ curve prior to elastic loading seen in Figure 5.20, still exhibits less-than ideal behavior in the stress-strain extraction. However, this is not due to a misapplication of the gap closure load correction; if there was no ‘ramp-up’ curve behavior at the beginning of loading, then there would be no offset load to subtract, and therefore the correction would have no effect. This demonstrates that the intended effect of the dogbone insert is either not realized, by not preventing the ramp-up, or worsens the stress state, by introducing new grip-gauge interference behavior.
5.9. Conclusions

This study focused on the comparison of five different test methods for the ring hoop tension test (RHTT). The methods were evaluated based on five criteria: (1) stress uniaxiality in the hoop direction, (2) strain uniformity throughout the gauge region, (3) concentration of deformation in gauge region, (4) friction sensitivity, and (5) stress-strain curve extraction. Comparing tests 1 and 2, which used the same arrangement but with different gauge dimensions, showed that the 4:1 length-to-width ratio for the gauge region of tests 2-5 performed best. Of those, tests 2 and 4 were consistently the top performers, with test 4 slightly outperforming test 2 in a few metrics. Based on this study, test 4 is recommended for future experimental testing.
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CHAPTER 6
IN-SITU HIGH MAGNIFICATION DIGITAL IMAGE CORRELATION OF AGED NUCLEAR FUEL CLADDING IN RING HOOP TENSION TESTS

6.1. Prologue

This chapter consists of a paper which is currently in preparation for submission to a peer-reviewed journal. Hydrided zircaloy ring specimens were procured from Idaho National Laboratory, and all testing was performed at Utah State University in Logan, Utah.

6.2. Abstract

Zirconium alloys are commonly the material of choice for nuclear fuel cladding in light water reactors, acting as a barrier between the uranium fuel and the water coolant. During the course of operation, however, the cladding can become embrittled with zirconium hydride precipitates, thereby altering the mechanical behavior of the cladding. In this work, ring samples from artificially-aged Zircaloy-4 cladding with circumferential hydrides are investigated. The rings, which have varying concentrations of hydrogen, are inspected to produce full-field hydride maps. The specimens are then tested at room temperature with a ring hoop tensile test (RHTT), and high magnification digital image correlation (DIC) measurement techniques are used to produce full-field displacement maps. The hydride microstructural maps are then compared with displacement maps to investigate the effect of hydrides on plastic deformation and failure. Post-mortem analysis of fracture surfaces and comparison between mechanical behavior of rings with different hydride concentrations are also included.

Keywords: High magnification, hydrides, zirconium alloy cladding, in-situ, digital image correlation, ring hoop tension test
6.3. Introduction

Light Water Reactors (LWRs) are an important part of the current nuclear power fleet, accounting for roughly 80% of commercial nuclear power reactors [1]. For these reactors, zirconium alloys are often the material of choice for fuel cladding, due to desirable mechanical properties and neutron cross section [2]. However, zirconium alloys are susceptible to hydrogen pickup from the water coolant, and when hydrogen concentrations exceed the solubility limit of the zirconium alloy matrix, a second phase of zirconium hydride precipitates forms [3]. These hydrides often form in a circumferential orientation [4], although stress cycling at higher temperatures can cause them to reorient in the radial direction [5]. The inclusion of these hydrides causes the cladding to become more brittle [6], and further altering the behavior of already anisotropic non-hydrided zircaloy cladding [7].

Understanding exactly how these hydrides affect the behavior of cladding therefore becomes important to ensuring the safe operation of light water reactors. This is particularly true when considering accident conditions, such as when expanding fuel pellets interact with the cladding, greatly increasing hoop stresses [8–10]. Consequently, several studies have investigated the impact of hydrides on hoop direction mechanical behavior, including expansion due to compression (EDC) tests [11,12] and more traditional burst tests [13,14]. Due to the ease of testing and the ability to perform in-situ optical measurements, this work focuses on another testing method, the ring hoop tension test (RHTT). In these tests, a ring specimen is cut from the cladding and placed over hemicylindrical grips, which are pulled apart to create tension in the circumferential direction [15]. This work uses an arrangement which optimizes the stress and strain profiles by orienting the gauge at a 45 degree angle to the direction of loading [16,17] to best produce uniaxial hoop stress and uniform gauge strain.
To make the most of these hoop directional tests, it is beneficial to take in-situ measurements of the deformation of the ring. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a non-contact optical measurement technique in which a high-contrast speckle pattern is applied to a surface of interest and images are captured before and during deformation, then correlated to produce full-field displacement maps [18]. It is capable of being used at a variety of length scales, from meters [19] to micrometers [20]. As such, it is well suited to the in-situ deformation measurements of a RHTT, and has been implemented by previous researchers for a different gauge arrangement [21].

One key advantage of DIC is the ability to pair full-field displacement maps with the underlying microstructure. This has been done previously with grain boundaries and strain fields to determine the effect of grains on the deformation fields [22,23], and similar methods could be used with hydride microstructure and strain maps. Many studies have utilized hydride maps paired with mechanical experiments, but these have mostly been ex-situ [24–26]. Previous in-situ measurements of hydrided zircaloy have mostly been limited to small non-ring specimens that can fit in a specially-fitted SEM [27] or have not utilized DIC to measure strain [28], and those that feature in-situ DIC have been of lower magnifications and have not compared strain and hydride maps [21]. However, development of super resolution DIC techniques [29], combined with other high magnification DIC techniques, allow in-situ high-magnification DIC measurements of hydrided cladding and compare directly with hydride maps. The resulting hydride-deformation map pairs enable further investigation of the interaction between hydrides and the zircaloy matrix through plastic deformation to fracture. This also shows potential for use in validation of Multiphysics predictive modelling tools for hydrided cladding.

In this paper, ring test specimens of artificially hydrided (non-irradiated) Zircaloy-4 cladding with a variety of hydrogen concentrations that are imaged to create hydride maps. The
rings are then loaded in the circumferential direction using a ring hoop tension test, and in-situ DIC measurements of the cladding are taken during the deformation. Then, the displacement fields are overlaid on the hydride maps to produce full-field hydride-displacement map pairs. Finally, stress-strain behaviors of the rings with different hydride concentrations are compared, and failure location and behavior are discussed.

6.4. Methods

Artificially hydrided cold worked stress relieved (CWSR) Zircaloy-4 cladding that had been machined into ring test specimens was provided by Idaho National Laboratory for imaging and testing. Each ring had an outer diameter (OD) of 9.5 mm, width (W) of 5 mm, and wall thickness (T) of 0.57 mm, with a gauge region of length ($L_{gauge}$) 4 mm and of width ($W_{gauge}$) 1 mm, as seen in Figure 6.1. The dimensions of the gauge region result in a 4:1 length-to-width ratio, which has been recommended by other researchers [30], and a fillet radius of 1 mm was used to transition from the gauge region to mitigate stress concentrations.

![Diagram of ring specimen with dimensions](image)

*Figure 6.1: Diagram of ring specimen with dimensions as follows: OD=9.5mm, W=5mm, T=0.57mm, $L_{gauge}=4mm$, $W_{gauge}=1mm$. 
Hydrogen concentrations of the specimens varied from ring to ring, as seen in Table 6.1. The variety of concentrations in the cladding was achieved by introducing different pressures of H₂ in a furnace, then sealing and heating to 400°C. Concentrations were found to vary depending on the axial location in the cladding where the specimen was taken from, and therefore reported concentrations are found by sampling the cladding on either side of the specimen location in a hydrogen analyzer, using the inert gas fusion method, similar to [31,32]. A diagram of the sectioning profile for aged cladding tubes can be seen in Figure 6.2. The uncertainty of the concentrations due to sampling near the specimen location is reflected in the ranges reported for each ring.

**Table 6.1: Hydrogen concentrations in each of the ring specimens**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Ring #1</th>
<th>Ring #2</th>
<th>Ring #3</th>
<th>Ring #4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₂ concentration (ppm)</td>
<td>150 ± 10</td>
<td>370 ± 20</td>
<td>570 ± 30</td>
<td>1025 ± 75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.2: Section diagram for aged cladding. Hydrogen concentrations determined from select blue sections, and ring specimen cut from select white sections.

In order to map the hydride locations within each ring, the rings were ground, polished and then etched. The surface of interest for each ring was the cross-sectional surface of the gauge region surface, which is recessed below the rest of the cross-sectional surface of the ring. Thus,
traditional mechanical polishing methods which utilized a disk grinder/polisher could not be used, and the specimens were prepared by hand grinding and polishing. The appropriate grinding paper or polishing cloth was placed over a fixed metal plate with a thickness of ~3mm, and the specimen was moved back and forth in all directions while gently pressing down by hand on the paper or cloth, as seen in Figure 6.3. Grinding and polishing steps were based on parameters and methods used in previous work for metallography of CWSR Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes [33].

![Image of hand polishing method](image)

**Figure 6.3: Hand polishing method for ring specimen. The recessed gauge region is reached by placing polishing cloth over a thin clamped sheet of metal.**

Each grinding step was done until scratches and marks from the previous step were removed, roughly 10 minutes for each step. The grinding was done using waterproof SiC papers with grits of 400, 600, and 1200, sequentially, using medium hand pressure. During the grinding steps, water was periodically applied to the SiC paper to ensure water cooling for improved grinding performance. Polishing was then performed, first with a 3 μm polishing slurry on a silk cloth, then with a 1 μm diamond paste with diamond extender on a medium nap felt polishing cloth, and finally with a 0.05 μm colloidal silica solution on a medium nap felt polishing cloth.
Each of the polishing steps was performed by hand with medium-light pressure for roughly 10 minutes. Upon completion of all the grinding and polishing steps, some width material had been removed from the surface, resulting in a new gauge width $W_{\text{gauge}}$ of 0.93 mm at the center of the gauge region.

After polishing until specimens exhibited a mirror finish on the gauge region, etching was performed with an acid solution to reveal where hydride precipitates are located in the specimen [34]. Based on previous etching work for optical microscopy [33,35,36], which recommend an etchant with HF and a higher concentration of HNO3, Kroll’s reagent was selected. Both gauge regions on each ring were etched by vigorously rubbing a cotton swab with the etchant across the surface for approximately ten seconds.

Once etching was completed, the surfaces were imaged using a Qioptic Optem FUSION Zoom Lens with variable magnification. The lens was paired with a Point Grey GS3-U3-50S5M-C digital camera, with a resolution of 2448 x 2048 pixels. A series of images were taken of the gauge region, ensuring some overlap between images, and then stitched together using Adobe Lightroom Classic software. Then, the contrast of the images was improved through image postprocessing in Adobe Photoshop software so that hydrides would be more easily visible in strain-hydride image overlays. An example of both a single hydride image and the stitched and contrasted hydride map are shown in Figure 6.4. The hydrides appear as long dark line-like features, as seen in the yellow circle in the figure. Dark regions which serve as fiducial markers to line up future layers are shown by the green arrows.
Figure 6.4: Diagram showing hydride map image stitching for ring #4 (1025 ppm). Above, a single image captured with zoom lens of the gauge region; below, the entire gauge region hydride map, made of several images stitched together. Sample hydride is circled in yellow. Naturally occurring fiducial markers are indicated by the green arrows.

Polishing and imaging were done such that regions of pitting occurred at the edges of the gauge region, where the gauge begins to curve in the fillet and join the full-width ring. These dark patterns, which are indicated by the green arrows at the edges of Figure 6.4, serve as fiducial markers, which are important to the overlaying of microstructural maps with the deformation maps produced with DIC [22,23]. It is worth noting that these are very shallow, and as they are located in the wider fillet region, are not expected to cause premature failure during mechanical testing.

Once hydride mapping has been completed, the specimens are then prepared for DIC by applying a fine speckle pattern to the surface of the gauge regions. First, the fiducial markers and fillet regions are covered with tape to prevent the speckle pattern from obscuring the markers,
ensuring that they will be visible in both the hydride maps and DIC images. Next, a coat of white VHT Flameproof spray paint was deposited on the surface. While the paint was still wet, graphite powder particles were deposited, mixing compressed air and the powder in a chamber, similar to the method employed by Jonnalagadda et al. [37]. This forces the particles through a fine wire mesh (200 x 600 mesh size, purchased from McMaster-Carr) at the bottom of the chamber, breaking up clumps and evenly distributing the particles on the wet paint surface, resulting in a fine speckle pattern with most speckle sizes of roughly 10-15 microns across. A sample of the speckle pattern on the ring can be seen in Figure 6.5.

![Figure 6.5: Sample speckle pattern of graphite powder on white paint, for the ring specimen.](image)

After speckling the ring, excess paint and any other material on the inside of the ring or over the fiducial markers was removed with gentle application of acetone. It is important that the inside surface of the ring be clean to reduce friction between the ring and grips during mechanical testing. Extra care was taken to ensure that removal with acetone did not remove any of the speckle pattern on the gauge region surface. The inside of the ring was then lightly brushed with graphite powder lubricant to further reduce friction with the grip.

The specimens were then loaded into a Gleeble 1500D, a load frame fitted with an environmental chamber and viewing window. Special grips were designed with hemicylinders to fit inside the ring, as seen in Figure 6.6. Thus, when the grips are pulled apart by the load frame, the ring is pulled in tension. The orientation of the gauge region at a 45-degree angle with the
direction of loading ensures that it is not located by the corner of the hemicylinder, preventing both inward bending at the gap between the grips and stress concentrations from the corner. This orientation also helps reduce the friction experienced by the gauge, and that friction is lessened by applying graphite powder lubricant to the grip surface.

![Ring specimen over custom grips. The center of the gauge region is located at an angle of 45 degrees with the direction of loading.](image)

Cameras with zoom lenses and light sources were pointed through the viewing window of the environmental chamber, as seen in Figure 6.7. Two Optem zoom lenses of the same type used in hydride imaging were again paired with the Point Grey digital cameras, although a different lower lens was used to accommodate the longer working distance needed with the environmental chamber. In addition, a UKA Optics UV5035B 50 mm focal-length lens was paired with a JAI CM-140GE-UV digital camera to provide a lower magnification view of the grips, and black VHT Flameproof spray paint was applied to the top surface of the grips so that DIC could confirm the relative displacement between the grips during mechanical testing. A pair of Cole-Parmer fiber optic lights were used to illuminate the gauge regions of the specimen, one focused on each gauge.
Prior to mechanical deformation, the grips were moved apart until the ring had seated and adjusted on the grips. A series of 9 images was captured with each of the zoom lenses, and a single image was captured with the low magnification lens, to produce reference images. Then before any deformation, the same number of images were captured with the lenses to produce noise images. After reference and noise images were captured, the grips were moved apart under load frame displacement control in increments of 0.05 mm until the ring experienced failure. At each increment, a series of 9 images was captured with each zoom lens and a single image with the low magnification lens. Each series of 9 images from the zoom lenses was then combined into a single higher resolution image using the Keren and Robust Super Resolution algorithms, with an
interpolation factor of 2, recommended for improving image resolution in DIC [29]. Load frame force and displacement data were sampled at each increment as well.

The images were then correlated using Vic-2D to produce the displacement and strain fields. The zoom lens images used a subset size of 151 and a step size of 5, while the low magnification lens images used a subset size of 51 and a step size of 5. Lagrangian strains were calculated with a strain window of 33. The relative displacement data between the grips as measured by DIC with the low magnification images were then combined with the load frame data and corrected to produce load-displacement curves, from which macroscale stress-strain curves were calculated.

The hydride maps of each gauge region were then overlaid on the corresponding reference image of the speckled ring specimen using Adobe photoshop. The dark regions shown by the green arrows in Figure 6.4, which appear in both hydride maps and speckle images, were used to align the two images. This hybrid image was then used as the background for the DIC contours. In addition to these deformation contours and hydride maps, fracture surfaces for each of the tests were also imaged with the Optem zoom lens in the same configuration that was used for hydride mapping.

6.5. Results

The results for the four rings are given below. First, the engineering stress-displacement curves are given for each of the ring tests. Next, DIC contours are given for a variety of deformations and variables. Finally, select images of the fracture surface are shown for fractographic analysis.
6.5.1. Stress-Strain Data

The force was measured by the Gleeble at the beginning of each displacement increment. The displacement data for each test were calculated using the relative displacements between the two grips, as measured by DIC. However, as each test may begin with a slightly different gap between the grips and the ring, this raw relative grip displacement is underreported. To correct this, linear regression was used to fit a line to the linear elastic region and extrapolated to the displacement axis, as seen by the dotted lines in Figure 6.8. Displacements were then shifted so that the x-intercept occurs at the zero, meaning that all curves register zero displacement when zero force is applied. Using these shifted displacements, global engineering strains are calculated using the original gauge length $L_{\text{gauge}}$ of 4 mm, assuming that all significant deformation occurs in the gauge region. Engineering stresses are also calculated using the initial gauge cross section. The resulting stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.8: Engineering stress as a function of global engineering strain for each of the four rings.

6.5.2. Strain Contours

The DIC results for each of the tests were obtained using the parameters listed previously in the methods section. Due to variations in speckle patterns, some test results yielded stronger correlations than others, although nearly all eight of the gauge regions from the tests correlated without dropping many subsets. A sample noise contour paired with a contour at the final deformation increment prior to fracture for the 1025 ppm ring test is shown in Figure 6.9. Both contours are overlaid on the superimposed image of the hydride map and reference image, produced by the method described previously in the methods section.
The maximum principal strain contours for the final images captured prior to failure in each of the tests are shown in Figure 6.10. Both gauge regions are shown for each test, and it is easily seen that the quality of the correlation varies from gauge to gauge. Because these images are immediately prior to failure, they feature extreme deformation, and therefore some gauge regions exhibit a corresponding loss of subsets. This is especially apparent in the second gauge region for the 370 ppm tests and in the first gauge region for the 1025 ppm test. However, contours from earlier increments (not shown here) the correlation quality is still high, with minimal dropped subsets. Except for those cases where significant portions of the region of interest were dropped, all of the DIC contours tend to be similar in strain distribution across the gauge. Additionally, the magnitude of strains tends to match up well between both gauge regions from each ring test.
Figure 6.10: Max principal strain contour pairs on reference images for both gauge regions.
6.5.3. Fractographic Analysis

Greater understanding of how failure varies through different concentrations can be gained through considering the fracture surface. The fracture surfaces for the 370 ppm, 570 ppm, and 1025 ppm rings are shown in Figure 6.11. The 150 ppm ring was not included for the fractographic analysis. The surfaces are viewed from both the cross-sectional surface that was unspeckled (the backside from the DIC images) and the side profile, as specified in the ring diagram to the left of the figure. For each profile, the top and bottom images have been paired together. Each of the rings showed significant reduction in area, particularly visible in the side profile images. This is consistent with the necking indicated by the strain concentrations in the DIC results shown in Figure 6.10.
Figure 6.11: Cross-sectional profiles (above) and side profiles (below) of fracture in the gauge region for the 370 ppm (left), 570 ppm (middle), and 1025 ppm (right) ring tests.

The through-thickness fracture surfaces for the same three rings are shown in Figure 6.12. In each case, the radial direction is horizontal, and the axial direction is vertical. The top and bottom rows correspond respectively to the top and bottom images in the pairs of Figure 6.11.
These fracture surfaces highlight the out-of-page height difference between regions of the cross section. Due to depth of field, portions of the image that are at different working distances relative to the camera cannot be in focus at the same time (i.e. parts of the fracture surface that lay closer to or further from the camera will be out of focus). It is apparent that the darker hydrides often form the boundary between regions of different focus, indicating that abrupt changes in depth often occur as cracks grow out of plane along hydride locations.

![Figure 6.12](image)

**Figure 6.12**: Fracture surfaces for the 370 ppm (left), 570 ppm (middle), and 1025 ppm (right) rings. The red lines along the edges of the images indicate the surfaces of the side and cross section profiles in Figure 6.11. The top row of this figure corresponds to the top row in Figure 6.11.

### 6.6. Discussion

The results of the ring hoop tension tests highlight some key features of the general mechanical behavior of hydrided Zircaloy-4 cladding in optimized hoop-direction loading. They also emphasize the effect or non-effect of variation in hydrogen concentration. These results are
discussed in further depth, focusing on the stress-strain curves, DIC strain contours, and fractographic analysis.

### 6.6.1. Stress-Strain Data

Upon initial observation of the stress-strain curves in Figure 6.8, some key trends immediately stand out. First, at higher hydrogen concentrations, behavior is more brittle, as evidenced by failure at lower strains. Thus, the 1025 ppm specimen failed at the lowest apparent strain (just under 0.08), while the 150 ppm specimen failed at the highest apparent strain (just under 0.13). This aligns with the general understanding of the embrittling effect of zirconium hydrides, as hydrides have a lower ductility than the zirconium matrix [38], as well as results of other researchers [25]. Also interesting to note is the effect of the hydride concentration on the yield strength. Observation of Figure 6.8 gives a yield strength of roughly 900 MPa for the 150 ppm ring, roughly 750 MPa for the 370 ppm and 570 ppm rings, and roughly 700 MPa for the 1025 ppm ring.

The tensile strength also varies for hydride concentration. Again, the highest engineering hoop tensile strength is for the specimen with the lowest hydride concentration. The two highest hydride concentrations also have the lowest tensile strength, although all but the 150 ppm ring are very similar, within 50 MPa. Results of previous work by other researchers has shown an increase in yield and ultimate tensile strength with increasing hydride concentration [21], while the opposite trend is shown in the current work. It is possible that random variation of specimens may be great enough that it dwarfs the effect of hydride concentration. This may explain the differences between the higher concentration rings in particular.
6.6.2. Strain Contours

The DIC strain contour results in Figure 6.9(a) show that the highest strain noise is on the order of 0.001. Compared to the strains measured through the hoop tension test to failure, this noise is less significant, as can be seen by the lack of strain noise patterns in the strain contour in part (b) of the figure just prior to failure. Based on the subset size, step size, and strain window, the virtual strain gauge size is roughly 310 pixels, or 450 μm, meaning that the strain measurement is effectively averaged over that physical distance [39]. The virtual strain gauge size is limited greatly by the subset size, and while some of the rings were able to correlate with smaller subsets, the larger subset size was chosen to maintain uniformity for better comparison between tests. While this virtual strain gauge size limits the effectiveness of mapping strain against specific hydrides, the pairing of hydride maps with DIC strains still allows additional insights into how the hydrides affect the overall behavior of the specimen. It also provides the potential for future validation of computer modelling efforts based on hydride maps.

The strain contours of Figure 6.10 confirm the embrittlement effect that increasing hydride concentrations have on strain behavior. Comparing the maximum strains in each of the specimens prior to failure shows the same trend of lower failure strains for higher hydride concentrations as the stress-strain curves. However, the magnitudes of the strains in the DIC contours are much greater than the apparent strains taken from load frame data. This is caused by the higher strain regions in the center of the gauge region seen in Figure 6.10, where necking occurs. After the onset of necking, the apparent strain is not expected to match the localized strain displayed in the DIC results, hence the discrepancy.

The strain contour at the increment just before uniform elongation is shown in part a) of Figure 6.13, while the contour at the increment of ultimate stress is shown in part b). This
demonstrates that before this point, higher strains are located in the middle of the gauge region, but it is relatively uniform and spread over a wider area with the expected noise of Figure 6.9. At this ultimate stress increment, however, higher strains begin to accumulate in the exact center of the gauge region, particularly at the inside edge. It is easy to see how this changing strain distribution naturally leads to the necking behavior seen in Figure 6.10. This evolution of strain helps demonstrate the typical behavior of this arrangement of ring hoop tension testing, allowing more accurate measurement of anisotropic material behavior.

![Figure 6.13: Principal strain contours a) immediately before and b) at the increment of ultimate stress. Note that at ultimate stress, strain begins to concentrate at necking location.](image)

6.6.3. Fractographic Analysis

Comparison of the profiles in Figure 6.11 shows key similarities in the manner of failure for the three ring specimens shown. Each of the rings demonstrated something of a combination between the cup-and-cone like fracture and the flat fracture that have been previously documented by Le Saux et al. for uniformly hydrided zircaloy-4 cladding in ring hoop tension tests [21]. The cross-sectional profiles tend to show a more flat failure mode (with some slight modifications) found more often in higher hydride concentrations. On the other hand, the side profiles tend to
show the cup-and-cone like mode with a somewhat flat center section with 45-degree slants to the left and right typical of lower hydride concentrations.

One of the unique differences seen in this work is the ‘tower’ feature, easily seen in the right part of the cross-sectional profile of the 370 ppm ring, and to a lesser extent, the 1025 ppm ring, in Figure 6.11. Here, the failure mode deviates from the otherwise flat profile, as the break occurs at a different circumferential location for a small portion of the ring, but still with a flat profile. This is also seen in the 370 ppm images of Figure 6.12, where the defocusing of the region at the left of the image indicates a significantly different depth of the fracture surface profile. This view of the fracture surface shows that the right edge of the region aligns with a hydride, which shows up as a dark vertical line in the image. The upper part of the defocused image ends where this hydride also ends, which seems to indicate that this region is solely due to the location of the hydride.

The dark regions in Figure 6.12 mark the location of hydride locations, where cracks form aligned with the hydrides and the direction of loading along the circumferential-axial plane. It has been noted that the hydrides fail before the rest of the zirconium matrix, causing the secondary cracks and cleavage facets (also visible in the 370 ppm and 1025 ppm rings of Figure 6.12) typical of brittle failure [24]. This, combined with the tower features, seems to show that after failure of the hydrides, damage accumulation occurs at several locations in the ring, growing cracks in the radial-axial plane which are perpendicular to the direction of loading. These cracks then grow until they meet the perpendicular hydride cracks, which accounts for the depth variation between regions divided by the macrohydrides. Close inspection of the cross-sectional profile of the 370 ppm ring in Figure 6.11 shows several microcracks forming in this radial-axial direction, which
supports this explanation. It is expected that the concentration of hydrogen in these macrohydrides which are spaced further apart causes this type of failure behavior.

6.7. Conclusions

Using DIC strain measurement methods in conjunction with hydride location mapping offers increased capability for understanding the anisotropic behavior of hydrided cladding. This work demonstrates its efficacy with the ring hoop tension test (RHTT), featuring two gauge regions oriented at a 45-degree angle with the line of loading. A series of these hoop tests with specimens of different hydride concentrations highlighted differences in mechanical behavior. Resulting stress-strain curves showed lower failure strains for rings with higher hydride concentrations. The DIC contours confirmed this trend of lower failure strains, although local strains exceeded the global engineering strains available from load frame data. Additional insight into the influence of hydride morphology on failure mechanisms was added by observing fracture surfaces and hydride location. The pairing of high magnification DIC with ring tests and hydride maps paves the way for more accurate understanding of failure strain and hoop direction mechanical behavior.

6.8. References


CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation introduced and explored several novel methods and techniques for high-magnification, in-situ digital image correlation (DIC) measurements, which culminated with their application in deformation measurements of hydrided nuclear fuel cladding. The first chapter included an extensive review of cladding behavior, mechanical testing methods, DIC, and high-magnification DIC modifications. The next three chapters (2-4) featured papers on high magnification DIC topics that have been published or are in review. Chapter 5 covered the optimization of ring tests for determining hoop direction cladding behavior. The next chapter then presented a manuscript in preparation for publication on the use of high-magnification DIC combined with hydride mapping for those optimized ring tests. Together, they provide a comprehensive treatment of a more accurate measurement of anisotropic behavior in cladding, with results that also apply more broadly to in-situ DIC measurements for high-magnification or extreme environment situations.

My first paper (chapter 2) presented a custom high-magnification UV lens, and investigated its use with DIC measurements. A steel ring specimen was used and speckled and observed through a series of tests using both the custom lens and a commercial alternative. Rigid translation experiments showed that the lens provided DIC measurements at least as good as the alternate lens, but with much better spatial resolution. The lens also performed well at high temperatures, showing the improved measurement capability of the UV optics. In the hoop tension test, the custom lens produced DIC contours that better matched the behavior predicted by finite element.
The next paper (chapter 3) expanded on the high magnification capability by implementing previously developed super resolution imaging techniques, applying them for the first time to DIC. Super resolution DIC (SR-DIC) relies on post-processing a series of overlapping images taken at the same deformation increment, then combining them to create a single image of higher resolution. Again, a ring specimen of similar size to fuel cladding was used to demonstrate SR-DIC with a rigid translation test and a hoop tension test. SR-DIC improved the quality of the measurement, reducing uncertainties and increasing spatial resolution, preparing the way for its use in actual cladding tests. The problematic nonuniformity of strain shown in the contours from the hoop tension test, however, highlighted the need for better arrangements in future experiments.

The subsequent paper (chapter 4) investigated one of the key drawbacks and limitations in high-magnification DIC, the diffraction limit of light. When longer working distances are required for in-situ measurements such as in extreme environments, the diffraction of light causes a disk of blurring or airy disk. This blurring can be lessened by increasing aperture size, but that comes at the expense of worsened depth of field and its resultant defocusing. I conducted a series of rigid translation tests on the ring specimen, using different combinations of working distances and magnifications. For each combination, the effect the tradeoff between depth of field and airy disk has on DIC measurements was studied. At low magnification, the diffraction limit effect was negligible, but at high magnifications and especially long working distances it became dominant. The optimal point at which both negative effects are minimized was found to occur at the aperture setting where the disk diameter was roughly two thirds of the correlation subset width (a DIC calculation parameter). The direct relationship between airy disk size and measurement uncertainty was also demonstrated. This paper showed the challenges of high-magnification optical DIC, but also demonstrated that accurate measurements can still be obtained with significant blurring.
As was made evident by non-uniform tension in the ring hoop tension tests (RHTT) of the first two papers, it was necessary to determine a better arrangement for future testing. The RHTT is designed to provide tensile properties in the hoop direction for anisotropic materials such as nuclear fuel cladding. Several gauge locations and grip designs had been proposed by previous researchers, and so the purpose of this work was to evaluate the most promising designs. Finite element models of a variety of ring and grip arrangements were produced and RHTTs were simulated. The arrangements were evaluated based on several criteria, including hoop stress uniaxiality, uniform strain distribution, and replication of expected stress-strain curve behavior. The optimal arrangement was found to be a ring with a 4:1 length-to-width ratio of the gauge, with two gauges oriented at a 45-degree angle to the load line. Using this arrangement offered the best balance of desired qualities, promising the best behavior for future RHTTs.

Chapter 6, a paper on testing hydrided cladding currently in preparation for journal submission, built on each of the previous chapters. The expanded understanding of high-magnification DIC techniques and tradeoffs, as well as the optimal RHTT arrangement, were used to test hydrided cladding with different hydrogen concentrations. New methods and innovations were developed to allow direct comparison of hydride maps with strain contours. Those contours in turn gave additional information about the anisotropic behavior through plastic deformation, specimen necking, and fracture. This directly enables the goal of the dissertation, to allow high-fidelity strain measurements at high magnification for validation of multiphysics models of hydrided cladding.

In addition to explicitly meeting this goal of measuring hydrided cladding tests with DIC, the work contained in this dissertation also greatly expands the existing knowledge base. Many aspects of high magnification in-situ DIC measurements have been treated here, allowing
researchers to expand past previous limitations. It also offers potential applicability to many other experiments in the fields of solid mechanics, micromechanics, and material science. As such, this work has been shared through numerous oral presentations at conferences for the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and the Society for Experimental Mechanics (SEM). Based on the results of this dissertation, I see several opportunities for continued exploration:

First, our understanding of ideal RHTTs would greatly benefit from experimental validation of the finite element analysis in chapter 5 with unhydrided cladding samples. This would confirm the findings of that chapter, while assessing the compatibility of the test arrangements with DIC. Obtaining zircaloy cladding samples for chapter 6 was especially challenging and time consuming, thus limiting the number and type of cladding specimens. Thus, this type of testing would be ideal in a setting where cladding specimens are more readily available. As a postdoctoral researcher, I plan to continue this non-hydrided cladding validation effort in conjunction with researchers at Idaho National Laboratory.

Second, these results would translate very well to testing in extreme environments. This could include high temperature tests of hydrided cladding, as well as tests of cladding that has been both hydrided and irradiated. Experiments such as these are precisely the type that benefit from the work on understanding diffraction limit effects in high-magnification DIC at long working distances. Experiments through windows of hot cells that contain irradiated material would draw on this and other topics of the dissertation while offering further information about anisotropic behavior of used cladding. This research can also be done in coordination with Idaho National Laboratory.
Third, these high-magnification in-situ techniques can also be used for axial direction tests. The work of this dissertation focused primarily on hoop tension testing; however, to understand the anisotropic behavior of cladding, axial tension tests are also necessary. To this end, specimens of hydrided cladding have been produced for use in bend testing, both at room temperature and operating temperatures. These specimens can therefore be tested by future labmates at Utah State University. The techniques described in this dissertation will be vital for performing these high magnification, in-situ room temperature and high temperature tests.
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